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ABSTRACT

Nuebling, Michaela Andrea Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. The Supply and
Demand of Wine-on-Tap in the United States: An Examination of Perceptions and
Experiences. Major Professor: Carl Behnke.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the perceptions and early
experiences associated with a recent WUHQGLQWKH8QLWHG6WDWHV¶IRRGVHUYLFHDQGZLQH
industry: wine-on-tap. Three study populations were investigated: wine consumers,
restaurant and winery professionals. Contrary to expectations driven by literature and the
diffusion of other wine product innovations, American wine consumers showed interest
in trying wine-on-tap, stating that the main reason for non-adoption was limited
availability. Early adopters, across the three study populations, reported positive
experiences and acknowledged several benefits of wine-on-tap such as improved
freshness, better value, improved eco-friendliness, and premium wine quality. However,
kegging wine and serving kegged wine appear to be more complex than it seems at first.
Barriers, such as the cost of infrastructure for winery equipment, renovation of existing
bar space, and dispensing equipment were operational challenges highlighted by industry
professionals. Additionally, keg logistics and the perceived, yet controversial, need to
overcome guests¶ resistance seem to slow down the diffusion. Several other managerial
and research implications emerged from this study.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Nature of the Problem

The United States foodservice industry represents a multi-million dollar sector
with significant economic influence; specifically, commercial restaurants generate a large
SURSRUWLRQRIWKHLQGXVWU\¶VUHYHQXH National Restaurant Association [NRA], 2013).
Wine is an important source of revenue for most establishments (Barth, 2011; Jacob &
Neal, 2011). In recent years, the consumption and production of wine in the United
States has increased. In 2013, 836 million gallons of wine were produced in the U.S.
(Wine Institute, 2014). At the same time, the United States had the highest total
consumption of wine in the world. In 2013, a total of 345.1 million nine-liter cases worth
34.6 billion dollars were sold in the United States (Gibb, 2013). Among those who drink
alcohol, 35% consider themselves wine consumers (Gallup, 2013). Concurrently, the
number of U.S. wineries increased from 3,469 in 2002 to 8,806 by 2012 (Wine Institute,
2012a).
Wine is a unique product as its quality cannot be assessed prior to consumption;
therefore, purchasing wine can be considered risky, and is known to cause consumers
distress (Bruwer, Fong, & Saliba, 2013; Taylor, Dodd, & Barber, 2008; Olsen, Thompson,
& Clarke, 2003; Chaney, 2000).
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According to research, buying wine in restaurants can be perceived as more
stressful and risky than wine purchases off premise (Bruwer et al., 2013; Ritchie, 2007).
However, research conducted by the National Restaurant Association, highlighted that
consumers enjoy trying new wines in restaurants and bars (NRA, 2013). Therefore, when
dining out, many consumers choose to drink wine-by-the-glass (Lavin, 2013; NRA,
2013). Labrador OmniMedia, the provider of an iPad wine list application, consolidated
foodservice wine sales data, and suggested that 80% of wine orders at mid-level
establishments and 66% of wine orders in upscale restaurants are by-the-glass purchases
(Gray, 2013).
The development of a successful wine program can be challenging. In some
establishments certified sommeliers take charge of the wine list (Dewald, 2008; Manske
& Cordua, 2005); whereas in others, owners or food and beverage managers compose the
offerings. Wine list criteria and content has been researched previously (Lockshin,
Cohen, & Zhou, 2011; Sirieix, Remaud, Lockshin, Thach, & Lease, 2011; Corsi, Mueller,
& Lockshin, 2010; Dewald, 2008; Saura, Molina, & Contri, 2008; Davis & Charters,
2006; Gultek, Dodd, & Guydosh, 2005). However, despite the importance of wine-bythe-glass (WBG) for generating sales revenues in foodservice establishments, little is
known about by-the-glass programs. Furthermore, offering a unique wine selection was
proposed as a successful differentiation strategy (NRA, 2013; Jacob & Neal, 2011).
Providing a large and diverse variety of wines served by-the-glass seems important to
attract and satisfy guests, however, wine preservation becomes a problem in context with
such offerings (Jacob & Neal, 2011).
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Since the invention of wine, preserving its quality has been one of the greatest
challenges (Lukacs, 2012; Goode & Harrop, 2011). Jacob and Neal (2011) explored
various preservation methods currently used in restaurants. Some were more innovative
such as vacuum pumps and gas displacement, while other methods orient more along
what is easily available to consumers at home: re-corking and cold storing the wine bottle.
In the foodservice industry, innovations have been a topic of interest; particularly, the
culinary field has experimented with innovative technologies to improve cooking
methods, food safety and sanitation (Rodgers, 2007). Simultaneously, innovative and
creative approaches of chefs have been studied (Stierand, Dörfler, & MacBryde, 2014;
Harrington & Ottenbacher, 2013). Innovations, in general, have been a topic of interest
across various research disciplines for decades (Rogers, 2003; Moore & Benbasat, 1991;
Ram & Sheth, 1989; Rogers, 1962). Even though innovative products are supposed to
provide advantages relative to preceding technologies or goods, regardless of whether
they do or do not, getting a new product adopted is difficult and often fails (Gourville,
2006; Rogers, 2003; Ram & Sheth, 1989).
In search of better wine storage and preservation methods, better quality wine, or
new wine trends, the wine industry has become quite innovative. In particular, wine
packaging innovations emerged in an effort to solve wine preservations issues. In ancient
Europe, amphorae were used for the storage of wine (Lukacs, 2012). Since the 19th
century (Girling, 1999), glass bottles sealed with natural cork have been the preferred and
arguably best method of wine packaging. However, cork taint and waste management
SUREOHPVVSXUUHGFORVXUHUHVHDUFKEHJLQQLQJLQWKH¶V $WNLQ*DUFLD /RFNVKLQ
2006). Cork taint, the musty and moldy wine characteristics caused by a contamination
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with 2, 4, 6 - trichloroanisole (TCA), has been discussed extensively and associated with
annual worldwide wine spoilage rates ranging from 1% to 15% (Laube, 2013).
Additionally, waste creation and management is a concern associated with wine
packaging. In 2010, only 24.7% of all wine and liquor bottles sold in the United States
were recycled, according to the Container Recycling Institute (Roth, 2013); considering
the latest wine sales statistics, that means that over 230 million cases of wine bottles
ended up in landfills. These figures might be changing in the future; between 2009 and
2013, wineries that kegged wine through a party kegging expert (Free Flow Wines),
prevented 3.9 million wine bottles from landfills (Wine Business Monthly, 2014a).
Kegged wine was recently introduced to the foodservice industry in the United
States in an attempt to address such preservation and waste management issues. It is
NQRZQDV³wine-on-tap´ (WOT), referring to wine stored in, and dispensed from,
stainless steel kegs, or kegs made from other materials (Pregler, 2013). Its utility has
been recognized for wine-by-the-glass service, as well as wine served in carafes (Pregler,
2013; Neal & Gunn, 2011; Asimov, 2009). In exploration of other wine packaging
innovations, such as bag-in-box, screw caps, and synthetic corks, it was found that U.S.
consumers displayed hesitation toward wine innovations (Bleibaum, 2011; Atkin et al.,
2006). For example, U.S. wine drinkers adopted screw cap closures much slower than
wine consumers in other countries (Atkin et al., 2006). All alternatives to glass bottles
with natural cork had a more negative image, were slowly accepted, and if so considered
appropriate only for every-day consumption at home not for dining out or special
occasions (Jeter, 2012; Bleibaum, 2011; Garcia, Bardhi, & Friedrich, 2007; Marin &
Durham, 2007). However, aside from its quality benefits, due to its diffusion failure in
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WKHODWH¶VDQGHDUO\¶Vconsumers, wineries, and restaurants were hesitant to adopt
the screw cap closure during its second introduction to the marketplace in the early
¶V $WNLQHWDO 
In 2013, almost 10 years after the first restaurant in the United States used kegged
wine, Wine Business Monthly, reported that kegs were the most frequently used
alternative packaging by wineries in the United States. Selling kegged wine to
restaurants and bars was perceived as easier than other innovative packaging such as
TetraPak, Bag-in-box, or PET bottles (Wine Business Monthly, 2013). At the same time,
acceptance of kegged wine by foodservice establishments appears to be growing.
According to Sciacca (2014), Free Flow Wines, a kegged wine packaging and
distribution company in California, currently offers 300 premium wine brands to over
1,700 restaurants, bars, hotels, and sports venues in 42 states. Due to their rapid business
growth, these figures are constantly changing. In spite of this, little is known about
FRQVXPHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQDQGDFFHSWDQFHRIZLQH-on-tap. It was pointed out that restaurant
patrons compared draft wine with bag-in-box and displayed skepticism regarding its
performance, taste, and wine quality (Magyarics, 2013; Asimov, 2009). Additionally,
Dan Donahue of Free Flow Wines noted that foodservice operators are resistant to
change (Sciacca, 2014). If consumers are skeptical and operators are resistant, the
TXHVWLRQEHFRPHV³KRZOLNHO\LVLWWKDWwine-on-tap ZLOOEHFRPHFRPPRQSODFH"´
When discussing wine research innovations, investigators have focused mostly on
the consumHU¶VSHUVSHFWLYHFindings suggested that incompatibility with habits, doubt,
perceived risk, conflict with social norms, negative image, and inability to comprehend
advantages prevented the diffusion of innovations in general (Gourville, 2006) as well as
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innovations in particular, for example in the case of screw cap bottle closures (Bleibaum,
2011; Atkin et al., 2006; Mortensen & Marks, 2002). However, what is applicable to
consumers can also apply to decision makers like winemakers and restaurant operators.
This suggestion is LQFRQFRUGDQFHZLWK5RJHUV¶  GLIIXVLRQRILQQRYDWLRQWKHRU\
which highlighted that prior conditions, characteristics of the decision maker, and
SHUFHLYHGLQQRYDWLRQFKDUDFWHULVWLFVKDYHYDVWLPSDFWVRQDQLQQRYDWLRQ¶VGLIIXsion.
Among other variables, innovativeness, defined as the number of adopted innovations
within a specific timeframe, was emphasized by Rogers (2003). Wine consumer
innovativeness has been explored by Goldsmith and colleagues (Goldsmith & Foxall,
2003; Goldsmith, 1998, 2000*ROGVPLWKG¶+DXWHYLOOH )O\QQ; Goldsmith &
Hofacker, 1991). In this case, innovativeness was treated as an individual tendency for
the interest in new products and ideas (Goldsmith & Hofacker, 1991). Goldsmith (2000)
found that innovative wine consumers were highly involved, had high levels of
experience, and high subjective knowledge.
Prior experience and subjective knowledge are forms of intrinsic information used
to cope with the complexity of wine purchases (Bruwer et al., 2013; Hammond, Barber,
& Almanza, 2009; Johnson & Bastian, 2007; Dodd, Laverie, Wilcox, & Duhan, 2005).
,QYROYHPHQWWKHGHJUHHRILPSRUWDQFHZLQHSOD\VLQRQH¶VOLIHZDVDVVRFLDWHGZLWK
actively engaging in wine related conversations and influenciQJRWKHU¶VRSLQLRQDQG
interest in wine (Barber, Almanza, & Dodd, 2008; Dodd et al., 2005; Lockshin, Quester,
& Spawton, 2001; Quester & Smart, 1998; Goldsmith et al. 1997). Hence, personal
innovativeness, influenced by the degree of involvement, opinion leadership, knowledge,
and experience, affects the decision-making process associated with a wine innovation.
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Looking at this from a broader perspective, WKHTXHVWLRQEHFRPHV³KRZLQQRYDWLYHDUH
consumers and decision-PDNHUVLQUHVWDXUDQWVDQGZLQHULHV"´
In addition to these inherent characteristics of a person confronted with the option
to adopt or reject an innovation, it was highlighted that the perception of using an
innovation influenced the decision to adopt or reject (Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Rogers
(1962) highlighted five key characteristics: observability, trial-ability, complexity,
compatibility, and relative advantage. Moore and Benbasat (1991) further explored and
extended existing research pertaining to these innovation attributes. It was suggested,
that a positive evaluation and interpretation of an innovation¶s characteristics will
increase the likelihood of adoption (Frambach & Schillewaert, 2002; Agarwal & Prasad,
1998). People expected to make an adoption decision likely learn about the nature and
functionality of an innovation from various information sources. Previous research
established that the wine consumer draws from internal and external sources of
information in wine purchase situations (Hammond, Velikova, & Dodd, 2013a); mainly,
for the purpose of uncertainty reduction (Bruwer et al., 2013). Therefore, in the process
of innovation diffusion, which was considered a special type of uncertainty-reductionprocess (Rogers, 2003), the use of various communication channels was particularly
highlighted. Rogers (2003) emphasized that all decision makers, individuals and
organizations, experience uncertainty. In context with wine-on-tap, that means that wine
consumers, wine producers (wineries), and wine providers (bars and restaurants) must be
considered in the exploration of supply and demand for wine-on-tap.
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1.2

Statement of the Problem

The failure rate of newly introduced products, such as new packaged goods, has
been estimated at between 40% and 90% (Gourville, 2006). Wine, a sought-after
enjoyment when dining out, is an important sales revenue source for foodservice
establishments. Wine served from a glass bottle has been the widely accepted norm in
U.S. restaurants and bars. Recently, wineries and specialized packaging companies have
made wine available to the foodservice industry in an innovative preservation format:
wine-on-tap. In the past, hesitation has been associated with non-traditional wine
packaging (Bleibaum, 2011). Even though previous academic research has discussed
wine innovations like screw cap closures (Marin & Durham, 2007; Atkin et al., 2006) and
wine consumer innovativeness in general (Goldsmith, 2000), little is known about how
wineries and foodservice operators process and evaluate such innovative ideas. Based on
Rogers (2003) theory of innovation diffusion, research has explored the perception of
innovation characteristics; however, little consensus exists across disciplines in regard to
its measurement (Roehrich, 2004). For the diffusion of an innovation where multiple
stakeholders are involved, e.g. wine-on-tap, a majority of interest groups (consumers,
wineries, and foodservice operators) must adopt the innovative technology in order for it
to achieve viability. 7RGRVRVWDNHKROGHUV¶QDWural resistance to change must be
overcome (Laukkanen, Sinkkonen, Kivijärvi, & Laukkanen, 2007). Only when
consumers, wineries, and foodservice operators perceive wine-on-tap as more
advantageous than wine poured from bottles, will this technology become an established
alternative to existing wine preservation and dispensing methods. In other words,
adopters must perceive more gains than losses to implement wine-on-tap (Kahneman &
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Tversky, (1979). However, due to its novelty, wine-on-tap has not yet been explored by
DFDGHPLFUHVHDUFKLQDQ\FRQWH[WOHWDORQHIURPWKHVWDNHKROGHUV¶SHUVSHFWLYH
1.3

Purpose and Objectives of the Study

For the purpose of this study, the supply and demand of wine-on-tap in the United
States was examined. Based on the theory of innovation diffusion, adoption behavior and
its antecedents were explored. Three distinct but interconnected interest groups - wine
consumers, decision makers in the foodservice industry, and decision makers at wineries
- were identified as important to determining whether wine-on-tap will emerge as a viable
alternative to other wine preservation systems. Two primary objectives emerged from
the review of literature: first, tRGHWHUPLQHLQGLYLGXDOV¶FKDUDFWHULVWLFVWKDWLQIOXHQce the
decision to adopt or reject wine-on-tap; and second to examine the perception of wineon-tap¶V characteristics. Aside from these major objectives, additional aspects included:
the current experiences with kegged wine in the United 6WDWHV¶wine and foodservice
industry, ZLQHPDNHUV¶DQGUHVWDXUDQWRSHUDWRUV¶reasons to adopt WOT, as well as sociodemographic and organizational characteristics that may influence the diffusion of an
innovation like wine-on-tap. The goal was to gain the best possible understanding of
wine-on-WDS¶VGLIIXVLRQVWDWXVSURFHVVDQGSRWHQWLDO from early wine-on-tap adopters.
1.4

Significance of the Study

Today, the topic of innovation is one of the most essential economic and social
LVVXHVEHFDXVHLWDLPVDWLPSURYLQJSHRSOHV¶lives (Arts, Frambach, & Bijmolt, 2011;
Hauser, Tellis, & Griffin, 2006). It has been suggested that stakeholders in the
foodservice and wine industry are slow to embrace change and innovations (Sciacca,
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2014). Considering prior innovation research across disciplines, it is not uncommon for
innovative products to fail (Gourville, 2006; Rogers, 2003). Instead of the expected
consumer acceptance, innovations such as Webvan (online grocery business) or Segway
came significantly short in terms of their diffusion into the main marketplace (Gourville,
2006). Historically, it was only when all stakeholders simultaneously perceived an
innovation positively (e.g. screw cap closures), did it have a chance to be adopted by the
majority. Furthermore, innovation diffusion research stresses the important role of early
adopters (see for example Rogers, 2003; Moore, 1994), because they function as role
PRGHOVDQGWKHLUEHKDYLRUSHUFHSWLRQVDQGRSLQLRQVDIIHFWRWKHUV¶GHFLVLRQWRDGRSWRU
reject a novel product or technology. Therefore, the examination of early adopters offers
significance for academic research as well as managerial implications for the foodservice
and wine industry.
Previous research examined wine consumer innovativeness with regards to
consumption frequency and involvement (Goldsmith, 2000; Goldsmith et al., 1997).
Goldsmith (2000) developed the wine consumer innovativeness scale and proposed that
ZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶LQQRYDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVZHUHPRVWSUHGLFWLYHin terms of trying winerelated innovations. Although embracing trends was highlighted as important for
competitive advantage, it is unclear how wine makers and restaurateurs deal with
innovations. Using and modifying scales from other disciplines (information technology,
pharmacy) contributes to the academic body of knowledge by learning about their
applicability to other topics and generalizability (Jambulingam, Kathuria, & Doucette,
2005; Moore & Benbasat, 1991).
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Despite certain similarities, it cannot simply be assumed that what has been
learned about the adoption of screw cap closures will apply to other wine innovations.
Understanding how and why innovativeness, involvement, experience, opinion leadership,
the use of communication channels, and perceptions affect the adoption decision for
wine-on-tap presents academic implications for disciplines such as consumer science,
marketing, and wine business as well as hospitality research. Generating knowledge of
this type contributes to the improvement of segmentation approaches and innovationrelated marketing approaches. The understanding of innovation diffusion dynamics are
broadened, especially because three distinctly different but interrelated interest groups
were investigated.
The main objective of this study was to provide an unbiased analysis discerning
perceived advantages and disadvantages of wine-on-tap. Depending on the nature and
existing infrastructure of foodservice establishments and wineries, financial investments
might be required to offer or produce kegged wine. As long as it is unclear how
consumers perceive wine-on-tap, foodservice operators and wineries might remain
hesitant to invest. Furthermore, the examination of WKHFRQVXPHUV¶SHUVSHFWLve can
clarify whether consumers who tried wine-on-tap understand its benefits and demand it in
the future.
In terms of resistance to innovation, only by understanding its causes and sources
can hesitation and skepticism be effectively targeted by industry professionals. For
example, in conjunction with the re-introduction of Stelvin seals (screw caps), it was
established that media and cooperative marketing strategies were helpful in diffusing this
type of closure in Australia and New Zealand; hence, usage and efficacy of
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communication channels warrants exploration. It is unclear at this point, who is driving
the diffusion of wine-on-tap in the United States: wineries, restaurants, consumers?
Research has highlighted that wine consumers in different countries are
demographically similar, but hold different beliefs, values, and perceptions; hence,
established and emerging wine markets around the world share similarities and
differences (Atkin et al., 2006; Goldsmith et al., 1997). Exploring wine-on-tap in the
8QLWHG6WDWHVWKHZRUOG¶VODUJHVWZLQHPDUNHW (Wine Institute, 2012b), is helpful for
academics and industry professionals globally.
1.5

Delimitations of the Study

The three studies developed for the purpose of exploring early adoption behavior
of wine-on-tap had the following limitations. In view of the kegged wine supply-chain,
distribution companies play an important role. Distributors were considered likely to
adjust their wine portfolio based on supply and demand. Therefore the characteristics
and perceptions of those in charge of distribution were not further explored here, which
can be seen as a limitation of this study.
Data were only collected in the United States. Wine-on-tap has been observed in
other countries such as Canada and New Zealand; so, by not including other markets, this
can be considered a limitation. The consumer-scope of the study was limited to those
who drink wine when dining out. Not exploring the entire wine consumer population of
the United States limited the contribution to the understanding of U.S. wine consumers,
overall.
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Furthermore, the diffusion of innovations is a complex process. This study must
be considered exploratory as it appears to be the first of its kind to be applied to the
context of wine-on-tap. Therefore, only some aspects of the diffusion process were
explored, technological or sensory aspects, for example, were not investigated as part of
this study, which is considered a limitation as industry sources had to be used to inform
the author about potential advantages and disadvantages of wine-on-tap.
Finally, data were collected with online surveys and self-report procedures. Even
though the internet is widely used, this can still be perceived as a limitation as small
restaurants and wineries and a percentage of consumers might have been excluded due to
this data collection mode. Snowball sampling methods were utilized in order to reach the
largest possible sample of each stakeholder; however, this inhibits the ability to
determine an accurate response rate.
1.6

Assumptions of the Study

This study did not explore technological and sensory aspects of wine-on-tap. At
this point it has not been confirmed by academic research whether wine-on-tap is
technologically superior and equal in terms of its sensory aspects to other wine
preservation systems. Until further research is conducted, certain advantages will remain
an assumption. Additionally, individuals and organizations identified as adopters for this
study were treated as early adopters. Due to wine-on-WDS¶VILUVWLQWURGXFWLRQLQWKH
¶VLWVUH-LQWURGXFWLRQLQWKHHDUO\¶V, and its slow adoption rate between 2004
and 2012, it was assumed that the diffusion of this innovation reached the early adoption
stage at the time of data collection.
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1.7

Definition of Terms

Compatibility

Extent to which an innovation is consistent with existing
values, needs, lifestyle, and past experiences (Arts et al.,
2011; Rogers, 2003).

Complexity

Degree of understanding an innovation as relatively
difficult to use (Arts et al., 2011; Rogers, 2003).

Decision making unit

An individual/organization faced with making a favorable
or non-favorable decision about an innovation
(Rogers, 2003).

Ease of use

Degree to which using an innovation is effortless
(Moore & Benbasat, 1991).

Innovativeness

Inter-individual difference in how people react to a new
idea, product, or technology (Goldsmith & Foxall, 2003).

Innovation diffusion

The spread of a new idea or product through a social
system (Rogers, 1962, 2003).

Relative advantage

Degree to which an innovation fulfills its intended purpose
better than the percussing idea (Moore & Benbasat, 1991).

Result demonstrability

Extent to which the results of using an innovation can be
communicated (Moore & Benbasat, 1991).

Trial-ability

Degree to which an innovation can be experimented with
(Arts et al., 2011; Rogers, 2003).

Wine-by-the-glass

Wine dispensed from bottles (Jacob & Neal, 2011).

Wine-on-Tap

Wine dispensed from a keg which is pressurized by
an inert gas (FreshTap, 2012).
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1

Overview

Kegged wine can be considered a packaging and dispensing format predominantly
intended for foodservice operations. Consequently, the review of related literature
focuses on wine served in restaurants and bars. Aspects such as risk associated with wine
purchasing, criteria employed to compose a wine list, wine preservation, waste
management, and the role of wine-by-the-glass in foodservice operations in the United
States were explored. Regarding demand, the focus of this literature review was placed
on wine consumption in foodservice environments. Prior research suggests that behavior
was partly DIIHFWHGE\LQGLYLGXDOV¶FKDUDFWHULVWLFVZKLFKZDUUDQWed further examination.
Prior wine consumer behavior research identified the importance of wine consumer
innovativeness and suggested that innovative consumers are more likely to be early
adopters thus the inclusion of innovativeness aspects in this study.
Following the wine supply and demand literature pertaining to the United States,
a brief review of wine in emerging markets was included to illustrate similarities and
differences. Furthermore, innovation research was scrutinized. Innovations are needed
to move the world forward, but most innovations introduced to the marketplace fail.
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Examination of the literature and findings of previous innovation diffusion
research in general as well as with a focus on wine innovations was considered highly
relevant for this study. Furthermore, trade publications pertaining to wine-on-tap were
examined to provide a preliminary understanding of the wine innovation and adoption
behaviors under investigation.
2.2

Wine Supply and Demand in the United States

Prior to exploring U.S. wine demand, it is necessary to examine the supply side of
the industry, which will focus on literature and research pertaining to the foodservice
industry; however, to provide a comprehensive overview of the American wine-supplychain, it was considered important to briefly review wine production and distribution in
the United States.
2.2.1

Wine Production and Distribution

The International Organization of Vine and Wine estimated that there are 7.5
million hectares (18.6 million acres) of planted vineyards worldwide with roughly one
million acres in the United States (International Organization of Vine and Wine [OIV],
2013; Barker, 2012). Wine Institute (2012a, 2014) statistics showed that the production
volume and number of wineries have grown over the last 10 years. Consequently, wine
worth 1.55 billion dollars was exported, in 2013 (Wine Institute, 2013). All together
(wine and other grape products), the industry contributed 122 billion dollars to the
American economy and employed close to one million workers (Wine Institute, 2013).
According to Howard et al. (2012), over fifty percent of the U.S. wine industry today is
comprised of three wine companies (see also Gibb, 2013): E&J Gallo (22.8%),
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Constellation (12.8%), and The Wine Group (15.9%). The contributors of the remaining
market share are mostly small to medium sized wineries for which sales and distribution
can be challenging due to the nature of the U.S. wine related laws and regulations (also
known as three-tier-system).
In terms of wine distribution, the United States is known to have a unique sales
system that was established as an outcome of the Prohibition era (Charters, 2006). This
three-tier-system requires each state to have a separate importer, wholesaler, and retailer
for any wine to be sold. While rules and regulations differ slightly from state to state, in
most states foodservice operators must purchase wine from a wholesaler (Charters, 2006).
Direct-to-consumer shipments have long been prohibited; however, recent legal
amendments have made mail orders and direct sales possible in some states.
Consequently, direct winery-to-consumer shipments grew by 1.57 billion dollars (7.7%)
in 2013 (Wine Business Monthly, 2014b). In addition to shipping wine directly to private
consumers, wineries (in some states) can sell wine directly to foodservice establishments
(e.g. in California).
Since the 19th century, the leading packaging format for wine sold to restaurants
and bars has been glass bottles (Lukacs, 2012). However, Wine Business Monthly (2013)
recently reported that the usage of kegs is increasing. Over 80% of wineries (n=240)
indicated that they sold kegged wine to restaurants and bars; an increase of more than 35%
since 2011 (Wine Business Monthly, 2013). In 2012, it was estimated that about 400 U.S.
wineries kegged wine (Rieger, 2012). Winery decision makers who participated in the
Wine Business Monthly packaging study highlighted that small size kegs (19.5 L) were
readily available and easier to use than other alternative wine packaging like Tetra Pak,
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BIB, or PET bottles (Wine Business Monthly, 2013). It is currently unclear, how many
U.S. wineries sell kegged wine directly as opposed to distribution via wholesale. E&J
Gallo recently started utilizing the kegging services of Free Flow Wines, a logistics
company located in California (Sciacca, 2014); however, clarification seems necessary to
establish how and why some wineries choose to produce kegged wine themselves,
whereas, others prefer to use kegging specialists. Clearly, wine production in the U.S. is
growing in scope while wine distribution and packaging are evolving. The restaurant
industry represents a primary retail channel for consumer wine sales; therefore, it is
necessary to examine wine sales via the foodservice establishments.
2.2.2

Wine in Foodservice Establishments

Historically, foodservice establishments were frequented for the purpose of social
exchange, conducting business, or discussing politics (Lukacs, 2012). In the mid-¶V
the first European foodservice establishment, a coffeehouse, opened in Venice.
Restaurants first appeared in Paris during the 18th century. Lukacs (2012) highlighted
WKDWZLQHZDVQRWSDUWRIWKHHDUO\HVWDEOLVKPHQWV¶RIIHULQJV0XFKKDVFKDQJHGVLQFH
then. Technological advancements revolutionized wine production, quality, distribution,
and, in turn, wine consumption. Today, wine is expected to be offered in restaurants and
receives increasing attention (NRA, 2013). Whereas in the past, wine consumption was
reserved for establishments frequented by the upper class (Lukacs, 2012), wine in the
United States is now consumed in casual and family dining settings (Newman, 2013).
Even though wine-on-tap has been a topic of industry publications since 2009, little
academic insight has been provided regarding its suitability across various foodservice
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industry segments. Since one objective of this study was to identify whether early
restaurant-adopters belong to a certain category, closer examination of foodservice
establishments was warranted.
The foodservice industry in the United States is of considerable size. According
to the National Restaurant Association, there are currently about one million foodservice
locations, employing more than 13.1 million workers, and generating 660 billion dollars
in sales revenue (NRA, 2013). The NRA differentiates between commercial and noncommercial establishments. Within the commercial category, various types such as bars
and taverns, eating places, and lodging foodservice operations were identified; however,
as highlighted by Line, Runyan, Costen, Frash, and Antun (2012) those cannot be seen as
consumer-oriented distinctions. Overall, restaurant characteristics and categories have
not been thoroughly outlined and defined in prior hospitality research, according to Line
et al. (2012). Previously, various criteria were employed for differentiation purposes,
such as service quality, food quality, table turnover, and average check. Line et al. (2012)
combined multiple benchmarks and found five distinctly different restaurant categories:
fast food (e.g. Subway), fast casual (e.g. Chipotle), casual theme (e.g. 7*,)ULGD\¶V 
XSVFDOHFDVXDO HJ3)&KDQJ¶V DQGILQHGLQLQJFollowing WKH15$¶VFODVVLILFDWLRQ
scheme, these categories fall into the segment of commercial eating places, in which
substantial alcohol sales are generated.
According to the 2012 Trends on Adult Beverages (TAB) report, U.S. foodservice
alcohol sales were classified into 18% wine, 34% spirits, and 48% beer (NRA, 2013).
Even though foodservice category has an impact on the types of alcoholic beverages
offered, numerous other factors guide a restaurant operator, beverage manager, or
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sommelier in their wine selection. Therefore, wine program criteria were considered an
important aspect to be reviewed here.
Wine in Foodservice. The following topics pertaining to wine list engineering
and selection criteria employed by decision makers in the foodservice industry have been
explored by scholarly research, thus far (see Table 2.1).
Table 2.1
Wine List Engineering Research
Author(s)
Gultek et al.

Year
2005

Manske & Cordua

2005

Corsey

2006

Davis & Charters

2006

Wansink, Cordua,
Blair, Payne, &
Geiger

2006

Dewald

2008

Saura et al.

2008

Berenguer, Gil, &
Ruiz

2009

Cohen,
G¶+DXWHYLOOH 
Sirieix
Corsi et al.

2009

2010

Order effects
of wine lists

Barth

2011

Lockshin et al.

2011

Financial
impact of wine
inventory
Wine list
criteria

Topic
Food & wine
pairing; Wine
as promotional
tool
Role of the
sommelier
Wine list
criteria &
content
Wine list
criteria &
content
Food & wine
pairing; Wine
as promotional
tool
Role of the
sommelier
Wine list
criteria &
content
Wine program
as a means of
differentiation
Food & wine
pairing

Key Finding
Taste, price, and brand recognition; three most
frequently mentioned wine list criteria; Managers,
owners, and sommeliers look for match between
food and wine.
Wine list and sommelier can significantly impact
wine sales.
Focus on regional wines with regional foods;
Importance of distributor for information about
new wines in the marketplace.
Challenge to compose low-risk but interesting list;
restaurant type, consumer needs, and risk aversion,
play an important role.
Recommendations have potential to increase sales
by up to 12 %; Food & wine pairing
recommendations increased sales by 7.6 %;
Offering a sample increased sales by 48 %.
Sommelier plays an important role to determine
wine list content; only in 38% of dining occasions
guests seek information from sommeliers.
Unique subjective preferences of owners,
managers, and sommeliers affect what wines are
offered on a wine list.
Importance of matching restaurant concept and
strategy with wine program.
Cultural differences in the importance of food &
wine pairings.
Listing of wines by price has impact on guests¶
choice; sensory, award, and food pairing
recommendation mitigate pricing effect.
Importance of having a wine program strategy and
planned return on investment, particularly for fine
dining restaurants.
Beijing, China: competitive prices, wine trends,
and balanced offering are most important criteria.
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Sirieix et al.

2011

Corsi, Mueller, &
Lockshin

2012

Wine list
criteria &
content
Wine list¶V
influence on
consumer
selection

Matching food and wine choices key factor for
restaurateurs across intercultural comparison.
Most important criteria for guests to choose wine
in Australian on-premise are: varietal, awards, and
price.

Note. Overview of wine list engineering research conducted within the last 10 years.
For the purpose of reviewing the most important factors emerging from literature,
a distinction will be made between external (not in control of the decision maker) and
internal (inherent to the nature of establishment or decision maker) antecedents.
Popularity and trends were frequently suggested as external wine selection drivers
in foodservice establishments (Sirieix et al., 2011; Dewald, 2008; Davis & Charters,
2006). Cuellar, Karnowsky, and Acosta (2009) examined the effects of the movie
³6LGHZD\V´RQU.S. FRQVXPHUV¶ZLQHSUHIHUHQFHVDQGVXJJHVWHGWKDWSULRUWRWKHPRYLH
Merlot was most popular but post-movie the demand for Pinot Noir increased (see also
Robinson, 2013). It appears reasonable to assume that such consumer demands in the
retail environment also drive trends in the foodservice industry. Additionally, the
reputation of a winery or wine brand was repeatedly mentioned (Lockshin et al., 2011;
Dewald, 2008; Gultek et al., 2005). Gultek, Dodd, and Guydosh (2005) highlighted
brand recognition as the third most frequently mentioned wine selection criteria; price
and taste ranked as the two most important factors,Q'HZDOG¶V  VRPPHOLHU-study,
93% of sommeliers thought winery reputation was important; whereas, 79% indicated
importance associated to brand name recognition of the winery. Lastly, purchase price
was emphasized as affecting the selection of wines offered in a restaurant. Fair and
competitive pricing (Lockshin et al., 2011; Sirieix et al., 2011), in other words value
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(Dewald, 2008; Gultek et al., 2005), was highlighted as a critical factor by decision
makers in the foodservice industry. Furthermore, value appeared to be interconnected
with an internal factor: profitability (Dewald, 2008). Value was ranked as important by
94% of sommeliers; whereas, ³SURILWDELOLW\RIWKHZLQHIRUWKHUHVWDXUDQW´ZDVUDWHGDV
significant by only 75% (Dewald, 2008). In Sirieix, Remaud, Lockshin, Thach, and
/HDVH¶V (2011) study, competitive pricing was rated important; whereas, profit
maximization was not. Sirieix et al. (2011) suggested that decision makers may provide
socially desirable answers to questions of this nature as profitability is a major goal when
operating a commercial business.
A frequently mentioned internal driver was cuisine, also called matching food and
wine (Sirieix et al., 2011; Cohen et al., 2009; Dewald, 2008; Wansink et al., 2006; Gultek
et al., 2005). Not all restaurateurs used specific pairing suggestions, but a general desire
to match the food offerings and the wine menu emerged from most studies. Due to the
nature of wine, a sensual and experiential product, taste was found to be highly relevant
for wine program offerings (Saura et al., 2008; Gultek et al., 2005). Studies suggested
that most sommeliers considered their personal taste preferences when choosing wine for
their wine program (Dewald, 2008; Saura et al., 2008). In Gultek et al.¶V 5) study,
participants¶SHUFHSWLRQRI taste was as important as price. And, Sirieix et al. (2011)
found that taste rated among the most important attributes of choosing wine in France,
the United States, and Australia. The balance of varieties was emphasized by multiple
studies (Lockshin et al., 2011; Sirieix et al., 2011; Dewald, 2008; Gultek et al. 2005).
Overall, studies highlighted the importance of providing an experience for guests during
on premise wine consumption (Barth, 2011; Corsey, 2006; Davis & Charters, 2006);
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therefore, it appears reasonable that decision-makers aim for a balanced yet interesting
wine selection for their establishments.
In conclusion, restaurant operators or those in charge of making wine purchasing
decisions for restaurants, expressed that wines for a wine program should taste good,
PDWFKWKHHVWDEOLVKPHQWV¶IRRGRIIHULQJVEHfairly priced, contribute to a balanced
offering, and be in line with consumer trends. Davis and Charters (2006) highlighted that
LWLVLPSRUWDQWIRUUHVWDXUDQWRSHUDWRUVWRXQGHUVWDQGWKHLUFRQVXPHUV¶QHHGVDQGSRLQWHG
out that composing a low-risk but interesting and varied selection was a challenge for
many restaurateurs. The Trends on Adult Beverages (NRA, 2013) report indicated
different objectives for bottle offerings (quality and value) and by-the-glass programs
(guest satisfaction and profit maximization). In context with wine-on-tap, determinants
by-the-glass offerings are critically important. Therefore, wine-by-the-glass offered
almost exclusively in foodservice establishments warrants review.
Wine-by-the-glass Segment. Even though wine-by-the-glass was highlighted as
an important revenue source for most foodservice establishments (Pregler, 2013; Jacob &
Neal, 2011), academic research focusing on wine-by-the-glass is lacking. Corsi, Mueller
and Lockshin (2012) emphasized wines-by-the-glass; whereas, many other studies
focused on purchase behavior related to bottled wine. Despite an increase in
understanding of the criteria used for creating a wine list, the criteria for determining
wine-by-the-glass offerings are unclear. Jacob and Neal (2011) pointed out that offering
a wide variety of wines, including a number of more valuable wines, could lead to
competitive advantages. An important concern associated only with by-the-glass
offerings was raised: wine preservation. According to Lukacs (2012), preserving wine
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quality has been one of the greatest wine related challenges of the modern wine world.
Although, technological advancements of the last 100 years made significant
contributions to wine and packaging quality, researchers and industry professionals are
still exploring what might be the best preservation method (Jacob & Neal, 2011).
Particularly, once a sealed vessel of wine has been opened, wine development and quality
preservation become a challenge (Lukacs, 2012). Jacob and Neal (2011) explored
various wine preservation technologies used by foodservice establishments to maintain
the quality of their by-the-glass-wines. Re-corking and cold storing these wines emerged
to have beneficial preservation effects. It is currently unclear to what extent wine
preservation and loss due to wine oxidation is viewed as problematic by foodservice
operators and wine makers. Based on these implications, unique to wines-by-the-glass, a
distinction between bottled-wine and by-the-glass-wine seems warranted for research
purposes.
In recent years, the wine industry has introduced a multitude of innovations to the
marketplace. Supply and demand of wine, however, are interconnected; hence, one
cannot exist without the other. The following section will explore wine consumption and
focus in particular on drivers of on-premise purchase behavior such as knowledge,
experience, opinion leadership, and involvement, leading to further discussion of
innovations.
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2.2.3

Antecedents of Wine Consumption

According to the latest data available from the Wine Institute (2012b), the United
States had the highest total consumption of wine in the world since 2010; U.S. wine
consumers drank over three billion liters (836 million gallons), equating to 13% of the
ZRUOG¶VZLQHFRQVXPSWLRQConfronted with a large selection of wines, consumers use
various forms of information when making wine purchase decisions (Bruwer et al., 2013;
Atkin et al., 2006; Dodd et al., 2005). Wine is a unique product as its quality cannot be
assessed prior to opening a bottle; therefore, purchasing wine can be considered risky,
DQGLVNQRZQWRFDXVHFRQVXPHUV¶GLVWUHVVLQYDULRXVSXUFKDVHVLWXDWLRQV Bruwer et al.,
2013; Taylor et al., 2008; Olsen et al., 2003; Chaney, 2000). Bruwer, Fong, and Saliba
(2013) explained that information is used to increase knowledge and, therefore reduce
risk, minimize uncertainty, and increase the ability to adequately assess wine quality.
Rogers (2003) outlined that in context with innovations, various communication channels
take on different degrees of importance when it comes to information search behavior.
According to Ritchie (2007), on-premise (e.g. in restaurants) wine buying is perceived as
more stressful and risky than off-premise (e.g. in stores); hence, consumers may behave
in a different way in diverse environments. Additionally, due to price differences
between glasses of wine versus a bottle of wine, risk perceptions may differ across
purchase occasions. Mainly, individual wine consumer characteristics and experience
determine perceptions of risk associated with wine purchases, relative importance of wine,
DQGRQH¶VFRQILGHQFHLQPDNLQJDZLQHSXUFKDVHGHFLVLRQTherefore, the role of
knowledge, experience, opinion leadership, and involvement for wine purchase behavior
deserves examination. In context with innovation research, this is particularly important
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because the adoption-decision-process in its most basic form is considered a risk-benefitassessment.
Multiple researchers highlighted the significance of knowledge as a motivator for
wine consumption. Highly knowledgeable consumers were found to spend more on wine
and consume wine more often (Taylor et al., 2008; Johnson & Bastian, 2007; Dodd et al.,
2005). Knowledge has been used in research as a two-dimensional construct,
differentiating between subjective and objective knowledge (Hammond et al., 2013a;
Hammond, Velikova, & Dodd, 2013b; Barber, Taylor, & Dodd, 2009; Johnson & Bastian,
'RGGHWDO%UXFNV 6XEMHFWLYHNQRZOHGJHLVWKHFRQVXPHUV¶
individual perception DERXWZKDWKHRUVKHNQRZVLWLVDOVRFRQVLGHUHGRQH¶VVHOIconfidence related to wine (Taylor et al., 2008; Dodd et al., 2005; Flynn & Goldsmith,
1999). Due to the similarity between the subjective knowledge definition by Flynn and
Goldsmith (1999) and the self-confidence definition suggested by Olsen et al. (2003)
subjective knowledge and self-confidence will be treated interchangeably in terms of
their influence on purchase behavior.
As pointed out by previous research, what consumers believe they know
(subjective knowledge) is different from what they actually know (Johnson & Bastian,
2007; Flynn & Goldsmith, 1999). Dodd, Laverie, Wilcox, and Duhan (2005) suggested
that experience is the foundation of knowledge; however, frequent consumption impacts
subjective (self-confidence) more than objective knowledge (Dodd et al., 2005; Flynn &
Goldsmith; 1999). Subjective knowledge is especially important for wine purchasing
behavior because consumers who lack factual knowledge are intimidated and question
their capability of proper wine selection (Taylor et al., 2008; Barber & Almanza, 2006;
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Olsen et al., 2003). In both retail and restaurant environments, consumers with high
subjective knowledge were found to rely more on their own preference and less on
recommendations from staff or friends (Hammond et al., 2013b; Dodd et al., 2005).
Additionally, Hammond et al. (2013a) found that self-confident consumers do not mind
recommendations when trying new wines. Based on these findings, consumers with high
levels of subjective knowledge might be more receptive to innovation related information
than consumers with lower levels.
Objective knowledge is learned information stored in memory, manifested in
factual, topic-related knowledge (Hammond et al., 2013a; Taylor et al., 2008; Johnson &
Bastian, 2007; Dodd et al., 2005; Brucks, 1985). Dodd et al. (2005) stressed that
FRQVXPHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQRINQRZledge level is more deeply founded in personal experience
than in objective knowledge. Frequently, objective knowledge was not found to be a
reliable indicator of subjective knowledge, and vice versa (Taylor et al., 2008; Johnson &
Bastian, 2007; Dodd et al., 2005). Furthermore, previous studies suggested that
subjective knowledge is a stronger predictor of behavior than objective knowledge
(Hammond et al., 2013a; Johnson & Bastian, 2007; Dodd et al., 2005). Barber, Almanza,
and Dodd (2008) pointed out that consumers who do not know much about wine factually
(objectively) are not automatically more worried about making appropriate wine purchase
decisions; however a lack of objective knowledge might impact their understanding of
wine making aspects. Nonetheless, based on the importance of subjective knowledge
highlighted by previous research, this study focuses on the relationship between
subjective knowledge and other wine consumer behavior characteristics.
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Experience is also considered a form of knowledge; driven by consumption
frequency (Dodd et al., 2005; Brucks, 1985). Experience is often utilized by the
consumer to cope with the complexity of wine purchase decisions (Ritchie, 2007; Dodd
et al., 2005). Dodd et al. (2005) suggested that even experienced consumers use
information provided by foodservice personnel when trying new wines, which is
congruent with aforementioned findings pertaining to subjective knowledge. Goldsmith,
G¶+DXWHYLOOHDQG)O\QQ  FRQILUPHGWKDWSULRUH[SHULHQFHLVDQLPSortant
antecedent of innovative behavior. Given the relevance of knowledge and experience for
wine consumption, the construct of involvement must also be reviewed.
Involvement is arguably the most influential variable for wine consumption
motivation. Previous research stressed the importance and efficacy of involvement in
context with wine consumer behavior (Barber et al., 2008; Taylor et al., 2008; Barber,
Ismail, & Dodd, 2007; Charters & Pettigrew, 2007; Dodd et al., 2005; Aurifeille, Quester,
Lockshin, & Spawton, 2002). Involvement is defined as the degree of importance wine
plays in WKHFRQVXPHU¶VOLIH /RFNVKLQHWDO 2001; Quester & Smart, 1998) and is known
DVWKHHPRWLRQDOH[SUHVVLRQRIWKHZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHUHVWLQZLQH %DUEHUHWDO
0LWWDO /HH =DLFKRZVN\  FDOOHGLQYROYHPHQWWKHFRQVXPHU¶VSHUFHLYHG
relevance of a product. Lacey, Bruwer, and Li (2009) found that it was a key antecedent
of risk reduction. Three forms of involvement were discussed by Aurifeille, Quester,
Lockshin, and Spawton (2002); purchasing, brand decision, and product involvement (see
also Lockshin, Spawton, & Macintosh, 1997). Among these three types, product
involvement was considered the most commonly explored type of involvement
(Aurifeille et al., 2002). Frequent wine consumption was associated with high wine
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involvement (Brunner & Siegrist, 2011; Barber et al., 2007; Atkin et al., 2006; Charters
& Pettigrew, 2007; Lockshin et al., 2001; Goldsmith et al., 1997); hence, experience
positively impacts involvement.
Barber, Ismail, and Dodd (2007) considered wine part of the highly involved
FRQVXPHU¶VOLIHVW\OH<XDQ6RDQG&KDNravarty (2005) found that highly involved
consumers were factually knowledgeable and believed they knew more than others,
indicative of high levels of confidence. Additionally, Charters and Pettigrew (2007)
suggested that consumers displaying high involvement think more about wine and assess
wine quality more objectively. For example, their study participants reported assessing
the complexity of a wine to judge its quality and understood vintage-to-vintage variation
as a quality enhancing aspect of wine. By contrast, wine consumers with low
involvement aim to minimize risk as much as possible and try to make choices simple by
relying on price, label, variety, brand, wine lists, or restaurant personnel (Yuan, So, &
Chakravarty, 2005).
Low involvement with wine can be identified when a consumer is price sensitive,
reads, and talks little about wine with others, or more simply, when wine is not a topic of
interest (Barber et al., 2007; Lockshin et al., 2001; Quester & Smart, 1998). Charters and
Pettigrew (2007) pointed out that less involved study subjects perceived wine packaging
as more important than highly involved wine consumers.
Highly involved wine consumers are known to be opinion leaders who actively
exchange information; they read wine related magazines and books, and like talking to
others about their wine enthusiasm (Barber et al., 2008; Dodd et al., 2005; Lockshin et al.,
2001; Quester & Smart, 1998; Goldsmith et al. 1997). Flynn, Goldsmith, and Eastman
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(1996) developed a scale to measure opinion leadership, highlighting that some
FRQVXPHUVDUHPRUHOLNHO\WRLQIOXHQFHRWKHUV¶SXUFKDVHGHFLVLRQV3DUWLFXODUO\UHOHYDQW
seems to be that consumers ZKRVHHNRSLQLRQOHDGHUV¶YLHZDUHOLNHO\WR imitate the
behavior of opinion leaders similar to them, for example friends, family, or colleagues
(Rogers, 2003). This has vast implication for the diffusion of innovations and highlights
the importance of early adopters in terms of talking to others about their experiences with
innovative products and services (Rogers, 2003; Moore, 1994).
In context with the review of aforementioned antecedents of wine consumption, it
seems important to briefly mention innovativeness at this point; a concept that will be
examined in greater detail in Chapter 2.4. Prior research suggested that constructs such
as knowledge, experience, opinion leadership, DQGLQYROYHPHQWDIIHFWZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶
innovative behavior (Goldsmith, 2000; Goldsmith et al., 1997). Furthermore, Atkin et al.
(2006) confirmed that with an increase of wine consumer involvement, the likelihood to
experiment and try new wines increased. In other words a more involved wine consumer
was proposed to be a more innovative consumer (Goldsmith, 2000; Goldsmith et al.,
1997). Additionally, Goldsmith (2000) proposed that more experienced and confident
consumers are more innovative and it was pointed out that these characteristics are
similar to innovative consumer profiles in other disciplines.
In summary, the supply and demand of wine in the United States is constantly
evolving. Ten years ago few wineries considered filling wine into anything other than
glass bottles; now, small sized (19.5 L) kegs are reported to be the most frequently used
alternative packaging format (Pregler, 2013; Rieger, 2012). Similarly, for the longest
time wine was reserved for fine dining establishments; today, wine and particularly wine-
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by-the-glass are consumed in greater volume and available across various foodservice
categories, even casual and family dining establishments. Trends, winery reputation,
price, and taste were identified as important antecedents for assembling wine lists;
however, it is unclear if the same criteria apply to the selection of wines offered by the
glass. Due to its novelty, wine-on-tap could be considered trendy and based on its larger
packaging format it could provide cost benefits for the restaurateur. The magnitude of
these cost advantages has not been concisely quantified and therefore warrants further
exploration. Moreover, meHWLQJIRRGVHUYLFHRSHUDWRU¶VFULWHULDZLOOQRWEHDQHIIHFWLYH
long-term sales generation strategy unless the consumer perceives benefits from wine-ontap as well. From the review of literature it emerged that consumers might be hesitant to
try wine innovations unless they were highly involved with wine. In other words, it was
suggested that only innovative consumers are keen to try wine related novelties, such as
wine-on-tap. Additionally, wine innovative consumers have been known to spread the
word about new wine ideas acting as opinion leaders. Since innovation is clearly related
to adoption, innovation research literature warrants examination. Prior to its exploration
wine supply and demand in emerging markets will be illuminated to examine differences
and similarities potentially relevant to the findings and implications of this study.
2.3

Wine Supply and Demand in Emerging Markets

European countries such as France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and the UK
have been considered established wine markets for hundreds of years (Lukacs, 2012).
Wine Intelligence (2012), a wine market research company based in the UK, added the
following countries to the established market segment: Argentina, Japan, Australia,
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Canada, New Zealand, and the United States. In the category of emerging markets, Wine
Intelligence (2012) differentiated between countries that are experiencing growth such as
Brazil, China, South Africa, South Korea, and Russia, and countries where wine is still a
novelty, for example, India, Malaysia, Thailand, and Taiwan.
In regard to the growth drivers within the emerging markets, much research has
IRFXVHGRQ&KLQD5LHJHU  VWDWHGWKDWEHWZHHQDQG&KLQD¶VZLQH
imports grew from 600,000 cases to 31 million cases. The American Wine Institute
(2012b) outlined that wine consumption in China increased by 56.87% between 2009 and
2012. Chinese consumers¶ interest in wine traces EDFNWRWKHHDUO\¶V 5LHJHU 
Early wine importers experienced challenges in the Chinese market, some of which still
exist today (Rieger, 2014). For example, Chinese wine consumers were found to have
low objective knowledge and lacked an understanding of wine quality assessment (Rieger,
2014; Li, Jia, Taylor, Bruwer, & Li, 2011). Differences in governmental rules and
regulations in comparison with more established marketplaces as well as the lack of an
existing wine distribution system presented additional challenges (Rieger, 2014).
Imitators introduced wines with labels similar to those of highly rated Bordeaux wines,
which became an issue linked to the early dominance of Bordeaux red wine imports as it
created consumer uncertainty (Rieger, 2014). 2YHUWLPHWKH&KLQHVHZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶
knowledge has increased and the Chinese wine market is becoming more established,
leading to an increase in younger and female wine drinkers. Fewer restrictions make
direct-to-consumer distribution easier (Rieger, 2014; Xu & Zheng, 2014).
Traditionally, spirits have been the alcoholic beverage of choice in China.
Compared with grain-based alternatives, wine is perceived as the healthier selection due
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to its lower alcohol content (Camillo, 2012; Li et al., 2011; Somogyi, Li, Johnson,
Bruwer, & Bastian, 2011). A preference for red over white wine has been highlighted by
research, particularly connected to general health benefits associated with wine (Rieger,
2014; Camillo, 2012; Li et al., 2011). Aside from buying wine at the supermarket for
home consumption, Chinese wine consumers drink wine in hotels and restaurants.
Furthermore, a preference for sweet wines was emphasized and used to explain behavior
such as mixing soda and wine (Somogyi et al., 2011).
In regard to wine packaging innovations, Somogyi, Li, Johnson, Bruwer, and
Bastian (2011) pointed out a gender difference in terms of closure preferences. Chinese
fHPDOHIRFXVJURXSSDUWLFLSDQWVSRLQWHGRXWVFUHZFDSV¶HDVHRIRSHQLQJLQGLFDWLQJD
preference for this closure option. Overall, however, the focus group participants (n=36)
voiced perceptions of lower quality in association with screw capped wine bottles. This
opinion toward an innovation that has scientifically been confirmed as a superior closure
was explained by matters of face, status, and collectivism unique to the Chinese culture.
The status quo for cork closures as a quality closure was likely created by the early
dominance of Bordeaux wines in the Chinese import marketplace (Somogyi et al., 2011).
Lockshin, Cohen, and Zhou (2011) explored attributes used by restaurant
managers in Beijing for the creation of five-star-restaurant wine lists. Popularity, varietal
balance, and competitive pricing in relation to their food price range were the three most
important and frequently mentioned attributes. In the retail context, Chinese wine
consumers indicated that taste, country of origin, and quality were most important drivers
of their wine purchases (Camillo, 2012). Research in established wine markets
previously highlighted the importance of matching wine with food for restaurant
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operators as well as wine consumers; however, neither Chinese consumers nor restaurant
RSHUDWRUVDVFULEHGKLJKUHOHYDQFHWRWKLVDVSHFW&KLQHVHZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶ascribed
higher relevance to taste, whereas foodservice operators regarded food and wine match to
be more relevant when creating a wine list (Camillo, 2012; Lockshin et al., 2011).
Similar to findings in established wine markets, research in emerging markets
found hesitation and lower quality perceptions in association with non-traditional wine
packaging, for example screw cap closures. Wine producing countries, such as Australia
and New Zealand that are located in close proximity to a number of emerging markets
consequently have a vested interest in increasing their wine business with countries such
as China and South Korea. Research to explore how innovative closures and packaging
approaches are perceived differently between established and emerging markets could be
beneficial. Subsequently, the review of innovation research is warranted.
2.4

Innovation Research

Wine-on-tap, a wine packaging innovation, and its adoption are the focus of this
study; therefore, the review and thorough examination of innovation research,
particularly pertaining to wine innovations is warranted. The nature of innovations and
scope of innovation research will be discussed to provide a general understanding. Then,
recent wine innovations will be explored prior to an examination of what is currently
known about wine-on-tap. Many innovation reseDUFKHUVXWLOL]HG5RJHU¶Vframework of
innovation diffusion as it describes the spread of new products and ideas through a social
system (Arts et al., 2011; Atkin et al., 2006; Singhal & Rogers, 2003; Frambach &
Schillewaert, 2002; Valente & Saba, 2001; Valente, 1996; Dearing & Meyer, 1994;
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Valente, 1993; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Becker, 1970). Other frameworks used in this
context were the Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), the Theory of
Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1985), and the Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989).
Controversy exists regarding the reliability and applicability of attitudes and behavioral
LQWHQWLRQVLQWKLVFRQWH[WDVVWXGLHVKDYHVXJJHVWHGWKDWFRQVXPHUV³WDONWKHWDON´EXWdo
QRW³ZDONWKHZDON´ Arts et al., 2011, p. 134).
Compared with other innovations, for example in medical or technological
disciplines, kegged wine should not be treated as a high-tech innovation. Furthermore,
the technology behind tapping an alcoholic beverage is not totally new to consumers and
restaurant operators due to the common occurrence of beer taps in restaurants. Hence,
the technology acceptance framework does not appear the most suitable theory in this
context. Atkin et al. (2006) explored the acceptance of screw cap closures on the
foundation of innovation diffusion knowledge. Due to the appropriateness of this
framework in the wine business research context of screw cap closures, innovation
diffusion theory is proposed as a suitable, overarching theoretical framework grounding
this study. Details of the framework will be examined accordingly.
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2.4.1

Definition and Scope of Innovation Research

History. Innovations have been the subject of research for many years going back
WRWKH¶V (Rogers, 2003; Menzel & Katz, 1955; Ryan & Gross, 1943). Innovative
aspects in fields such as agriculture, health, education, and family planning were explored
early on. Marketing and communication were the focus of innovation research in the
middle of the 20th century and have since contributed vastly to the understanding of idea
diffusion. With the rise of information technologies and the internet, research has grown
(Rogers, 2003; Goldsmith, 2001; Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Hauser, Tellis, and Griffin
(2006) identified the following fields of innovation research: quality, operations, and
technology management, marketing, organizational behavior, product development, and
economics. Rogers, who wrote a dissertation pertaining to an agricultural innovation, in
1957, is now considered one of the most esteemed scholars within the field. Rogers
(2003) estimated that over 5,000 research studies have been published since the advent of
LQQRYDWLRQUHVHDUFKLQWKH¶V. 5RJHUV¶LQWHUHVWLQLQQRYDWLRQGLIIXVLRQZDVWULJJHUHG
by agricultural modernization. However, as an emerging scholar he broadened the
understanding of innovation diffusion by adding relevant communication aspects, after
WDNLQJRQDSRVLWLRQDW0LFKLJDQ6WDWH¶V,QVWLWXWLRQIRU&RPPXQLFDWLRQ6WXGLHVLQWKH
¶V6LQFHKLVILUVWSXEOLFDWLon of the book ³'LIIXVLRQRI,QQRYDWLRQV´LQ, he
extended and vastly contributed to the innovation research body of knowledge.
Definition and Scope. To lay the foundation for this study, it was deemed
necessary to define innovation, in order to better understand the nature and diffusion of
innovative objects. According to Garcia and Calantone (2002) an innovation is triggered
by a technology-based invention that creates a novelty, such as a new product. Hauser et
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al. (2006) considered innovation as the market introduction of new products or services.
Rogers (2003) clarified that a new idea, process, or product (invention) becomes an
innovation as it moves through the process of diffusion. For the purpose of this study the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) definition will be
used. Accordingly, an innovation is viewed as a new or meaningfully improved product,
idea, or process (OECD, 2005). The degree of innovativeness is DQLQQRYDWLRQ¶V potential
to create a paradigm shift in an industry (Garcia & Calantone, 2002; Aggarwal, Cha, &
Wilemon, 1998). Gourville (2006) concluded that failure rates of new products are much
higher than success rates. Generally, when discussing innovations, micro-level and
macro-level aspects can be differentiated. In this context, macro is related to the concept
of broader and wider, for example external, influential elements affecting an innovation
such as the overall economy. Micro-level, on the other hand, may refer to elements
inherent to the innovation itself (Atkin et al., 2006).
Innovation Categorization. Scholarly research differentiated between different
³QHZ´SURGXFWV2QUDUHRFFDVLRQVSURGXFWVDUHLQWURGXFHGWRWKHPDUNHWSODFHWKDWFDQ
be considered radically new products (Garcia & Calantone, 2002; Tornatzky & Klein,
1982). Such a product can be recognized by causing a market and technology
discontinuity on both macro and micro levels. 7KHPRUH³KLJK-WHFK´DQLQQRYDWLRQLV, the
more likely it causes a technological disruption (Atkin et al., 2006). Tornatzky and Klein
(1982) also pointed out that cost and risk associated with the implementation of such
products are relatively high. Really new products, on the other hand, make up
approximately 50% of innovations in the marketplace, and compared to radically new
ideas, have much higher chances of resulting in both market and technology discontinuity
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(Garcia & Calantone, 2002). Additionally, the category of incrementally new products
was highlighted by researchers (Chao, Reid, & Mavondo, 2012; Reid & De Brentani,
2004; Tornatzky & Klein, 1982). This type of innovation commonly causes micro level
market and/or technology discontinuities because it improves an existing product
marginally, for example a product that becomes cheaper over time. Any time a
discontinuity occurs, researchers refer to the novelty as a discontinuous innovation (Atkin
et al., 2006; Garcia & Calantone, 2002). In context with wine innovations, Atkin et al.
(2006) considered the screw cap closure a low-tech innovation which was, at first,
resistant to diffusion. Even though, Stelvin closures were considered a simple solution
from the perspective of industry experts, wine consumers hesitated for a long time (Atkin
et al., 2006), suggesting that what is seen as technologically advantageous by experts (e.g.
producers) is not readily understood by novices (e.g. customers).
Innovation Types. Examining innovation literature further, research differentiated
between a number of different types of innovations: product, process, positioning,
marketing (Dressler, 2013; King & Forbes, 2013). It appears that product and process
innovation were the focus of most academic explorations. In context with wine
innovations, King and Forbes (2013) discussed product, promotion, price, and
distribution approaches, referring to wine-on-tap as a price innovation, because
foodservice establishments in New Zealand offered kegged wine at lower prices than
wines-by-the-glass from bottles (see also Krause, 2012). In the United States, kegged
wine is treated as an alternative packaging and novel wine preservation method; hence, a
product innovation. It is unclear what pricing strategy is applied by the U.S. foodservice
industry; therefore, it appears reasonable to treat kegged wine as a product innovation in
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the interim. This falls in line with Atkin et al.¶V (2006) consideration of screw capped
wine bottles as a product innovation DQG3UHJOHU¶V  GHILQLWLRQRINHJJHGZLQHDVD
product in demand of foodservice operators.
Adopter Categories. As seen in the aforementioned definitions, it is typical for
innovations to advance through a process in which decision-making units decide to
accept or reject an invention. However, an innovation does not have to be a new idea; it
can be an altered or improved idea, concept, technology, or product (Rogers, 2003;
Aggarwal et al., 1998). Even though, the overarching concept of diffusion is a social or
macro-OHYHOSURFHVVWKHLQGLYLGXDO¶VDGRSWLRQGHFLVLRQ is considered a micro-level
assessment process (Atkin et al., 2006; Goldsmith & Foxall, 2003). Individuals could be
a consumer or an individual within an organization (Frambach & Schillewaert, 2002).
Ram and Sheth (1989) suggested that across various product categories, perceived risk is,
generally higher for innovative products due to inexperience. Additionally, people
experience conflict with existing habits and beliefs. Such barriers can be mitigated by
LQGLYLGXDOV¶FKDUDFWHULVWLFV such as involvement (Harrington & Kendall, 2006). In regard
to the adoption decision making process, Rogers (2003) differentiated between
innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1. Adopter Categorization. Adopted IURP³'LIIXVLRQRI,QQRYDWLRQV´E\
E.M. Rogers, 2003, p. 181.
The time of adoption is used as the categorization variable; hence, those first to
accept a new idea are considered innovators, whereas, laggards are those who never or
only slowly adopt something new (Rogers, 2003). If an innovation is not adopted by the
majority it will fail (Gourville, 2006). According to study findings, the idealized early
adopter has the greatest potential to be an opinion leader and engage closely with others
in advocating an innovation (Rogers, 2003). Therefore, early adopters are helpful in
accelerating diffusion. According to Rogers (2003), early adopters act as role models for
others, are perceived as approachable, and follow the strategy of reducing risk by trying
out a new product or technology in order to form an opinion. Rather than leaving it to
others to figure out what an innovation is about, the early adopter acts upon his or her
innovativeness. An innovation has the chance to become an enduring and viable
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alternative to existing products or services, if it advances beyond early majority
acceptance (see Figure 2.1; see also Rogers, 2003; Moore, 1994).

2.4.2

Innovation Diffusion Framework

In 1962, Rogers proposed the Innovation Diffusion Framework. In order to apply
this framework in research, it is important to note that an innovation does not have to be a
new idea; it can be an altered or improved idea, concept, technology, or product (Rogers,
2003; Aggarwal et al., 1998). Kegging wine is not a new idea; however, the technology
and form in which it was recently re-introduced to the wine and foodservice industry in
the United States classifies it as an innovative preservation, packaging and service
approach. It is typical for innovations to advance through a process in which a decisionmaking unit (DMU) chooses to accept or reject an invention. In the case of this study,
the wine consumer as well as restaurant operator and winemaker are treated as DMUs.
This exploratory study does not examine organizational processes in large corporations,
consequently, this approach was deemed appropriate. To provide a grounded
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRI5RJHUV¶,QQRYDWLRQ'LIIXVLRQIUDPHZRUN all stages and components, as
depicted in Figure 2.2 will be described thoroughly in this subchapter.
Stages of the Diffusion Process. Rogers (2003) defined this process as the
progression through which a person or an organization proceeds from awareness of an
innovation (Stage 1,) to forming a perception toward the innovation (Stage 2,) to an
adoption or rejection decision (Stage 3,) followed by implementation (Stage 4,) and
confirmation (Stage 5) of the new idea, process, or product. The main purpose of this
process is the evaluation and reduction of risks and uncertainties (Rogers, 2003). The
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Innovation-Decision-Model (see Figure 2.2) embedded in the Diffusion of Innovation
(DOI) theory was proposed by Rogers in 1962, and has been empirically tested and
applied by various disciplines such as political science, anthropology, public health,
communications, marketing, education, and sociology, over the last 50 years (Rogers,
1962, 2003).

Figure 2.2. Stages of the Innovation Diffusion Process. Adopted IURP³'LIIXVLRQRI
,QQRYDWLRQV´E\(05RJHUVS
'LIIXVLRQZDVGHILQHGDV³WKHSURFHVVLQZKLFKDQLQQRYDWLRQLVFRPPXQLFDWHG
through certain channels over time among the members RIDVRFLDOV\VWHP´ Rogers,
2003, p. 5). In regard to his framework, Rogers (2003) highlighted the complexity of
human decision making and behavior, and its implications for scientific research. He
emphasized that the focus should not be a sharp distinction between stages as they are
rather continuous (Rogers, 2003) and the time it takes for a decision-making-unit to
proceed through the stages varies. Generally, it has been found that innovators require
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significantly less time than laggards, due to their level of innovativeness. Gourville
(2006) emphasized the vast impact of underlying psychological aspects related to
diffusion of innovations in the marketplace and cautioned producers to be patient and
keep their expectations realistic.
Examining the innovation diffusion stages closely, it emerged that the knowledge
stage is where the decision-making unit was found to be most cognitively engaged
(Rogers, 2003). This is the point when an individual or an organization learns about the
innovation (awareness). Rogers (2003) stressed that humans have an innate tendency to
expose themselves to ideas that are synchronized with their interests, needs, and beliefs,
which usually have a vast effect on the decision-making process (involvement). Mass
media communication channels (e.g. internet, magazines, journals, newspapers,
television, and radio) are most important during this stage, as they provide information
about innovative products and trends. After learning about an innovation, one may try
(cognitively) to understand what it is and how it works (how-to-knowledge). Individual
characteristics of the decision-making-unit play a critical role in this stage. The more
involved with the topic, product, or idea, the more likely a person will have a vested
interest in the innovation (Goldsmith, 2000). Previous research suggested that someone
with low subjective knowledge may lack confidence (Johnson & Bastian, 2007; Dodd et
al., 2005); such a lack of self-reliance can be associated with the inability to understand
the how-to of an innovation. Referring to an agricultural example, Rogers (2003)
explained that an innovative fertilizer can be adopted without understanding much about
the biological background. Interpersonal communication, particularly with peers, plays a
crucial role during information acquisition in this stage. Misunderstandings and false
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evaluation of innovation attributes could be consequences associated with low principle
knowledge. Exchange with others who know more or have more experience with a novel
product or a similar technology can help to mitigate this dilemma (Rogers, 2003).
The persuasion stage was called the most affective (hedonic) stage of the process
(Rogers, 2003). During this stage the decision-making unit (DMU) forms a perception
about an innovation by evaluating its characteristics. Various communication channels
aim at positively influencing this stage by providing information. Rogers (2003) pointed
out that interpersonal (face-to-face) interactions are most effective here. In context with a
trade show, for example, such face-to-face communication may include observing and
trying a new product or technology. The DMU¶VLQYROYHPHQWZLWKWKHLQQRYDWLRQZDV
found to increase during this stage. In regard to wine-on-tap, based on previous findings
it appears reasonable to assume that consumers who have high involvement with wine are
more interested in information about wine innovations. Rogers (2003) highlighted that a
favorable or unfavorable perception forms during this stage; however, even if an
innovation is perceived favorable at this stage that does not mean it will lead to respective
behavior, and vice versa.
In the decision making stage, people decide to adopt or reject an innovation.
Rogers (2003) emphasized that innovations that can be trialed have an increased chance
to be adopted and diffuse quicker. It must be noted that even if one adopts an innovation
at this stage there is still a chance that it will be rejected later.
The implementation stage is driven by actual behavior as the decision-makingunit implements an innovation post-adoption. According to Rogers (2003)
implementation is more problematic for companies than for individual consumers. More
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people are involved and more financial input might be associated with organizational
implementation of an innovation.
The stage of confirmation is a critical stage of the process as the decision-making
unit seeks confirmation of the decision that has been made. Rogers (2003) explained that
if the decision cannot be confirmed by supportive messages, individuals may experience
dissonance. Dissonance is an undesirable psychological state arising from the question of
whether a decision was right or wrong. If this cannot be resolved in favor of innovation
adoption, discontinuance occurs (Rogers, 2003). As shown by the example of screw cap
closures, incompatibility with prior experience and beliefs can lead to resistance or
discontinuance (Mortensen & Marks, 2002).
Prior Conditions. Wine has been offered in foodservice establishments for
hundreds of years; hence, all stakeholders are accustomed to certain practices related to
the service of wine (Lukacs, 2012). These customs have varied over time and have been
found to differ around the world. The idea of serving a house wine in a carafe, dispensed
from a larger container of some sort (cask or keg), might seem novel and unfamiliar to
most American consumers and restaurateurs. In Europe, particularly in Italy, this has
been common practice for centuries (Lukacs, 2012). Therefore, previous practice is an
important consideration here. Based on prior research it appears reasonable to assume
that wine consumers with more experience are more aware of practices. Such practices
also define norms, as well as the image of wine served in foodservice operations (Ram &
Sheth, 1989). In the case of wine service in restaurants, glass bottles have long been the
norm. These practices, furthermore, build the foundation for what stakeholders consider
³ULJKW´DQGVRFLDOO\acceptable; hence, create barriers for the adoption of novel ideas and
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products. To fulfill most AmeULFDQFRQVXPHUV¶TXDOLW\H[SHFWDWLRQV, a wine bottle should
ideally be sealed with natural cork, especially when dining out (Jeter, 2012). Ram and
Sheth (1989) explained that such usage barriers, also seen as the mismatch between
existing habits and innovative solutions, are a dominant reason for innovation resistance.
Recently, Gourville (2006) pointed out potential bias due to familiarity (status quo) and
explained that people prefer what they know over switching to something new that might
be better because it creates anxiety and requires behavioral change (see also Prospect
theory; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Slowly, norms and expectations related to wine
packaging may be changing and wine seems to be considered more often for everyday
consumption (Newman, 2013), but the acceptance rates of screw caps in the U.S. still lag
far behind those of New Zealand and Australia (Atkin et al., 2006). Charters (2006)
highlighted the importance of social norms for wine consumption motivation. Previous
studies emphasized that the consumer experiences social stress and pressure related to
wine purchasing (Bruwer et al., 2013; Ritchie, 2007; Chaney, 2000). Even though,
norms of the social system seem to have a great impact on all decision-making units when
confronted with the idea of wine-on-tap, research suggested that individuals with higher
levels of subjective knowledge will experience less social pressure than wine consumers
with low self-confidence. Along with common practice and social norms, the experience
of needs and problems is a relevant if not driving force of considering and possibly even
seeking out innovations, particularly for businesses. One recent study (Jacob & Neal,
2011) suggested that wine preservation is a concern for restaurateurs; however, felt needs
or problems associated with wine-by-the-glass programs have not adequately been
researched. At this point it is unclear to what extent restaurants experience losses due to
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wine spoilage, and whether foodservice patrons are satisfied or dissatisfied with wine-bythe-glass-programs.
Finally, Rogers (2003) suggested that the degree of innovativeness plays an
important role as decision-making units encounter innovations. Rogers (2003) definition
of innovativeness is measured based on adoption timing. In this instance, individuals
who adopt a new product or idea relatively earlier than others would be considered
innovative (Goldsmith & Foxall, 2003; Rogers, 2003). However, a vast body of literature
suggests that timing might not be the most important determination of innovativeness
(Im, Mason, & Houston, 2007; Roehrich, 2004; Goldsmith & Hofacker, 1991;
Hirschman, 1980; Midgley & Dowling, 1978). Due to its relevance for this study, the
concept of innovativeness will be thoroughly examined before continuing the review of
other decision-making unit characteristics.
Innovativeness. As marketing research notes, some individuals are more likely to
accept novel products and technologies sooner than others, thus multiple interpretations
of innovativeness arose (Chao et al., 2012; Hauser et al., 2006; Goldsmith & Foxall,
2003). Innovativeness, from this perspective, was defined as an individual personality
characteristic, also called consumer innate innovativeness (CII) (Mudd, 1990; Midgley &
Dowling, 1978). In context with this definition, it was proposed that people have or do
not have an innovative internal disposition enabling them to adopt innovations without
RWKHUV¶LQIOXHQFHRUSHUVXDVLRQV 0LGgley & Dowling, 1978). Additionally, the concept
of vicarious innovativeness (VI) was proposed by Hirschman (1980) and employed by
Im, Mason, and Houston (2007). From this perspective, innovativeness is a concept
constructed by exposure to mass media and word-of-mouth as well as observation of
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RWKHUV¶PRGHOLQJEHKDYLRU ,P et al., 2007; Hirschman, 1980). Goldsmith and colleagues
first explored DSI, domain specific innovativeness (Goldsmith & Hofacker, 1991), and
then the construct of wine consumer innovativeness (Goldsmith, 2000; Goldsmith et al.,
1997), which was adopted for the purpose of this study.
Goldsmith and Hofacker (1991) defined innovativeness as the inter-individual
difference in how people react to a new idea, product, or technology. DSI is unique as it
accounts for individual differences across different product categories; hence, the
measurement scale must be tailored to a specific product segment. According to
Goldsmith et al. (1997), this approach assumes that, for example, an innovative wine
consumer might not be equally as innovative in regard to other product categories (e.g.
movies, fashion, or electronics). In 1991, Goldsmith and Hofacker explored domain
specific innovativeness and developed a scale to measure the degree of consumeUV¶
innovativeness pertaining to specific product categories. The scale has since been
empirically tested, validated, and used across different domains (Chao et al., 2012;
Manzano, Navarré, Mafé, & Blas, 2009; Hirunyawipada & Paswan, 2006; Roehrich,
2004; Blake, Neuendorf, & Valdiserri, 2003; Goldsmith, 2001). The domain specific
innovativeness (DSI) scale was applied to wine and tested across different countries
(Goldsmith et al., 1997). Compared with other concepts of innovativeness, such as
consumer innate innovativeness (CII) and vicarious innovativeness (VI), Chao, Reid, and
Mavondo (2012) and Roehrich (2004) suggested that DSI was superior in its effect on
innovation adoption and considered DSI the most appropriate measure of innovativeness.
Therefore, personal innovativeness will be treated as a characteristic of the DMU rather
than a prior condition as depicted in Rogers (2003) model.
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Characteristics of the Decision-Making-Unit. Knowledge, especially subjective
knowledge, has been found to be a driver of wine consumer innovativeness as well as a
driver of wine related decision making processes in general. Highly subjective
knowledgeable or in other words highly self-confident wine consumers make decisions
quicker, are more assertive and rely more on themselves (Goldsmith, 2000; Goldsmith,
1998; Goldsmith et al., 1997). Goldsmith (2000) found that characteristics of innovative
wine consumers were high involvement, high levels of experience, and high subjective
knowledge. Involvement, a personality variable, has been associated with higher
socioeconomic status and increased engagement in wine communication behavior. In
other words, consumers who are older, more educated, and better off financially
demonstrate a greater degree of wine involvement (Barber et al., 2008). Furthermore, the
manner and frequency in which people engage in communication with others or the
media affects their innovative behavior (Rogers, 2003). Seeking more information
pertaining to wine and wine trends as well as talking to others about wine is not only
related to communicative exchange but also to opinion leadership. In exploration of the
characteristics of the decision-making units aforementioned variables, including opinion
leadership and communication behavior, will be examined. Additionally, Rogers (2003)
considered the perception of innovation attributes (independent variable) vital in terms of
their effect on the rate of adoption (dependent variable). Previously developed and
validated measurement scales with established reliability were modified for this VWXG\¶V
particular context and purpose. These measurement scales were proposed to be tested in
form of self-administered questionnaires. Having focused on characteristics of
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innovativeness, it is necessary to delineate and clarify the components related to the
perceptions of innovation characteristics.
Perceptions of Innovation Characteristics. Rogers (2003) clarified that the
decision-XQLW¶VSHUFHSWLRQs of innovation characteristics are more relevant to its diffusion
rate than the objective advantages promoted by experts and change agents (see also Arts
et al., 2011; Gourville, 2006; Frambach & Schillewaert, 2002; Agarwal & Prasad, 1998;
Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Furthermore, Rogers (2003) called the innovation-decision
process an uncertainty reduction process in which consumers seek and assess information
to reduce risk and uncertainty related to the new idea. The main questions potential
adopters aim to answer in context with wine-on-tap are likely to be (modified based on
Rogers, 2003, p. 14): What is wine-on-tap? How does it work? Why does it work? What
are the consequences of wine-on-tap? What are its advantages and disadvantages?
As seen in Figure 2.2, Rogers (2003) proposed five characteristics of innovations
relevant to the adoption process; relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability. Moore and Benbasat (1991) explored, validated, and extended
measurement scales suggested by Rogers and other innovation researchers, and
subsequently proposed eight characteristics as an outcome of their measurement
validation study: voluntariness, relative advantage, compatibility, image, ease of use,
result demonstrability, visibility, and trial-ability. The following overview will discuss
all characteristics and highlight those features that emerged as most relevant to the
context of wine-on-tap.
The relative advantage RIDQLQQRYDWLRQZDVGHILQHGE\5RJHUV  DV³WKH
GHJUHHWRZKLFKDQLQQRYDWLRQLVSHUFHLYHGDVEHLQJEHWWHUWKDQWKHLGHDLWVXSHUVHGHV´ S
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229). In other words, is the new idea better than an existing practice? Benefits of one
idea over another could be financial, social, or other. In context with wine-on-tap, this
means that restaurateurs, wineries, and consumers who perceive, for example, a relative
economic advantage (e.g. price per glass, better margin, reduced packaging cost), from
offering or drinking wine-on-tap, would be more likely to adopt it. Furthermore, the
FRQVXPHUDQGUHVWDXUDWHXUFRXOGYLHZ³EHWWHUWKDQ´LQWHUPVRIZLQHSUHVHUYDWLRQ,Q
order to perceive wine dispensed from a keg as better than wine from a bottle, it seems
one would require a certain level of comprehension as well as sensory ability; both
abilities consumers have been shown to lack in past research (Marin & Durham, 2007).
Gourville (2006) suggested that consumers frequently displayed skepticism regarding the
performance of an unfamiliar product or service. Perceiving an innovation to have higher
relative advantages should have a positive effect on adoption, according to Arts,
Frambach, and Bijmolt (2011), Rogers (2003), as well as Moore and Benbasat (1991).
Therefore, this was included for consideration in this study.
The degree of consistency of an innovation is understood as compatibility
(Rogers, 2003). Based on the definition by Moore and Benbasat (1991), compatibility
would measure the extent to which packaging wine in kegs is compatible with other wine
packaging (e.g. bag-in-box, screw caps, plastic bottles, cans). Arts et al. (2011) defined it
as consistency with values, lifestyle, needs and previous experiences. More compatible
innovations were suggested to be perceived as less risky; hence, have a greater chance of
adoption (Rogers, 2003). In their screw-cap-study, Atkin et al. (2006) measured
perceptions associated with the tradition of opening a bottle of wine with cork closure.
Rogers (2003) confirmed that individuals compared an innovation with what they were
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most familiar with; hence, prior experience was highly relevant. Additionally,
compatibility can be viewed in context with felt needs. Gourville (2006) highlighted that
consumers are not always able to recognize the fulfillment of a need when confronted
with a novel alternative. No matter what context compatibility was measured in, it was
positively related to the adoption rate (Arts et al., 2011); consequently, the compatibilitymeasurement was adopted for this study.
Complexity was defined as the extent to which an innovation is perceived as
difficult to use or understand (Arts et al, 2011; Rogers, 2003). Atkin et al. (2006)
suggested that the benefits of screw cap closures were clear and uncomplicated ±a closure
that is easy to use7KHKLVWRU\RIVFUHZFDS¶VDFFHSWDQFHVXJJHVWed that, even though
easy to use, the benefits of screw caps were not readily understood. During Moore and
%HQEDVDW¶V  YDOLGDWLRQSURFHVV, it was found that complexity and relative advantage
were similar. Therefore, it was suggested that a new construct, ease of use, was required.
Arts et al. (2011) used complexity and ease of use interchangeably. Additionally, the
ability to communicate the results of using an innovation, defined as result
demonstrability, was recognized by Moore and Benbasat (1991). Despite the
terminology, Gourville (2006) highlighted that consumers often cannot understand new
products right away and, therefore, stick with the status quo because they are more
worried about what they give up in exchange for something new, a phenomenon
highlighted by Prospect theory (see Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Learning about the
FRQVXPHUV¶SHUceptions of using and producing alternative wine packaging, was
determined to be not only beneficial for this study but also for future research and wine
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related product development. Therefore, complexity, in terms of ease of use and result
demonstrability, was explored IRUWKLVVWXG\¶VSXUSRVH
Trial-ability can be understood as the extent to which an innovation can be tried
(Rogers, 2003). The easier it is to try an innovation, the more likely trial-ability will have
a positive effect on adoption rate. In regard to wine-on-tap, trial-ability in context with
the wine consumers might mean sampling WOT; whereas, it may refer to experimenting
with kegging technology on the part of the winemaker and restaurant operator.
Observability is considered the degree to which someone can easily observe an
LQQRYDWLRQDQGWDONDERXWLWZLWKRWKHUV 5RJHUV ,Q0RRUHDQG%HQEDVDW¶V  
study, two different constructs emerged that were both related to observability: visibility
and result demonstrability. Visibility appears to be irrelevant for a dispensing system
where many components are invisible to the consumer by nature; result demonstrability,
on the other hand, seems to be highly related to wine-on-WDS¶VDGRSWLRQGHFLVLRQ,
although overlapping with relative advantage and complexity. Moore and Benbasat
(1991) suggested additional characteristics such as image and voluntariness, as it was
relevant to their exploration of an information technology application. For this wine-ontap study these constructs were not included. One reason was length of survey and the
need to focus on what literature suggested as the most important characteristics (Arts et
al., 2011; Frambach & Schillewaert, 2002; Agarwal & Prasad, 1998). Additionally,
voluntariness seemed particularly irrelevant because consuming, offering, or producing
kegged wine appears to occur voluntarily.
In summary, the innovation FKDUDFWHULVWLFV¶SHUFHSWLRQVwere warranted to be
explored for the purpose of this study (Arts et al., 2011; Rogers, 2003; Frambach &
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Schillewaert, 2002; Agarwal & Prasad, 1998; Moore & Benbasat, 1991): relative
advantage, compatibility, ease of use, result demonstrability, and trial-ability.
Consequently, perceptions and experiences related to the stages of knowledge,
persuasion, decision, and implementation were explored (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3. Wine-on-tap Diffusion Process. Modified based on ³'LIIXVLRQRI
,QQRYDWLRQV´E\(0Rogers, 2003, p. 170.
2.4.3

Innovations in Hospitality & Tourism

In recent decades, the field of hospitality and tourism has seen many innovations
with significant benefits for our society (Hjalager, 2010; Hall & Williams, 2008), such as
new travel opportunities (e.g. Thomas Cook), state-of-the-art entertainment (e.g. Disney),
Computer Reservation Systems (e.g. Opentable), loyalty programs (e.g. Hilton Honors),
or novel food and beverage establishments (e.g. 0F'RQDOG¶V +MDODJHU (2010) warned
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WKDWWKHXVHRI³LQQRYDWLRQ´KDVEHHQDEXVHGLQVRFLHW\DVZHOODVUHVHDUFK9DULRXV
aspects of tourism innovation have been explored by scholarly research:


SROLF\UHJXODWLRQVDQGWKHLUHIIHFWRQLQQRYDWLRQLQ1HZ=HDODQG¶VDQG
$XVWUDOLD¶Vtourism sector (Hall, 2009);



innovative technological characteristics in hospitality organizations in Cuba
(Kumar, Kumar, & Grosbois, 2008);



use of information technology in tourism visitor bureaus
(Yuan, Gretzel, & Fesenmaier, 2006);



innovation diffusion in small to medium sized European hospitality
companies (Pikkemaat, 2008; Pikkemaat & Peters, 2005);



sustainable tourism (Hjalager, 1997).

In foodservice research, much effort was focused on culinary and other back-ofhouse aspects. The following aspects have been explored:


the role of creativity for innovative behavior (Stierand et al., 2014; AlborsGarrigos, Barreto, García-Segovia, Martínez-Monzó, & Hervás-Oliver, 2013);



new product development in restaurants (Harrington & Ottenbacher, 2013);



adoption of green restaurant practices in Taiwan
(Chou, Chen, & Wang, 2012);



creation of new menu items in restaurants (Palmer & Griswold, 2011);



importance of technology in foodservice establishments (Rodgers, 2007);



PDQDJHUV¶HQJDJHPHQWLQLQQRYDWLRQimplementation processes
(Harrington & Kendall, 2006).
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2.4.4

Innovations in the Wine and Foodservice Industry

Wine product innovation research has looked at various aspects, which will be
reviewed in this section: low-DOFRKROZLQH³JUHHQ´ZLQHalternative packaging, and
screw cap bottle closures.
Low-alcohol wine. There is no clear definition of low alcohol wine and a number
of terms such as light, reduced alcohol, and alcohol-free are used to describe a wine with
reduced alcohol content (Saliba, Ovington, & Moran, 2013). It is currently unclear what
percentage of alcohol should be considered as low alcohol wine. Saliba, Ovington, and
Moran (2013) found that consumers associated alcohol levels between three and eight
percent with low-alcohol wines. Consumers associated a number of benefits with such
low alcohol wines: drinking and driving, reducing the feeling of intoxication, increasing
possible total consumption volume, benefits for weight and health, intolerance for alcohol,
and prevention of alcohol related diseases (Saliba et al., 2013; Howley & Young, 1992).
However, the overall perception of low-alcohol wine has been that it is inferior to wines
with conventional alcohol levels and negative attitudes have been reported (Saliba et al.,
2013; D¶+DXWHYLOOH HYHQWKRXJKFRQVXPHUVFRXOGQRWDFWXDOO\WDVWHDGLIIHUHQFH
between wines with conventional levels of alcohol and low-alcohol wines (Masson,
$XULHU G¶+DXWHYLOOH +HQFHLWDSSHDUVWKDWFRQVXmers do not base their
perceptions on actual experience with such wines.
In regard to actual consumer purchase behavior, reports called low alcohol wine
the most dominant wine innovation in the United Kingdom (Halstead, 2012; Halstead &
Fong, 2012). The UK excise tax system recently offered tax incentives to producers of
wines with alcohol levels below 5.5%. This can be viewed as one explanation for the
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year-over-year growth of this segment (25% volume and 39% value increase) in the UK
wine market (Halstead, 2012; Halstead & Fong, 2012). Outside the UK, consumers have
been more hesitant in purchasing low-alcohol wines (Pickering, 2000). Suggested
reasons include a lack of information about the health benefits of reduced alcohol wines,
confusion due to YDULRXVWHUPVDQGFRQVXPHUV¶WDVWHSHUFHSWLRQV 3LFNHULQJ  New
Zealand has recently taken the lead in low-alcohol and low-calorie wine research to
explore technological options and market potential (Guy, 2013). In summary, research
pertaining to low alcohol wine suggested a discrepancy between self-reported attitudes
and actual wine consumer purchase behavior, at least in certain countries. To examine
ZKHWKHUWKLVLVXQLTXHWRWKLVLQQRYDWLYHZLQHSURGXFW³JUHHQ´ZLQHSURGXFWVDQG
alternative packaging as well as closures deserve review.
Green wine. Many terms and definitions are used for non-conventional wine
making and grape growing, such as green, eco-friendly, sustainable, organic, biodynamic,
natural, and authentic (Goode & Harrop, 2011; Zucca, Smith, & Mitry, 2009); therefore,
non-FRQYHQWLRQDOZLQHDQGZLQHSDFNDJLQJDSSURDFKHVZLOOEHUHIHUUHGWRDV³JUHHQ´LQ
this section. Even though some of them trace back to how wine was made before
technological and agricultural advancements, they are considered innovative today (King
& Forbes, 2013). According to Christ and Burritt (2013), the wine industry is facing
various environmental challenges such as water use and quality, waste creation and
management, energy use, gas emissions, and use oISHVWLFLGHVKHQFHZLQHULHV¶VKLIW
toward sustainable approaches is warranted, and can be observed globally. However,
FRQVXPHUV¶FRPSUHKHQVLRQRISUR-environmental considerations related to winemaking
and grape growing was found to be low (Delmas & Grant, 2014; Forbes, Cullen, Cohen,
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Wratten, & Fountain, 2011; Zucca et al., 2009). Even though 90% of study participants
indicated sustainable viticulture practices are important, only 5% could identify aspects
of such practices (Zucca et al. 2009). Forbes, Cullen, Cohen, Wratten, and Fountain
(2011) stated that consumers were more concerned about the effects of food production
than they were about wine production. Academic research has focused on organic wines
(Remaud, Mueller, Chvyl, & Lockshin, 2008 DQGWKHLULPSDFWRQFRQVXPHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQ
and purchasing intentions.
6LULHL[DQG5HPDXG  H[SORUHG$XVWUDOLDQFRQVXPHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQVLQJUHDWHU
detail suggesting that they associated conventionally produced wine with genuine taste,
good value, and low impact on the environment; whereas, organic wine was perceived as
more expensive, appropriate for gift giving, and good for health. Participants related
fewer aspects to biodynamic (good for daily consumption) and preservative-free-wine
(low quality and supportive of local production), suggesting a lack of awareness,
knowledge, or comprehension. Remaud et al. (2008) suggested that organic, in the mind
of the consumer, is more closely associated with food than with wine, and the average
Australian wine consumer did not place much value on organic wine. Stolz and Schmid
(2008) conducted a similar study in Europe, where consumers had a positive image of
organic wine, considering it healthier than conventional wine (see also Mann, Ferjani, &
Reissig, 2012). However, the notion that it might not be as tasty was confirmed.
Additionally, participants voiced concern about the use of additives; particularly sulfur
and gelatin. Overall, the negative taste perception along with skepticism regarding the
use of additives decreased purchase intentions (Stolz & Schmid, 2008). Mann, Ferjani,
and Reissig (2012) suggested that health conscious female consumers in Switzerland
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indicated higher intentions to consume organic wine. Bazoche, Deola, and Soler (2008)
exposed French study participants to information about the harmful consequences of
pesticides and found no significant increase in their willingness to pay more for
organically produced wine.
In the United States, Olsen, Thach, and Hemphill (2012) confirmed that
enjoyment was not a driver for organic purchase intentions; however, consumers believed
that organic wine was better for the environment which had a positive effect on purchase
intention. Consumers reported willingness to pay a premium for organic wine (Barber,
Taylor, & Strick, 2009; Zucca et al., 2009; Remaud et al., 2008). Barber, Taylor, and
Dodd (2009) highlighted that consumers who normally paid $23 for a bottle of wine
indicated willingness to pay $27, and consumers who expressed strong environmental
attitudes intended to pay up to $30 for a bottle of organic wine. In addition, Barber (2010)
highlighted that consumers reported an increased willingness to pay for environmentally
friendly wine packaging.
'HVSLWHWKHVHVWXGLHVVXJJHVWLQJWKDWFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHQGWRSXUFKDVH³JUHHQ´
wines and are even willing to pay a premium price for them, the marketplace reality
appears to be different. Australian consumers were only willing to pay a premium for
eco-friendly wines, not for organic wines and in the UK only 11% of consumers
purchased organic wines in 2007 (Remaud et al., 2008). Delmas and Grant (2014)
conducted a study including over 12,000 California wines of vintages between 1998 and
2005, suggesting that consumers are stigmatized into believing organic wine is of inferior
quality compared to conventional wine. This conclusion was formed based on the
analysis of labeling effects. Considering wines that are certified organic or sustainable,
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the researchers found that an indication of such on the wine label lead to a reduction in
perceived value. Certified organic wines that did not indicate their eco-friendliness on
the label, however, achieved 7% higher prices on average, especially red wines scored up
to 11% higher retail prices. Delmas and Grant (2014) highlighted that some Californian
wineries reacted to this consumer perception by not informing the consumer and
estimated that only one third included ³JUHHQ´LQIRUPDWLRQRQODEHOV7KHVHILQGLQJV
emphasized the gap between self-reported consumer intentions and actual behavior that
previously emerged from low alcohol wine research.
Alternative packaging. One example of wine packaging innovation is
demonstrated by bag-in-box (BIB), a packaging consisting of a plastic bag that is put into
a carton. The wine is dispensed through a tap which makes the bag collapse (Goode &
Harrop, 2011). The main disadvantage of BIB: oxygen can transfer through the tap as
well as the bag, affecting its shelf life (Doyon, Clément, Ribéreau, & Morin, 2005);
storage and transportation can have a particularly important effect on the wine
development (Hopfer, Buffon, Ebeler, & Heymann, 2013; Fu, Lim, & McNicholas, 2009;
Sundell, Holen, Nicolaysen, Hilton, & Lokkeberg, 1992). On the other hand, the main
advantage of BIB is that one pallet of wine holds 80% more wine at less than two thirds
of bottled-ZLQH¶VZHLJKW$GGLWLRQDOO\WKHER[HVILWZHOOLQWRUHWDLOVKHOYHVDQGGRQRW
break as easily as bottles (Goode & Harrop, 2011). Consumers value the increased shelf
life compared to an open bottle of wine (Santini, Cavicchi, & Rocchi, 2007). The
introduction of bag-in-box was well accepted in various markets such as Australia
(Mueller & Umberger, 2009), Sweden (Farsi, 2012), and Norway (Goode & Harrop,
2011). Farsi (2012) explained that in Sweden more than 50% of the total wine sales can
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be attributed to bag-in-box and consumers valued BIB, especially for everyday
consumption.
In the United States, Caputo (2006) reported a 160% increase for three-liter bagin-box wines, between March 2003 and March 2005. In 2007, consumers purchased 42.5%
more BIB while the growth rate for traditional glass bottles was only 7%. Most
especially, the premium segment of BIB (over $16 per box) grew significantly (by 24%).
Furthermore, Caputo (2006) pointed out that at the beginning of 2000 only three brands
of BIB were available on the U.S. wine market. Santini, Cavicchi, and Rocchi (2007)
explored the role of premium BIB further suggesting that Black Box was the first
company to offer this category in the United States and that an increase in premium BIB
purchases might be attributed to the success of persuasion appeals following the
introduction of Black Box. Santini et al. (2007) suggested that consumers were more
acceptable of the box-packaging when it contained premium wine (3-liter-box) as
opposed to low-quality wine (5-liter-box). In regard to demographics, it was found that
younger consumers (less than 35 years) living in households with more than two
residents, earning $70,000 or more were especially receptive to purchasing premium BIB.
Furthermore, alternative packaging such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), cans, and
TetraPak have recently been used for wine. Little research has thus far been conducted
regarding these formats (see for example Del Nobilo & Conte, 2013; Ghidossi et al.,
2012; Giovanelli & Brenna, 2007; Ough, 1987). Research findings suggested that each
wine packaging option has advantages and disadvantages in terms of weight, quality
preservation, oxygen permeability, and so on. The question arises, what implications do
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the recently increased availability of innovative wine packaging in retail environments
has for the diffusion of foodservice innovations like wine-on-tap?
Screw Cap. Innovations in packaging (bottle) closures is represented by research
pertaining to the most dominant alternative closure in wine research, the screw cap, also
called Stelvin closure. Additionally, synthetic corks have been explored for the purpose
of comparing perceptions of closure types. Screw capped wines were first introduced to
WKHZLQHZRUOGLQWKH¶VKRZHYHUWKHILUVWLQWURGXFWLRQIDLOHGGXHWRUHVLVWDQFH
(YHQWKRXJKZLQHPDNHUVLQ$XVWUDOLDUHVHDUFKHGDQGSURYLGHGSURRIRIVFUHZFDSV¶
technological advantages as a wine bottle closure, at the time, barriers could not be
overcome (Jeter, 2012; Mortensen & Marks, 2002). The re-introduction in the early
¶VZDVRQO\ZHOODFFHSWHGLQVRPHFRXQWULHV -HWHU%OHLEDXP$WNLQHW
al., 2006; Mortensen & Marks, 2002). Marin, Jorgensen, Kennedy, and Ferrier (2007)
suggested that U.S. consumers believed screw caps are used because they are a more
cost-effective seal (78% of study sample), while less than 1% reported screw caps were
an indication of quality wine. In turn, consumers perceived wines sealed with natural
cork as highest in quality (Bleibaum, 2011; Barber et al., 2009; Marin & Durham, 2007;
Phillips, 2007). In 2005, 80% of wine available in New Zealand, 40% of wine available
in Australia, and only 5% of wine available in the United States was sealed with screw
caps (Bleibaum, 2011). Barber et al. (2009) reported that 71% of study participants had a
preference for cork sealed wine; however, consumers showed flexibility in regard to
purchase occasion. Similar statistics were reported by Bleibaum (2011) who examined
alternative closure diffusion longitudinally. Natural cork was preferred by 82% for wines
to be gifted, 58% for meals away from home, and 38% for everyday consumption. In
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regard to wine drinking at home, 27% favored synthetic cork and 35% chose screw caps
(Barber et al., 2009). Twenty-one percent of participants in a U.S. study indicated that
screw caps had a negative effect on their purchase intention (Bleibaum, 2011).
,QWHUHVWLQJO\LWZDVIRXQGWKDW$PHULFDQFRQVXPHUV¶DFFHSWDQFHRIVFUHZFDSVLQFUHDVHG
between 2004 and 2007, but then decreased in comparison with synthetic and natural
cork in terms of their appropriateness for various occasions (Bleibaum, 2011). These
ILQGLQJVVXJJHVWWKDWFRQVXPHUV¶SXUFKDVHLQWHQWLRQVGLIIHUJUHDWO\EHWZHHQSXUFKDVH
occasions.
Bleibaum (2011) suggested that wine closures were the most important factor in
86FRQVXPHU¶VSXUFKDVHGHFLVLRQVFORVHO\IROORZHGE\SULFH$FFRUGLQJWR0DULQDQG
Durham (2007), even though closure type was relevant in conjunction with price
expectations, it was not significant for purchase intention. In their study, liking a wine
WDVWH ZDVIRXQGWREHWKHPRVWVLJQLILFDQWIDFWRUDIIHFWLQJFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHQWLRQWR
purchase a wine. The intention to buy wine sealed with natural cork was only marginally
higher than the intent to purchase screw capped wine. Similar to findings related to low
alcohol wine, Marin et al. (2007) found that consumer panelists were unable to
differentiate between wines dispensed from a bottle with natural cork versus wine sealed
with innovative closures. At the same time, only 20% of the study population (n=204)
accepted screw caps as an adequate alternative to natural cork. Over 70% thought
synthetic cork was an acceptable alternative to natural cork. Providing closure
information as compared to blind tasting revealed the importance and power of
SHUFHSWLRQVDVWKH\VLJQLILFDQWO\DIIHFWHGFRQVXPHUV¶TXDOLW\UDWLQJV0DULQHWDO  
highlighted that the consumers participating in their study were lacking knowledge and
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proper understanding of differences between various closure options and suggested that
may hinder their ability to properly evaluate quality, thus affecting their purchase
behavior. For example, only 24% of subjects believed that cork can cause off-odor and
taste in wine.
Compared with actual purchase behavior, a gap between intention and reality can
be observed repeatedly. Sogg (2007) reported an increase in screw cap wine purchases in
the United States. The percentage of consumers, who indicated that they bought a bottle
of screw capped wine during the past month, rose from 27.6% in 2005 to 34% in 2006.
In 2012, the Wine Market Council (2012) stated that screw cap sales increased from 38%
in 2010 to 45% in 2012. Overall, it can be concluded that as far as wine innovations are
concerned actual purchase behavior differs from self-reported perceptions, intentions, and
attitudes. Therefore, research examining actual behavior is reasonable.
Wine-on-tap. Trade publications repeatedly mention that kegged wine is not a
novel invention. However, according to industry representatives significant
technological advancements have warranted its re-introduction (Pregler, 2013; Franson,
2011; Neal & Gunn, 2011; Asimov, 2009). Rogers (2003) confirmed that re-inventions
are innovations that have undergone modifications and improvements over time. It is
unclear who triggered and moved along the process of wine-on-WDS¶Vdiffusion, but it
appears that there are a number of early adopters (e.g. Two Urban Licks Restaurant in
Atlanta) and change agents (Free Flow Wines in Napa). Sciacca (2014) reported that
Free Flow Wines currently provides over 300 premium wine brands in kegs for
distribution to over 1,700 restaurants, bars, hotels, and sports venues in 42 states.
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A major benefit associated with wine-on-tap is its environmental friendliness due
to reduced carbon footprint (Sciacca, 2014). It was proposed WKDWVLQFH)UHH)ORZ¶VILUVW
release of wine-on-tap in 2009, close to 2.5 million pounds of waste were saved including
the prevention of 1.6 million bottles being dumped into landfills. This number was
recently updated to 3.9 million bottles (Wine Business Monthly, 2014a). Au Bon Climat,
Qupé, Constellation Brands, Francis Ford Coppola Winery, Hahn Family Wines, King
Estate Winery, and The Wine Group, each saved a minimum of 100,000 wine bottles, for
a total of well over 1 million bottles, from landfills since starting to use Free Flow Wines¶
kegging services (Wine Business, 2014a). Concurrently, Free Flow fills up to 5,500 kegs
per month (Sciacca, 2014). Furthermore, Wine Business Monthly (2013) reported that in
2013, kegs were the most frequently used form of alternative packaging by U.S. wineries.
Other alternatives, included in the study were: Tetra Pak, BIB, Astra pouch, aluminum
flasq, and PET bottles (Wine Business Monthly, 2013). In addition to the reduction of
waste, oxidation prevention is promoted as the primary reason for foodservice
HVWDEOLVKPHQWV¶DGRSWLRQRIwine-on-tap (FreshTap, 2012). $ZLQHNHJ¶Vshelf life was
recommended at about 90 days after tapping (Magyarics, 2013; Rieger, 2012). Kegging
specialists proposed that an untapped wine keg could be kept for about 12 months
(Magyarics, 2013). Compared with the shelf life of a couple days for an open bottle of
wine, 90 days can be considered a significant improvement. As far as the untapped state
of kegged wine is concerned, the shelf life of a bottle is longer; however, for wine-bythe-glass purposes restaurants would be interested in frequent stock turnover to reduce
storage space. At this point in time, these advantages have not been validated by
academic research.
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Various sources stated the foodservice industry was driving the demand for wineon-tap (Sciacca, 2014; Pregler, 2013; Wine Business Monthly, 2013; Rieger, 2012; Neal
& Gunn, 2011; Asimov, 2009). However, the proper adoption of wine-on-tap is not a
simple endeavor even though it may seem so due to IRRGVHUYLFHRSHUDWRU¶Vfamiliarity
with beer kegging systems. Sulfur taint, off-flavors, and loss of freshness were problems
that occurred when wine kegs were hooked up to beer taps (Pregler, 2013). Brass fittings
and taps, temperature, as well as gas type and pressure were found to have vast impact on
wine quality preservation. Pregler (2013) elaborated on the standardization of kegs and
valves, the availability of different keg types (PET and stainless steel) as well as return
logistics. Proper methods pertaining to cleaning, sanitation, and filling of kegs were
discussed repeatedly (Pregler, 2013; Neal & Gunn, 2011). Investments in wine specific
equipment and infrastructure were suggested as a remedy for these challenges, but
financial investments vary greatly depending on existing set-up costs. By contrast, it was
suggested that foodservice establishments using kegged wines benefited from
approximately 25% better margins compared to the same amount of bottled wines
(Rieger, 2012). Magyarics (2013) reviewed U.S. pricing for wine-on-tap suggesting that
per glass prices ranged between $6 and $14; however, information pertaining to the
average cost of a wine keg was not mentioned. Even though proper wine kegging
equipment is available now and much has been learned about wine-on-tap by innovative
users (Pregler, 2013; Rieger, 2012), a comprehensive and unbiased overview of
advantages and disadvantages is required to better understand early supply and demand
of wine-on-tap. Furthermore, it is currently unclear whether demand is driven by
industry professionals or foodservice patrons. It was pointed out that the purpose of
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wine-on-tap was not to replace bottled wine (Pregler, 2013; Rieger, 2012). This has an
importaQWLPSOLFDWLRQDVWKLVVWXG\¶VREMHFWLYH is not to determine whether wine-on-tap
will replace bottled wine in the foodservice industry. Rather, the aim of this study is to
explore whether bottled wine and wine-on-tap might co-exist in American restaurants and
bars in the future. One stakeholder group is likely to make the final decision in this
regard: wine consumers.
Despite the large number of trade publications pertaining to wine-on-tap, little is
known about how consumers perceive this innovation. In some articles, reporters
suggested that the new wine-by-the-glass is well received by restaurant guests (Pregler,
2013). However, it was often highlighted that consumers reacted with hesitation
(Magyarics, 2013; Asimov, 2009). It was pointed out that restaurant patrons compare
draft wine with BIB and display skepticism regarding its performance, taste, and wine
quality (Magyarics, 2013).
2.4.5

Summary of Innovations Research

In summary, it can be concluded that wine product innovations, even if
acknowledged by the consumer, demonstrate slower and lower acceptance rates, in the
United States, as compared to other wine markets. The perceived appropriateness of
various innovative products or closures is subject to consumption occasion. Globally,
most wine consumers believe that glass bottles sealed with natural cork contain the best
tasting and highest quality wine. Research suggested that price and taste have a
significant influence on purchase behavior. At the same time, consumers were shown to
have limited abilities in terms of establishing sensory differences and evaluating quality
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adequately. Moreover, perceptions and prior experience emerged from research as
critical; for example, low-DOFRKRODQG³JUHHQ´ZLQHVVXIIHUHGIURPEHLQJSHUFHLYHGDV
healthier but of inferior quality. However, even though negative perceptions were
reported for bag-in-box wine, screw cap, and synthetic closures, all three recently
experienced sales growth in the American wine market statistics. This suggests attitudebehavior-LQFRQVLVWHQF\DQGOHQGVVXSSRUWWRFRQVXPHUV¶SULFHVHQVLWLYLW\IRUHYHU\GD\
purchase situations, especially because non-traditional packaging and closures were
perceived as most appropriate for daily consumption.
In summary, research findings suggest that innovations add to the complexity of
wine purchase-decision-making, which has already been established as risky and stressful
for the consumer. A lack of communication related to innovative changes in the world of
wine significantly reduced the acceptance rates of innovations in the United States. The
use of ambiguous terms (e.g. pertaining to low-DOFRKROZLQHDQG³JUHHQ´ZLQH FRPELQHG
ZLWKDODFNRINQRZOHGJHVHHPHGWRKLQGHUFRQVXPHUV¶DELOLW\WRXQGHUVWDQGZLQHDQG
wine-related innovations. Conflict with prior beliefs and practices reduced the likelihood
for wine innovation adoption (Garcia et al., 2007). In conclusion, wine innovations can
impact consumers purchase intentions and behavior negatively or positively depending
on the innovation, the environment, and marketing communication strategies.
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2.5

Study Justification

In the United States, 35% of the population considers themselves wine consumers,
according to the latest Gallup (2013) poll. Many of these wine consumers frequently eat
out and drink wine when dining out. In casual restaurants, up to 80% of wine sales can
be generated by wines-by-the-glass (Gray, 2013). Wine innovations that have been
introduced to the marketplace in the last decade demanded behavioral adjustments from
some or all of the stakeholders in the wine industry (e.g. screw caps). It has been shown
that unless all interest groups are on the same page, diffusion occurs slowly and often
does not reach the majority level quickly enough to succeed. Wine-on-tap has been
discussed by trade publications, but not all aspects were explored thoroughly and
explorations of this nature can only be considered anecdotal.
It appears that wine-on-tap was introduced to the American foodservice industry
as a solution to preservation and waste management issues. Considering the magnitude
of the American wine and foodservice industry, an unbiased examination of adoption
behavior and the role of innovativeness in the context of wine-on-tap is needed to explore
whether it will be a viable alternative for by-the-glass sales in the future. According to
Ram and Sheth (1989) most innovations fail (see also Gourville, 2006). Rogers (2003)
suggested that those who develop, manufacture, and promote innovations suffer from
pro-innovation bias, in other words, they perceive the innovation to be relatively
advantageous and assume everybody else must do as well. In reality, those confronted
with an innovation often experience barriers and conflict leading to resistance and
hesitation (Gourville, 2006; Ram & Sheth, 1989). Understanding wine-on-WDS¶VGLIIXVLRQ
process is crucially important to determine its future success. Furthermore, the
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exploration of various stakeholders involved with the supply and demand of wine-on-tap
was supported by the review of literature proposing a significant contribution to the
existing body of knowledge.
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CHAPTER 3. WINE-ON-TAP: PERCEPTIONS AND EXPERIENCES OF WINE
CONSUMERS IN THE UNITED STATES

3.1

Abstract

An online survey explored U.S. wine FRQVXPHUV¶ Q  SHUFHSWLRQVDQGHDUO\
experiences with wine-on-tap, a current trend in the foodservice industry. Wine
consumers innovativeness (R2 = .49) was explained by wine involvement, opinion
leadership, and usage of information sources. Adopters (n=43) of wine-on-tap selfidentified as significantly more innovative than non-adopters. Furthermore, people who
have never tried wine-on-tap expected to pay significantly less for a glass of tapped wine
when compared with a glass of wine poured from a bottle. The opportunity to sample a
wine before placing an order as well as the ability to choose from a large selection of bythe-glass wines was very important for on-premise wine consumers. Contrary to our
expectations, driven by previous research pertaining to alternative wine packaging, it
emerged that one main reason for non-adoption is a lack of availability as opposed to a
lack of interest.
3.2

Introduction

Recently, American consumers are drinking more wine and are drinking wine
more frequently than a decade ago (Thach, Olsen, & Atkin, 2014; Newman, 2013).
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Wine consumers perceive wine purchases as risky (Bruwer, Fong, & Saliba, 2013;
Lacey, Bruwer, & Li, 2009). Various forms of risk can be perceived: financial,
functional, time, social, psychological, and physical (Bruwer et al., 2013). To reduce
financial risk consumers often order wine-by-the-glass, when dining out. Gray (2013)
suggested that up to 80% of wine orders at mid-level restaurants fall into the by-the-glass
category.
In the United States restaurant industry, for the most part, by-the-glass wines are
poured from glass bottles. Previous research indicated the importance of packaging for
retail wine purchase decisions (Ghidossi et al., 2012; Jeter, 2012; Bleibaum, 2011;
Henley, Fowler, Yuan, Stout, & Goh, 2011; Barber, Almanza, & Dodd, 2008; Atkin,
Garcia, & Lockshin, 2006; Barber & Almanza, 2006; Marin & Durham, 2007; Phillips,
2007). With the rise of alternative packaging (e.g. bag-in-box, kegs) and novel
dispensing methods (e.g. wine-on-tap) used in the foodservice industry, a research gap
for wine packaging research in the context of on-premise wine consumption emerges.
Controversy exists pertaining to alternative packaging. Particularly, consXPHUV¶
perceptions and resistance to embrace alternative packaging, such as screw cap closures,
has been a research focus (Jeter 2012; Marin & Durham, 2007; Atkin et al., 2006).
Recently, it was proposed that alternative packaging formats have gained acceptance in
casual settings and for every-day-consumption (Newman, 2013; Bleibaum, 2011).
,QGXVWU\SURIHVVLRQDOVVXJJHVWHGWKDWDVORQJDVDZLQH¶VWDVWHPHHWVWKHFRQVXPHUV¶
expectations and offers value, packaging is less relevant (Bleibaum, 2011; Neal & Gunn,
2011). Lavin (2013) confirmed that taste and price (value) are the most important factors
for wine purchases in restaurants. On the other hand, early research by Atkin, Garcia,
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and Lockshin (2006) showed that American consumers were more reluctant to embrace
screw cap closures (also called Stelvin; a brand name) as compared to wine consumers in
other countries. Given what research has learned from screw cap diffusion, the question
DULVHVKRZRSHQWRGD\¶V86ZLQHFRQVXPHULVWRZDUGZLQHLQQRYDWLRQs such as wineon-tap.
This question takes on particular relevance in context of previous innovation
research. For decades, researchers have highlighted that innovative products and services
more often fail than succeed (Rogers, 1962, 2003). Gourville (2006) estimated that
between 40% and 90% of newly introduced ideas fail. In wine business research, the
most explored innovation, screw cap closures, has exhibited slow and low diffusion rates
in the American marketplace (Bleibaum, 2011; Atkin et al, 2006). Rogers (2003)
summarized decades of innovation research across various disciplines, suggesting that
innovation adoption is mainly dependent on four aspects: conditions in the
marketplace/society, consumer characteristics, perceptions of innovation attributes, and
use of communication channels such as mass media (e.g. magazines) and interpersonal
(e.g. recommendations) information sources. Innovations are commonly promoted as
advantageous compared with prior technologies, products, or problem solutions (see for
example www.trywineontap.com). However, even if an innovation offers tremendous
advantages (e.g. technologically, financially) compared to a previous product or service,
consumers are hesitant to switch and change their behavior (Claudy, Garcia, &
2¶'ULVFROO*RXUYLOOH 3DVWLQQRYDWLRQGLIIXVLRQUHVHDUFKVXJJHVWHGWKDW
innovation characteristics such as relative advantage, complexity, and compatibility
cannot readily and accurately be perceived by the consumer, which in turn hinders the
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diffusion into the marketplace (Arts, Frambach, & Bijmolt, 2011; Atkin et al., 2006;
Agarwal & Prasad, 1998; Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Very recent diffusion of innovation
research suggested that perhaps adoption and resistance factors are dissimilar, each
construct having somewhat unique decision-PDNLQJIDFWRUVLQFRQVXPHUV¶OLNHOLKRRGWR
adopt or resist (Claudy et al., 2014). Given this dual nature of adoption and resistance,
barriers to adoption are unlikely to be overcome by marketing appeals promoting product
attributes.
3.3

Literature Review

The San Francisco Chronicle (Hu, 2010), New York Times (Asimov, 2009),
Chicago Tribune (Maes, 2012), and Wall Street Journal (Teague, 2011) along with
reputable trade publications such as Food Arts (Lindenmuth, 2010), Wines & Vines
(Franson, 2011), and the Wine Business Magazine (Pregler, 2013) recently reported on
what Technomic considers a top trend in the U.S. foodservice industry: wine-on-tap (PR
Newswire, 2014). Our study aims to provide research insights into perceptions and
experiences with this emerging wine packaging innovation.
7KHILUVWDWWHPSWVRINHJJHGZLQHLQWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVGDWHEDFNWRWKH¶V
(Pregler, 2013; Franson, 2011; Neal & Gunn, 2011). Anheuser Busch, the St. Louis
based brewery, was at the forefront of trialing wine-on-tap. However, applying beer
packaging methods to wine failed (Franson, 2011). This failure was attributed to using
³MXJ´ZLQHLQFRPSDWLEOHILOOLQJDQGVDQLWDWLRQWHFKQRORJ\DVZHOODVLQDSSURSULDWH
packaging and dispensing materials (Pregler, 2013; Franson, 2011; Neal & Gunn, 2011).
Rieger (2012) and Pregler (2013) agreed that what works for beer cannot readily be
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applied to wine. Nevertheless, now that the early challenges have been remedied,
industry sources refer to wine-on-WDS¶VSRWHQWLDOWRFUHDWHDSDUDGLJPVKLIWLQZLQH
logistics, sales, and service (Magyarics, 2013; Lindenmuth, 2010). A number of
advantages associated with kegged wine are suggested as reasons for its increasing
popularity and growth: reduced packaging cost, lower oxidation and spoilage, lower
shipping weight, reduced waste creation and management, and potential cost-savings for
the winery and restaurant (Magyarics, 2013; Rieger, 2012; Franson, 2011; Lindenmuth,
2010). In other words, kegged wine provides fresher taste, greater eco-friendliness, and
possibly better value. Despite these advantages, consumers hesitate and display
suspicion toward wine-on-tap, at least in their initial reaction (Magyarics, 2013; Asimov,
2009). Considering that bottled wine has been the status quo for restaurant wine service
for hundreds of years, it is currently questionable whether wine-on-tap will lead to a
paradigm shift in the foodservice industry.
3.3.1

Innovation Diffusion Theory

The innovation diffusion framework describes the process of how innovative
ideas spread through society (Rogers, 1962). This theory posits the conceptual
framework for this study, as it has been successfully utilized across disciplines for
decades (Arts et al., 2011; Atkin et al., 2006; Singhal & Rogers, 2003; Frambach &
Schillewaert, 2002; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Becker, 1970; Rogers, 1962).
Laukkanen, Sinkkonen, Kivijärvi, and Laukkanen (2007) suggested that
innovation and change are interchangeable for consumers and for adoption to occur
consumers must overcome their natural resistance to change. Often, studies focusing on
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innovation adoption implicitly advance the notion that resistance posits the mere opposite
of acceptance (Laukkanen, Sinkkonen, Kivijärvi, & Laukkanen, 2007). Claudy, Garcia,
DQG2¶'ULVFROO  KRZHYHUDVVHUWHGWKDWXQGHUO\LQJUHDVRQVIRUDQGDJDLQVW
innovation adoption are not as well understood and are not logical opposites. In a wine
context, Gourville (2006) for example, suggested that consumers may avoid the risk of
cork tainted wine by purchasing wine with screw cap closures, but in doing so, sacrifice
the traditional wine experience. Opposite or not, ultimately individual characteristics and
perceptions of an innovation¶s attributes have the greatest impact on acceptance of new
products and services (Gourville, 2006; Hauser, Tellis, & Griffin, 2006; Rogers, 2003;
Frambach & Schillewaert, 2002; Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Therefore, the focus of this
study was upon those specific aspects pertaining to the diffusion potential of wine-on-tap;
hence, relevant consumer and innovation attributes were reviewed and included in this
study.
Within the framework of innovation diffusion (Rogers, 1962) innovativeness was
based on adoption timing; however, marketing research with the purpose of predicting
adoption behavior showed that innovativeness is more likely an individual personality
characteristic (Im, Mason, & Houston, 2007; Mudd, 1990; Hirschman, 1980; Midgley &
Dowling, 1978). Goldsmith and Hofacker (1991) defined innovativeness as the interindividual difference of how people react to a new idea, product, or technology, called
the domain specific innovativeness (DSI). DSI is unique because it accounts for
individual differences across different product categories (Chao, Reid, & Mavondo, 2012;
Roehrich, 2004). In other words, an innovative wine consumer might not be equally as
innovative in regard to other products, such as movies, fashion, or electronics. The
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domain specific innovativeness scale was applied to wine and tested across different
FRXQWULHV *ROGVPLWKG¶+DXWHYLOOH )O\QQ, 1997).
3.3.2

Antecedents of Innovation Adoption

3.3.2.1 Wine Consumer Characteristics
Among antecedents of wine consumer behavior, involvement has been outlined as
one of the most influential aspects (Rahman & Reynolds, 2015; Nella & Christou, 2014;
Bruwer & Buller, 2013; Taylor, Dodd, & Barber, 2008; Charters & Pettigrew, 2007;
Dodd, Laverie, Wilcox, & Duhan, 2005). Involvement is defined as the degree of
LPSRUWDQFHZLQHSOD\VLQWKHFRQVXPHU¶VOLIH /RFNVKLQ, Quester, & Spawton, 2001;
Quester & Smart, 1998) and WKHH[SUHVVLRQRIZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHUHVWLQZLQH
(Lockshin et al., 2001; Mittal & Lee, 1989). Zaichowsky (1985) called involvement the
consumer¶VSHUFHLYHGUHOHYDQFHRIDSURGXFW3URGXFWLQYROYHPHQWis considered the
most commonly explored type of involvement (Nella & Christou, 2014; Bruwer & Buller,
2013; Aurifeille, Quester, Lockshin, & Spawton, 2002). Rahman and Reynolds (2015)
proposed that hedonic aspects, such as taste and aroma, play a more important role for
highly involved wine consumers. Moreover, high involvement was associated with more
aware, comprehensive, and conscious wine purchase decisions (Bruwer & Buller, 2013).
On the other hand, low involvement with wine can be identified when a consumer is price
sensitive, reads, and talks little about wine with others; hence, wine is not a topic of
interest for low involved wine consumers (Barber, Ismail, & Dodd, 2007; Lockshin et al.,
2001; Quester & Smart, 1998). Charters and Pettigrew (2007) pointed out that the less
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involved perceived wine packaging as more important than highly involved wine
consumers.
Opinion leaders actively exchange information, read wine related magazines and
books, and like talking to others about their wine enthusiasm (Bruwer & Thach, 2013;
Barber et al., 2008; Dodd et al., 2005; Lockshin et al., 2001; Quester & Smart, 1998;
Goldsmith et al. 1997). The study of opinion leadership can be traced back as far as the
¶VDQG¶V .DW] /D]DUsfeld, 1955; Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1944).
Chaney (2001) investigated the relationship between demographics and opinion
leadership, suggesting that opinion leaders are heavy wine consumers, and generally
know more and understand wine production related aspects better. Opinion leadership
was not related to age, gender, education, or income; in other words, opinion leaders can
be found across all demographic groups (Chaney, 2001). Bruwer and Thach (2013)
suggested that wine opinion leaders are likely to engage in effective word-of-mouth
because their communication efforts correlate with previous consumption experiences;
hence, opinion leaders are perceived as credible sources of information for other wine
consumers who are seeking information.
Information plays an important role when people are faced with alternatives
(Bruwer & Thach, 2013; Hammond, Velikova, & Dodd, 2013). Across various everyday
occasions, individuals experience uncertainty; however, perceived uncertainty associated
with wine and/or unfamiliar products can be particularly high (Bruwer & Thach, 2013;
Bruwer et al., 2013; Gourville, 2006). Uncertainty may emerge when product
performance and the cost to adopt are difficult to assess, giving rise to Kahneman and
7YHUVN\¶V  GHULYDWLRQRISURVSHFWWKHRU\NQRZQDVORVVDYHUVLRQRogers (2003)
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outlined that in context with innovations, various communication channels take on
different degrees of importance when it comes to information search behavior. Searching
for information is most important during the early stages of innovation diffusion when
consumers first learn about a novel product. According to Ritchie (2007), on-premise
(e.g. in restaurants) wine buying is perceived as more stressful and risky than off-premise
(e.g. in stores); hence consumers seek more or less information across different
consumption occasions (Bruwer et al., 2013; Hammond et al., 2013). Bruwer and Thach
(2013) highlighted the relative importance of interpersonal communication, such as
word-of-mouth. Dewald (2008) found that in interactions between wine consumers and
sommeliers, only 38% of consumers actively sought wine-related information.
Additionally, due to the price difference between glasses of wine versus a bottle of wine,
risk perceptions and the use of information sources differ (Bruwer et al., 2013; Bruwer &
Rawbone-Viljoen, 2013).
3.3.2.2 Perceived Innovation Characteristics
Rogers (2003) outlined the innovation-diffusion process as an uncertainty
reduction process. Marketing strategies are utilized to promote advantages of novel
problem solutions. The individual perception of innovation characteristics was proposed
to be more relevant to innovation diffusion rates than the objective advantages promoted
by experts and change agents (see Arts et al., 2011; Gourville, 2006; Rogers, 2003;
Frambach & Schillewaert, 2002; Agarwal & Prasad, 1998; Moore & Benbasat, 1991).
Rogers (2003) proposed five characteristics of innovations that are relevant to the
adoption decision: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trial-ability, and
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observability. Moore and Benbasat (1991) explored, validated, and extended research
pertaining to these attributes. Constructs appropriate to the context of this study were
subsequently adopted (see Appendix 3.9).
The relative advantage of an innovation was defined as the extent to which an
innovation is perceived to be better than a previous product or idea (Rogers, 2003).
Benefits of one idea over another could be financial, social, or technological. As there
currently is no academic research to suggest benefits of wine-on-tap compared to wine
by-the-glass from a bottle, the advantages communicated by trade journals were used to
modify an existing perception instrument (Moore & Benbasat, 1991).
The degree of consistency of an innovation is understood as compatibility (Rogers,
2003). This can be understood as the extent to which packaging wine in kegs is
compatible with other wine packaging (e.g. bag-in-box, screw caps, plastic bottles, cans).
Arts, Frambach, and Bijmolt (2011) defined it as consistency with values, lifestyle, needs,
and previous experiences. More compatible innovations were perceived as less risky;
hence, had a greater chance of adoption (Rogers, 2003). In the foodservice setting,
compatibility was interpreted in the context of the type of restaurant where wine (by-theglass) is commonly served, and thus was named wine-on-WDS¶Vappropriateness.
3.3.3

Research Questions and Hypotheses

This study addressed the following research questions:
RQ1: What consumer characteristics predict wine consumer innovativeness?
RQ2: Is there a difference between adopters and non-adopters in their perception
of wine-on-WDS¶VLQQRYDWLYHDWWULEXWHV"
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RQ3: Is there a difference in UHJDUGWRZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶ZLOOLQJQHVVWRSD\
between adopters and non-adopters?
Goldsmith (2000) suggested that more innovative wine consumers are more likely
to try new wines and wine related products (see also Goldsmith et al. 1997). Thus, the
first hypothesis addressed innovativeness:
H1: There is a significant difference (p<0.05) in innovativeness between adopters
and non-adopters of wine-on-tap.
Highly involved wine consumers are known to value wine as part of their lifestyle,
to talk about their wine enthusiasm with others, and to try new wines frequently (Nella &
Christou, 2014; Bruwer & Buller, 2013; Dodd et al., 2005; Lockshin et al., 2001; Quester
& Smart, 1998). Higher involvement was associated with a greater degree of
innovativeness (Goldsmith, 2000; Goldsmith et al., 1997). Additionally, Arts et al. (2011)
as well as Goldsmith, Flynn, and Goldsmith (2003) suggested that opinion leadership and
innovativeness were significantly related (see also Flynn, Goldsmith, & Eastman, 1996).
Furthermore, Rogers (2003) suggested that a frequent use of various communication
channels positively affects the adoption of an innovation due to greater awareness and
knowledge about innovations. Subsequently, the second hypothesis was:
H2: There is a positive significant effect (p<0.05) of involvement, opinion
leadership, and usage of information sources on wine consumer innovativeness.
0RRUHDQG%HQEDVDW  SURSRVHGWKDWDIDYRUDEOHSHUFHSWLRQRILQQRYDWLRQV¶
characteristics will have a positive effect on the adoption decision; hence, the third
hypothesis was:
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H3: There is significant difference (p<0.05) between adopters and non-adopters in
their perception of wine-on-tap attributes.
Previous research has highlighted that consumers perceive alternatives to glass
bottles inferior in quality (Bleibaum, 2011; Marin & Durham, 2007). This suggests that
ZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶ZLOOLQJQHVVWRpay might differ for wine served from a keg and wine
from a bottle. Therefore, the fourth hypothesis was suggested:
H4: There is a significant difference (p<0.05) in willingness to pay for wines
poured from glass bottles versus wine-on-tap.
3.4

Methodology

In the first stage of instrument development, the initial version of the survey was
reviewed by academic and industry experts as well as two consumers who frequently
dine out and consume wine. The order of questions, the wording of scale-items, and the
innovation perception characteristics were adjusted based on feedback. In the second
stage, the preliminary survey was provided to wine consumers within the personal
network of the investigators as well as students enrolled in wine education courses at a
Midwestern University.
A total of 33 usable pilot surveys were subject to preliminary data analysis,
including reliability analysis. The following adjustments were made: an option ³QRWVXUH´
was added to the 7-point-Likert scale for the perception of innovation characteristics, the
definition of wine-on-tap was clarified based on feedback, all scale points were fully
labelled, and items were grouped by topic following survey design recommendations
(Dillman, Smyth, & Christian, 2009). The survey was implemented by way of Qualtrics
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Survey Software hosted at the research university (see Appendix 3.9 for scales used in
the final instrument).
In the first week of November 2014, the link to the survey was distributed in
multiple ways: via an Indiana winery¶VQHZVOHWWHU, on a social media site of the School of
Hospitality Management at a Midwestern University, and distributed to students enrolled
into wine education classes in Indiana, Arkansas, and Texas. Furthermore, the survey
link was posted on the Facebook page of a California winery, business cards with the
survey link were handed out to wine consumers at a restaurant in Indianapolis and
included in a postal mailing to U.S. restaurants currently offering wine-on-tap.
Participants were encouraged to forward the survey link to others with an interest in wine
and the opportunity to enter their contact information into a random drawing for a wine
guide was provided as an incentive for participation.
A total of 165 wine consumers initially participated in the study; 90 participants
had heard about wine-on-tap prior to taking the survey, 75 had not. Most of those who
were unfamiliar (77%) indicated that they would be at least somewhat likely to try wineon-tap. Among the participants familiar with wine-on-tap, 43 had previously consumed
wine-on-tap at an average price of $10/glass; 15% indicated it was very unlikely that they
would consume it again, 10% were undecided, 17% somewhat likely, 39% likely, and 20%
very likely. Overall, the consumers had positive future consumption intentions based on
their experiences. Forty-six participants had never tried wine-on-tap before. Based on
the terminology (adoption versus rejection) Rogers (1962, 2003) used for the decision
stage of the innovation diffusion framework, consumers who had consumed wine-on-tap
within the last 12 months were considered adopters; subsequently, those who had never
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tried it were considered non-adopters. Due to missing or incomplete responses respective
sample sizes are indicated for each analysis.
The average age of the participants was 38 years and their average wine
consumption experience was about 14 years. Excluding fast food, paUWLFLSDQWV¶
frequency for dining out was: less than once a month (6%), once a month (12%), 2-3
times a month (36%), once a week (26%), or 2-3 times a week (19%), daily (2%). When
dining out the participants did not always drink wine with their meals: less than once a
month (20%), once a month (32%), 2-3 times a month (26%), once a week (11%), 2-3
times a week (9%), daily (2%). For further demographic information see Table 3.1.
Table 3.1
Socio-demographic Characteristics of the Wine Consumer Sample
Trait
Gender

Male
Female
Chose not to respond.
State of residence IN
TX
CA
IL
FL
OH
GA
MI
NJ
NY
MA
WI
CO
AR
DC
MN
PA
TN
WA
Chose not to respond.
Income
$19,999 or less
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000-$49,999
$50,000-$59,999
$60,000-$69,999
$70,000-$79,999
$80,000-$89,999

Frequency (N = 151)
42
100
9
49
17
16
9
6
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
15
14
9
2
4
8
13
9

Percent
28
66
6
32.5
11
10.5
6
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
9
5
1
3
5
9
6
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Education

Ethnicity

$90,000-$99,999
$100,000-$119,999
$120,000-$139,999
$140,000-$159,999
$160,000 or more
Chose not to respond.
High school/diploma/GED
Some college work
%DFKHORU¶VGHJUHH
0DVWHU¶VGHJUHH
Doctoral degree
Professional degree
Chose not to respond.
White/Caucasian
African American
Hispanic
Asian
Native American
Pacific Islander
Other
Chose not to respond.

6
8
11
6
27
34
4
27
75
21
7
8
9
125
3
2
8
1
0
1
11

3.5

4
5
7
4
18
24
3
18
50
14
5
5
5
83
1
1
12
1
1
16

Results

Prior to statistical analysis, total scores were calculated for all scales; negatively
worded items were reverse coded accordingly (see Appendix 3.9; see also Pallant, 2013,
p. 89). Additionally, normality assessment and reliability analysis were performed. The
distribution of the scores was considered reasonably normal; following a
recommendation by Pallant (2013, p. 67) the mean values and 5% trimmed mean values
were compared and it was determined that outlying cases were not problematic, hence
they werHQRWUHPRYHG7KHVFDOHV¶UHOLDELOLW\ &URQEDFK¶VĮ ZHUHFRQVLGHUHG
satisfactory (see Appendix 3.9).
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3.5.1

Wine Consumer Antecedents

An independent sample t-test was conducted to explore the difference in
innovativeness between the two groups, adopters (consumers who tried wine-on-tap;
n=39) and non-adopters (consumers who did not try wine-on-tap; n=43) of wine-on-tap.
A significant difference was found F(2,80) = . 84, p < .001 between the following mean
scores of innovativeness µ adopters = 32.87 and µ non-adopters = 29.30; hence Hypothesis 1 was
confirmed. Multiple regression analysis was conducted. Involvement, opinion
leadership, and the use of communication channels explained 49% of the variance in
innovativeness; R2= .49, F(3, 130) = 40.61, p < .000; confirming Hypothesis 2. Among
these predictors, opinion leadership was the strongest predictor ȕt(151) = 4.66, p
IROORZHGE\LQYROYHPHQWȕt(151) = 3.27, p < .001, and usage of
FRPPXQLFDWLRQFKDQQHOVȕt(151) = 2.48, p < .015. Additionally, adopters used
interpersonal information sources significantly more often than non-adopters (see Table
3.2).
Table 3.2
Mean Scores of Consumer Characteristics
Characteristic

Non-adopters
(n=43)
µ=18.70

Sig. (2-tailed)

Involvement

Adopters
(n=39)
µ=19.31

Opinion Leadership

µ=31.50

µ=29.38

.15

Interpersonal Info Sources

µ=28.42

µ=25.50

.03*

Note. *Significant at .05 level (2-tailed).

.22
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3.5.2

Perception of Innovation Characteristics

In regard to the overall perception of wine-on-WDS¶Vrelative advantage there was
no significant difference between adopters and non-adopters. However, for each
construct item, between group differences were calculated, suggesting that adopters
perceived wine-on-WDS¶VDELOLW\WRSUHVHUYHZLQHTXDOLW\VLJQLILFDQWO\better (µ adopters=4.91;
µ non-adopters=4.27) from non-adopters F(1, 77) = 4.78, p < .032. There was no significant
difference between the two groups regarding the other six relative advantage items.
In regard to compatibility of wine-on-tap with various packaging alternatives, no
significant differences emerged. On a 7-point-Likert scale, wine-on-tap was considered
most compatible with bag-in-box (µ=4.79) and wine bottles with screw cap closures
(µ=4.68) and least compatible with cans (µ=3.48) and PET (µ=3.67). Participants were
somewhat undecided about its compatibility with corked wine bottles (µ=4.24).
Concurrently, corked wine bottles were the most frequently purchased wine packaging
option (n=129), followed by bottles with screw cap closures (n=120). PET (n=2) and
cans (n=4) were the least frequently purchased formats, whereas a few participants (n=13)
indicated buying TetraPak and about a quarter of consumers (n=27) bought wine in bagin-box packaging in the last 12 months.
The independent sample t-test indicated a significant difference F(2, 76) = .000, p
< .004 in regard to the perception for which type of foodservice establishment wine-ontap was most appropriate. Adopters and non-adopters perceived wine-on-tap
significantly different in terms of its appropriateness for: casual restaurants F(1, 77) =
4.39, p = .04, upscale casual F(1, 77) = 5.60, p = .02, and fine dining F(1, 77) = 5.99, p
= .02. In addition, adopters rated wine-on-WDS¶VDSSURSULDWHQHVV consistently higher for
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all foodservice establishments as compared to non-adopters¶UDWLQJV. Hypothesis 3 was
therefore only partially confirmed.
Additionally, a paired sample t-test was conducted to explore whether wine
consumers were willing to pay more for wines-by-the-glass poured from a bottle versus
wine-on-tap. There was no significant difference in regard to how much participants
were willing to pay for either red or white by-the-glass wines. However, a significant
difference between adopters and non-adopters emerged for wine-on-tap (see Table 3.3);
confirming Hypothesis 4.
Table 3.3
Willingness to Pay for Different Wine Packaging
Wine type

AD

NON-AD

Red wine from a bottle

$12.98/glass

$12.55/glass

Sig.
(2-tailed)
.23

Red wine-on-tap

$10.57/glass

$8.68/glass

.04*

White wine from a bottle

$11.96/glass

$10.98/glass

.26

White wine-on-tap

$9.30/glass

$7.64/glass

.02*

Note. AD = adopter, NON-AD = non-adopter of wine-on-tap.
*Significant between group difference at .05 level (2-tailed).
3.6

Discussion

A number of limitations restrict the generalizability of these findings. The sample
was predominantly well-educated Caucasian females residing in Midwestern (IN, IL, and
MI) and South Central States (TX, CO). Even though wine-on-WDS¶VDYDLODELOLW\LV
increasing (see for example www.trywineontap.com) its limited availability also limits
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the generalizability of these findings. Data were collected online and with
encouragement for snowball sampling; therefore, only some U.S. wine consumers were
reached. Additionally, findings might not be applicable to all wine consumer generations.
Ninety wine consumers participating in this study had previously heard about
wine-on-tap. Those who had not heard or experienced it, expressed interest in trying
wine-on-tap in the future; the most frequently mentioned reason for not having tried it
was unavailability. Concurrently, a common reason for adoption was that wine-on-tap
was available at a restaurant frequented by the participants. Other factors leading to
adoption were curiosity, on-tap-service of a preferred wine, value, and freshness.
Adopters, consumers who drank wine-on-tap within the last 12 months, considered
themselves significantly more innovative than those who did not. Additionally, in line
with prior research, involvement, opinion leadership, and use of information sources
predicted individual innovativeness to a substantial degree. In other words, adopters felt
more involved with wine, talked about wine with friends, family, and foodservice staff,
and considered themselves opinion leaders who influence RWKHUV¶ZLQHVHOHFWLRQV
In regard to perceptions of innovation attributes (relative advantage, compatibility,
appropriateness), little to no differences emerged between adopters and non-adopters.
Uncertainty pertaining to the functionality and benefits of the innovation (wine-on-tap)
might explain this as similar findings emerged from other studies (e.g. Claudy et al., 2014;
Laukkanen et al., 2007; Gourville, 2006). However, the examination of mean scores
suggested that some benefits might be more readily understood than others, for example
NHJJHGZLQH¶VUHGXFHGSDFNDJLQJFRVW. Even though wine quality is generally difficult to
evaluate for (novice) wine consumers (Marin & Durham, 2007), wine-on-tap-adopters
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perceived the quality preservation ability significantly better than non-adopters. In other
words, once consumers tried wine-on-tap, they were more likely to see the quality
preservation benefit.
Controversy emerged regarding to the appropriateness of serving wine-on-tap in
different foodservice operations as well as its compatibility with other wine packaging
formats. Status quo bias (preference for familiar products, processes, and services) and
tradition barriers are a likely explanation. In other words, U.S. consumers who are most
familiar with wine in glass bottles, and wine consumption in upscale and fine-dining
restaurants, are slow to embrace the idea of wine in alternative packaging and wine
service in casual dining environments (see for example Newman, 2013; Bleibaum, 2011).
Adopters perceived wine-on-tap as more appropriate for any foodservice establishment;
particularly, for upscale and fine-dining restaurants, possibly suggesting that some
consumers understand that consuming a premium glass of wine at a good value is
unrelated to (upscale) location or (celebratory) occasion.
Data showed that consumers who have not tried wine-on-tap expect to pay
significantly less for a tapped wine-by-the-glass in comparison with a glass of wine
poured from a bottle. Various possible reasons might explain this expectation, such as a
lack of objective knowledge, inexperience with wine, status quo bias generated by
traditional wine packaging and consumption experience. Furthermore, consumers
potentially understand that bulk packaging leads to production cost savings and in turn
expect those savings to be passed down the wine supply chain.
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3.7

Conclusion, Implications, & Limitations

Various implications can be concluded IURPWKLVVWXG\¶Vfindings. Consumers,
who consider themselves more involved with wine, engage in more interpersonal winerelated communication ZLWKRWKHUVDQGFRQVHTXHQWO\LQIOXHQFHRWKHUV¶ZLQHSXUFKDVLQJ
behavior. They are also more innovative and more likely to try new wine products like
wine-on-tap. Prior alternative wine packaging and innovation research has suggested that
most consumers would be hesitant, reluctant, anxious, and uninterested in trying wine-ontap, because of diffusion dynamics related to other innovative products (e.g. screw cap
closures; Jeter, 2012; Atkin et al., 2006). However, this exploratory empirical research
suggests otherwise. Consumers indicated curiosity and interest to try it as long as it is
available suggesting that unavailability of kegged wine is a limiting factor for consumers
who might become adopters. Research should look toward foodservice operators and
wineries to explore wine-on-WDS¶VDYDLODELOLW\DQGSRWHQWLDOEDUULHUVWKHUHRI$GGLWLRQDOO\
foodservice establishments currently offering wine-on-tap should direct persuasion
appeals to those consumers who are less involved and less likely to be opinion leaders as
they generally seem to be less innovative; hence, these wine consumers will not seek out
wine innovations on their own. Consequently, information pertaining to wine-on-WDS¶V
benefits should be readily available as less involved consumers are highly uncertain and
therefore unlikely to inquire about it.
Consumers naturally resist changing their behavior and express skepticism about
new products and services. In the U.S., it took over a decade for consumers to embrace
screw cap closures. Prior research (e.g. prospect theory), suggests that consumers are
more likely to worry about what they give up as opposed to what they could possibly gain
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from innovation adoption. In the case of wine-by-the-glass, consumers arguably look for
a fresh wine appealing to their taste while providing good value. Given the proposed
benefits of wine-on-tap, one may argue that there are no losses for the consumer; upon
ordering wine-on-tap, the consumer will be served a fresher premium quality wine at
good value while indirectly making an environmental contribution (reduction of waste in
landfills). From the perspective of managerial implications, persuasion appeals pertaining
to wine-on-tap should focus on educating consumers about better taste and value as well
as environmental benefits. Offering complimentary wine-on-tap samples could be highly
effective in reassuring consumers about the quality of wine-on-tap.
Furthermore, future research should assess the purported benefits of kegged wine.
Considering that there are a number of different keg formats, (e.g. stainless steel, plastic
keg with bladder) and dispensing options (e.g. direct draw, long draw), clarity in regard
to their wine preservation benefits should be established. Research of this nature would
significantly benefit those educating sales and foodservice staff as well as further the
food science body of knowledge. Additionally, the importance of interpersonal
communication was made evident in this study. Innovative wine consumers reported
engaging more frequently in exchanges with friends, family, and restaurant staff.
Therefore, future research should examine the interpersonal dynamics between guests
and staff in foodservice establishments; the application of interpersonal communication
theories such as the Theory of Motivated Information Management, Uncertainty
Management Theory, or Communication Accommodation Theory.
In summary, the average wine consumer is often overwhelmed by the diversity of
wine options (e.g. varieties, origins, packaging). Uncertainty is experienced to which he
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or she responds by clinging to familiar approaches in fear of trading good for worse.
Increasing wine consumption along with more exposure to non-traditional approaches has
been breaking down barriers slowly, as seen with the diffusion of screw cap closures.
However, with exception of those highly involved in wine, it appears unlikely that
consumers will seek out novel approaches on their own. Meanwhile unavailability
emerged as a hindering factor of wine-on-WDS¶VGLIIXVLRQ,QRWKHUZRUGVFRQVXPHUV
ascribe a central role for the future of kegged wine to the provider of wine-on-tap: the
foodservice industry.
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3.9

Appendix

Instrument
Scale

Reliability

Involvement (7-point-Likert)
Į 
c
Lockshin, Spawton, & Macintosh (1997); Strongly agree ± strongly disagree
1. I enjoy drinking wine with my meals.
2. It does not have to be a special occasion to enjoy wine with dinner.
3. I have a strong interest in wine.
Opinion leadership (7-point-Likert)
Į 
a
Flynn, Goldsmith, & Eastman (1996); Strongly agree ± strongly disagree
1. I often persuade other people to buy the wine that I like.
2. Other people rarely come to me for advice about choosing wine (reverse coded).
3. People that I know pick wine based on what I have told them.
4. My opinion on wine seems not to count with other people (reverse coded).
,LQIOXHQFHSHRSOH¶VRSLQLRQDERXWEX\LQJwine.
6. When they choose wine, other people do not turn to me for advice (reverse coded).
Innovativeness (7-point-Likert)
Į 
a
*ROGVPLWKG¶+DXWHYLOOH )O\QQ  ; Strongly agree ± strongly disagree
1. In general, I am among the last in my circle of friends to purchase a new wine (reverse
coded).
2. If I heard that a new wine was available at a restaurant I would be interested enough to
buy it.
3. Compared to my friends, I do little shopping for new wine (reverse coded).
4. I would consider buying a new wine, even if I had not heard of it yet.
5. In general, I am the last in my circle of friends to know the names of the latest wines
and wine trends (reverse coded).
6. I know more about wine trends than other people do.
Use of information sources (5-point-Likert)
b
Hammond, Velikova, & Dodd (2013); Never ± a lot
1. Recommendation from a friend
2. Recommendation from a family member
3. Recommendation from a sommelier/waiter
4. Wine magazine
5. Wine book
6. Wine review
7. Mobile wine app
8. Wine blog
9. Wine club
10. Wine tourism/event

Į 
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Relative advantages (7-point-Likert)
Į 
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Strongly agree ± strongly disagree; not sure
1. Wine-on-Tap reduces waste in restaurants and wineries.
2. Wine-on-Tap speeds up wine service in restaurants and bars.
3. Wine-on-7DSPDLQWDLQVDZLQH¶VTXDOLW\EHWWHUWKDQERWWOHGZLQH
4. Wine-on-Tap is generally, of similar quality than bottled wine.
5. Wine-on-Tap reduces packaging cost of wine.
6. Wine-on-7DSPDNHVUHVWDXUDQWV¶E\-the-glass selection more interesting.
7. Wine-on-Tap provides restaurants with greater control over wine spoilage.
Compatibility with traditional packaging (7-point-Likert)
Į 
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Not at all compatible ± very compatible; not sure
1. with wine bottle; cork closure
2. with wine bottle; screw cap closure
Compatibility with alternative packaging (7-point-Likert)
Į 
3. with bag-in-box wine
4. with wine in TetraPak
5. with wine in can
6. with wine in PET
Appropriateness (7-point-/LNHUW³QRWVXUH´
Į 
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Very inappropriate ± very appropriate; not sure
1. at fast casual restaurant
2. at casual restaurant
3. at upscale casual restaurant
4. at fine-dining restaurant
5. at bar/pub/café/tavern
6. at wine bar
Note. a Adopted, b Modified to fit study context, c Slightly modified.
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CHAPTER 4. WINE-ON-TAP IN THE UNITED STATES: A PILOT STUDY
EXPLORING RESTAURANT O3(5$7256¶PERCEPTIONS AND
EXPERIENCES

4.1

Abstract

$QRQOLQHVXUYH\H[SORUHG86IRRGVHUYLFHRSHUDWRUV¶ Q  SHUFHSWLRQVDQG
early experiences with wine-on-tap. Adopters (n=18) considered themselves more
innovative, willing to take risk, and influential of others than non-adopters (n=28).
Foodservice operators who currently offer wine-on-tap utilized interpersonal information
sources (e.g. distributors) more frequently than non-adopters. In regard to wine-on-WDS¶V
relative advantage, ease of use, compatibility, and result demonstrability, adopters
perceived all attributes more positive than non-adopters; particularly, ease of use was
perceived significantly better. Additionally, adopters shared various reasons for adoption
and barriers for the diffusion of kegged wine in the U.S. foodservice industry.
4.2

Introduction

The United States foodservice industry, particularly the commercial restaurant
segment, is a multi-million dollar sector with significant economic influence (NRA,
2013). Wine is an important source of revenue for most establishments (Sirieix, Remaud,
Lockshin, Thach, & Lease; 2011; Dewald, 2008; Saura, Molina, & Contri, 2008).
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In recent years, U.S. wine consumption has increased, and according to the latest
data available from the Wine Institute (2012), the United States had the highest total
consumption of wine in the world; much of which is consumed in restaurants and bars.
Gray (2013) suggested that up to 80% of wine orders at mid-level restaurants and 66% of
wine orders in restaurants with average checks above 60 dollars per person fall into the
by-the-glass segment. Despite the importance of this segment for on-premise
consumption, past wine related foodservice research has focused on bottled wine;
therefore, dynamics pertaining to by-the-glass wines appear somewhat under-explored.
Limited research, for example, has been conducted in the area of operational challenges
pertaining to this wine category, such as wine quality preservation and oxidation
prevention (Jacob & Neal, 2011).
This is surprising, because wine quality preservation is viewed as one of the
greatest challenges associated with wine production (Lukacs, 2012). Because of
technological advancements, wines are of much higher quality than a few decades ago;
however, maintaining wine quality and preventing oxidation remains a challenge,
especially for wines served by-the-glass. Numerous innovations were promoted as
potential problem solutions, for example vacuum pumps (Fletcher, 2007) and gas
displacement options (Napa Technology, n. d.); however, little research has been
published exploring which oxidation prevention method might work best (Jacob & Neal,
2011). Companies, such as Napa Technology and Vacuvin, promote the benefits of their
innovative products, but so far an ideal solution has not been found. Some solutions
require a more substantial capital investment than others, which makes innovation
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adoption challenging for small businesses. In other words, financial commitments may
cause hesitation for owners and operators of existing businesses.
In addition to quality preservation, waste management appears to be a major issue
in the foodservice industry. According to the latest statistics provided by the Container
Recycling Institute (CRI), in 2010, only 24.7% of all wine and liquor bottles were
recycled (Roth, 2013). When combined with the latest wine sales figures, this implies
that about 225 million cases worth of empty bottles ended up in landfills. Even though
these two operational challenges have existed for quite some time, glass bottles with
various closures have been the status quo for wine sold to restaurants and bars for
hundreds of years (Lukacs, 2012). Recently, an alternative solution emerged in the U.S.
wine and foodservice industry: wine-on-tap, also known as kegged wine.
Little innovation research exploring a particular innovation has been conducted in
the food & beverage (F&B) industry (Ottenbacher & Gnoth, 2005); overall, F&B is
known to adopt innovations reactively as opposed to proactively (Rama, 2008; Rodgers,
2007). Ottenbacher and Gnoth (2005) suggested that instead of following a strategic
approach, F&B managers rely on gut feelings, intuition, and prior experience in their
decision making. As far as restaurant innovation research is concerned, the development
of new and unique food items (Aubke, 2014; Stierand, Dörfler, & MacBryde, 2014;
Harrington & Ottenbacher, 2013) has been a recent focus. Additionally, packaging was
highlighted as an important focus of food and beverage research (Rama, 2008; Giles,
1999) as it often pertains to aspects of food safety. Knowledge created in adjacent fields
is utilized across many F&B operations (Rama, 2008); however, implementation does
often not occur until years after ideation.
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Innovative operational solutions often create marketing or cost advantages for the
operator in addition to, potentially, benefiting the consumer (Rodgers, 2007; Ottenbacher
& Gnoth, 2005; Rogers, 2003). Harrington and Ottenbacher (2013) pointed out that a
UHVWDXUDQW¶VWRSPDQDJHPHQW HJUHVWDXUDQWPDQDJHUexecutive chef, or sommelier) is
highly involved in the food related innovation process. In regard to the important role
ZLQHSOD\VLQWRGD\¶VIRRGVHUYLFHLQGXVWU\H[SORULQJUHVWDXUDQWRSHUDWRUV¶LQQRYDWLYH
behavior appears warranted. This study aims to describe barriers and opportunities that
LQIOXHQFHIRRGVHUYLFHSURIHVVLRQDOV¶GHFLVLRQWRDGRSWRUUHMHFWNHJJHGZLQHDVDSUREOHP
solution and novel dispensing method for wines-by-the-glass. Managers, sommeliers,
DQG) %GLUHFWRUV¶LQQRYDWLYHQHVVZDVH[plored along with perceptions pertaining to
characteristics inherent to wine-on-tap; a recent trend in U.S. foodservice establishments
(NRA, 2013).
4.3

Literature Review

Innovation is a complex and dynamic research topic. Individuals facing novel
products and technologies struggle with assessing and navigating potential gains and
losses, across all environments, personal or professional in nature (Gourville, 2006).
Scholarly research and knowledge pertaining to how, when, and why foodservice
professionals decide to successfully implement an innovation is limited (Ottenbacher,
2007; Ottenbacher & Gnoth, 2005). At the same time, innovations, in terms of new
products and new services, enable restaurants to stay relevant, become more competitive,
and be successIXOLQDPDUNHWZKHUHFRQVXPHUV¶QHHGVDQGGHVLUHVFRQVWDQWO\HYROYH
6WLHUDQGHWDO+DUULQJWRQ 2WWHQEDFKHU $VLGHIURPIRRGDUHVWDXUDQW¶V
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wine program can make a big difference. Wine offerings may improve guest satisfaction,
increase YDOXHSHUFHSWLRQVRUKHLJKWHQDUHVWDXUDQW¶VLPDJH 6DXUDHWDO'HZDOG
2008; Manske & Cordua, 2005).
4.3.1

Foodservice Innovation Research

Two of the biggest advantages associated with innovations in the foodservice
industry are competitive advantage and cost benefits (Rodgers, 2007; Ottenbacher &
Gnoth, 2005). Restaurant operators may perceive differentiation potential from offering
a product or service their competitors do not, such as a special type of cuisine or wine
selection. Additionally, cost-incentives may arise from adopting innovative approaches
and technologies, such as culinary technology (Rodgers, 2007). Capitanio, Coppola, and
Pascucci (2010) mentioned the desire to meet consumers evolving needs as a driving
force of innovative F&B behavior (see also Ottenbacher, 2007). Instead of proactively
seeking innovations that provide such benefits, restaurateurs often react to external
pressures like the economy, when considering innovative solutions (Capitanio, Coppola,
& Pascucci, 2010; Rama, 2008; Rodgers, 2007). Scholarly F&B innovation research
examined, for example: technology (Shahril, Zahari, & Othman, 2013; Rodgers, 2007),
creativity (Aubke, 2014; Stierand et al., 2014), new product and service development
(Harrington & Ottenbacher, 2013; Ottenbacher, 2007), waste and energy management
(Hu, Horng, Teng, & Chou, 2013; Wang, Chen, Lee, & Tsai, 2013; Hu, Parsa, & Self,
2010; Kneifel, 2010), and packaging (Brody, 2008; Brody, 2006; Olsson, Petterson, &
Jönson, 2004; Giles, 1999). Ottenbacher (2007) highlighted that a thorough
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIFRQVXPHUV¶QHHGVDQGEHKDYLRULVUHTXLUHGIRUVXFFHVVIXOKRVSLWDOLW\
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LQQRYDWLRQDQGVXJJHVWHGWKHIROORZLQJSRWHQWLDOUHDVRQVIRULQQRYDWLRQV¶IDLlure in the
restaurant industry: poor positioning of a new product, underestimating market size,
implementation cost, and poor communication, lack of employee buy-in and commitment,
or lack of proper market research.
Previous research identified that wine programs offer the potential to be an
element of differentiation and competitive advantage (Corsi, Mueller, & Lockshin, 2012;
Jacob & Neal, 2011; Berenguer, Gil, & Ruiz, 2009; Dewald, 2008; Corsey, 2006). Today,
even foodservice establishments that historically did not offer alcoholic beverages,
expand their portfolio to include wine, for example Starbucks (Horovitz, 2014).
Additionally, more consumers drink wine in casual dining places; whereas, only a couple
decades ago, wine consumption was reserved for fine-dining-restaurants (Lukacs, 2012).
Dewald (2008), as well as, Manske and Cordua (2005) focused on the role of sommeliers
in determining a wine sales program; however, not every restaurant employs a sommelier.
Often times the owner, F&B manager, or supervisor is in charge of selecting wine for a
foodservice operation. Nonetheless, prior research focused on bottled wines. This
research study aims to close this gap and to contribute to a better understanding of the
G\QDPLFVUHODWHGWRUHVWDXUDQWV¶ wines-by-the-glass programs.
A large number of innovation research studies, in and outside the foodservice
industry, focused on organizational aspects, such as size, in their exploration of
antecedents of innovation; however, controversy exists pertaining to the degree to which
size affects innovative behavior (Capitanio et al., 2010; Rama, 2008; Menrad, 2004;
Rogers, 2003). Harrington and Ottenbacher (2013) suggested that depending on the
scope of an organization, more or less employee support is needed in the innovation
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process. Concurrently, Jambulingam, Kathuria, and Doucette (2005) stated that taking
chances and the readiness to innovate are important entrepreneurial attributes. Capitanio
et al. (2010) showed that knowledge, close ties with local vendors, and a certain level of
investment capital are positively related to innovative behaviors in the food industry. The
interpersonal relationship between operators and vendors was stressed repeatedly
(Harrington & Ottenbacher, 2013; Capitanio et al., 2010; Dewald, 2008; Rama & von
Tunzelmann, 2008; Tollin, 2008; Rogers, 2003). Tollin (2008) confirmed that managers
KDYHJUHDWLQIOXHQFHRQRSHUDWLRQV¶³LQQRYDWLYHFOLPDWH´ VHHDOVR7XUQLSVHHG 
Turnipseed, 2013; Van der Bij, Song, & Weggeman, 2003; Gieskes, Hyland, & Chapman,
2002). Therefore, the individual, also called decision-making-unit (DMU), in charge of
adopting or rejecting an innovation, such as wine-on-tap, will be under investigation here;
specifically, the characteristics and perceptions of foodservice professionals such as
managers, sommeliers, chefs, and owners.
4.3.2

Innovation Diffusion Framework

The framework of innovation diffusion describes the process of how innovative
ideas spread through a society (Rogers, 2003). This theory is an established conceptual
framework for innovation research across disciplines (Arts, Frambach, & Bijmolt, 2011;
Atkin, Garcia, & Lockshin, 2006; Singhal & Rogers, 2003; Frambach & Schillewaert,
2002; Valente & Saba, 2001; Dearing & Meyer, 1994; Valente, 1993; Moore & Benbasat,
1991; Becker, 1970).
Innovation diffusion is a progression of uncertainty reduction by information
acquisition and the development of perceptions. Within a social system, such as the
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foodservice industry, innovation related information and awareness of wine-on-tap
spreads through mass media channels such as the popular press; for example, the San
Francisco Chronicle (Hu, 2010), the New York Times (Asimov, 2009), the Chicago
Tribune (Maes, 2012), and the Wall Street Journal (Teague, 2011), and trade publications,
like Food Arts (Lindenmuth, 2010), Wines & Vines (Franson, 2011), and the Wine
Business Magazine (Pregler, 2013). Additionally, interpersonal sources play a significant
role for information acquisition (Bruwer & Thach, 2013; Hammond, Velikova, & Dodd,
2013). Despite knowing that word-of-mouth impacts consumer behavior; it is unclear
what types of information sources restaurant operators utilize and how frequently they are
used. Within this study context, the exploration of resWDXUDQWRSHUDWRUV¶XVHRI
communication channels is therefore warranted.
According to the diffusion theory, the stage of awareness creation and information
acquisition is followed by persuasion (Rogers, 2003), a phase in which individuals try to
make sense of a novel idea and the possible consequences of adoption. Within this
framework, communication channels, information management and assessment play an
important role and vastly influence the adoption decision (Agarwal & Prasad, 1998).
Additionally, characteristics of the decision-making-unit (DMU), as well as perceived
characteristics of the respective innovation, factor into the decision-making. Particularly,
WKHDVVHVVPHQWRIDQLQQRYDWLRQ¶VUHODWLYHDGYDQWDJHDQGFRPSDWLELOLW\ZHUHVWURQJO\
related to adoption decisions, across studies and disciplines (Rogers, 2003; Frambach &
Schillewaert, 2002; Agarwal & Prasad, 1998). In regard to the DMU, individual
attributes (e.g. risk aversion, opinion leadership) and communication (e.g. frequent use of
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information sources) affect innovative decisions (Jambulingam, Kathuria, & Doucette,
2005; Rogers, 2003).
Initially it seems apparent that a product or problem solution that offers scientific,
social or technological benefits should be readily adopted. Gourville (2006), however,
estimated that 40% to 90% of novel solutions are not adopted due to decision-PDNHUV¶
perceptions of the innovation; particularly, the gains and losses perceived from giving up
a familiar product. Past innovation research confirmed that the perception of innovation
characteristics was more relevant to innovation diffusion rates than the objective
advantages inherent to the innovation or promoted by experts and change agents (see also
Arts et al., 2011; Gourville, 2006; Rogers, 2003; Frambach & Schillewaert, 2002;
Agarwal & Prasad, 1998; Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Rogers (2003) offered five
innovation characteristics relevant to the adoption decision:


relative advantage;



compatibility;



complexity;



trial-ability;



observability.
Moore and Benbasat (1991) explored, validated, and extended research pertaining

to these attributes and suggested eight characteristics. Due to survey length, the inclusion
of all attributes was not considered feasible; therefore, four constructs (relative advantage,
compatibility, ease of use, and result demonstrability) were selected from previous
instruments and modified for the purpose and context of this study (see Appendix 4.9).
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The relative advantage of an innovation was defined as the extent to which an
innovation is perceived as better than a previous product or idea (Rogers, 2003). One
idea over another can, for example, manifest in financial or technological benefits. The
popular and trade press promoted the superiority of wine-on-tap in terms of oxidation
prevention, speed of service, and its eco-friendliness (Pregler, 2013; Rieger, 2012).
Therefore, an emphasis was placed on these aspects. Furthermore, the degree of
consistency of an innovation with values, needs, and previous technologies is understood
as compatibility (Arts et al., 2011; Rogers, 2003). This can be viewed as the degree to
which packaging wine in kegs is compatible with other wine packaging (e.g. bag-in-box,
screw caps, plastic bottles, cans). More compatible innovations were suggested to offer a
greater chance of adoption (Rogers, 2003). The degree to which using an innovation is
perceived as relatively effortless was defined as ease of use (Moore & Benbasat, 1991).
This can be understood in terms of maintenance or general usage. Additionally, Moore
and Benbasat (1991) introduced result demonstrability as an innovation attribute that is
relevant to its diffusion. The perceptions of this characteristic refer to how obvious
outcomes of using an innovation, such as kegged wine, are for example to restaurant
guests.
4.3.3

Why Wine-on-Tap?

In 2014, wine-on-tap was among the top trends in the U.S. foodservice industry
(PR Newswire, 2014). As seen from the review of innovation research literature,
innovations in the foodservice industry are often adopted reactively. Operational issues
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like packaging waste and wine spoilage have existed for a long time; however, an optimal
solution has not yet been found (Jacob & Neal, 2011).
In the United States, tKHILUVWDWWHPSWVRINHJJHGZLQHGDWHEDFNWRWKH¶V
(Pregler, 2013; Franson, 2011; Neal & Gunn, 2011). Early on, Anheuser Busch
experimented with wine-on-tap; however, utilizing prior knowledge of beer packaging
methods for wine failed (Franson, 2011). This failure was ascribed to using poor quality
³MXJ´ZLQHLQFRPSDWLEOHILOOLQJDQGVDQLWDWLRQWHFKQRORJ\DVZHOODVLQDSSURSULDWH
packaging and dispensing materials (Pregler, 2013; Franson, 2011; Neal & Gunn, 2011).
Rieger (2012) and Pregler (2013) suggested that what works for beer cannot readily be
applied to wine. Since then, technology has improved and vast changes have been made
to the kegging approaches for wine, leading to a new generation of kegged wines (Pregler,
2013; Rieger, 2012). Industry sources referred to wine-on-WDS¶VSRWHQWLDOfor creating a
paradigm shift in wine logistics, sales, and service (Magyarics, 2013; Lindenmuth, 2010).
With the rise of kegging specialists, such as Free Flow Wines, N2, the Gotham Project,
and Infinite Monkey Theorem, proficiency has increased and the challenges experienced
LQWKH¶V may have been remedied (Pregler, 2013). Compared with four decades ago,
one major advantage today is that the overall quality of wine has improved and premium
wineries now sell kegged wine (Pregler, 2013; Rieger, 2012). A number of advantages
associated with kegged wine are suggested as reasons for foodservice operators to adopt
wine-on-tap: oxidation prevention, waste reduction, increased speed of service, and
freshness. The purpose of this study was not to examine and scientifically endorse these
advantages; but rather, to explore how this innovative technology has been perceived,
processed, and implemented in U.S. foodservice operations.
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4.3.4

Research Questions & Hypotheses

One purpose of this study was to identify what antecedents determined restaurant
SURIHVVLRQDOV¶level of innovativeness. Therefore, the following potential factors were
examined: opinion leadership, risk aversion, frequency, and information source usage.
Furthermore, an objective was to explore perceptions regarding characteristics of wineon-tap and the effects on the decision to adopt or reject it. It is expected that a positive
perception increases the likelihood of adoption (Gourville, 2006; Rogers, 2003; Moore &
Benbasat, 1991). This study addressed the following research questions:
RQ1: What characteristics iQIOXHQFHUHVWDXUDQWSURIHVVLRQDOV¶LQQRYDWLYHQHVV"
RQ2: Is there a difference among adopters and non-adopters in their perception of
wine-on-WDS¶VLQQRYDWLRQDWWULEXWHV"
RQ3: What are current experiences with wine-on-tap in U.S. foodservice
operations?
Rogers (1962) treated innovativeness as a time-related variable based on adoption
frequency and timing. Research has shown that treating innovativeness as a personality
characteristic is more reasonable and coherent (Mudd, 1990; Midgley & Dowling, 1978).
Different definitions of innovativeness exist (see Im, Mason, & Houston, 2007;
Goldsmith & Hofacker, 1991; Hirschman, 1980; Midgely & Dowling, 1978). Lumpkin
and Dess (1996) understood innovativeness as a tendency to support novel ideas or
generate new services. In entrepreneurial research, innovativeness was associated with
competitive edge and outlook. Jambulingam et al. (2005) developed a 4-item-scale
(Cronbach alpha .91) based on this understanding of innovativeness, which was modified
WRILWWKLVVWXG\¶VSXUSRVH (see Appendix 4.9).
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In research, opinion leaders are known to voluntarily exchange information with
others (Rogers, 2003). Reading wine related magazines and books and talking to others
about their wine enthusiasm, are wine related opinion leadership characteristics (Bruwer
& Thach, 2013; GoldsmithG¶+DXWHYLOOH )O\QQ 1997). The study of opinion
OHDGHUVKLSFDQEHWUDFHGEDFNDVIDUDVWKH¶VDQG¶V .DW] Lazarsfeld, 1955;
Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1944). Bruwer and Thach (2013) suggested that opinion
leaders are credible sources of information for others. In context with innovations,
Rogers (2003) proposed that opinion leadership positively affects innovativeness. An
existing wine consumer related opinion leadership scale, developed by Flynn, Goldsmith,
and Eastman (1996) was modified to fit the context of foodservice professionDOV¶RSLQLRQ
leadership status (see Appendix 4.9).
Rogers (2003) outlined the innovation diffusion process as an uncertaintyreduction-process in which information is used to reduce perceptions of risk associated
with the potential adoption of a novel idea or product. In their exploration of
entrepreneurial orientation Jambulingam et al. (2005) proposed that greater willingness to
take risks was related to higher levels of innovativeness.
Communication with other individuals of the same or another industry was found
to be an important antecedent of innovative behavior (Capitanio et al., 2010; Rama & von
Tunzelmann, 2008). Rogers (2003) stressed the importance of exposure to
communication channels during different stages of the diffusion process. The more
frequently channels are used the more innovative individuals are proposed to be (Rogers,
2003); hence, the following hypothesis was proposed:
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H1: There is a positive significant relationship (p<0.05) between opinion
leadership, risk taking, and frequent use of communication channels and
innovativeness.
Moore and Benbasat (1991) suggested that a favorable perception of an
innovation¶V characteristics will have a positive effect on the adoption decision (see also
Arts et al., 2011; Rogers, 1962, 2003). Therefore the following hypothesis was examined:
H2: There is a significant difference (p<0.05) in perception between adopters and
non-adopters of wine-on-tap.
Restaurateurs can use their wine program as a differentiation strategy (Berenguer
et al., 2009). Depending on restaurant type, wine service can take on celebratory
characteristics (Lukacs, 2012). Due to the nature of wine-on-tap its service is different
from traditional bottle service. Trade publications have pointed out perceptive
similarities between wine-on-tap and bag-in-box leading to associations with lower
quality wine. Consequently, the following hypothesis was suggested:
H3: There is a significant effect (p<0.05) of type of restaurant on the perception of
wine-on-tap between adopters and non-adopters.
4.4

Methodology

In the first stage of instrument development, the initial version of the survey was
reviewed by academic and industry experts, including two foodservice operators. The
order of questions, some scale types (infinite versus ordinal), and the wording of some
perception characteristics were adjusted based on feedback. In the second stage, the
SUHOLPLQDU\VXUYH\ZDVSURYLGHGWRWKHLQYHVWLJDWRU¶VSHUVRQDl foodservice industry
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network (F&B managers, sommeliers, restaurant owners). A total of 12 usable pilot
surveys were subjected to preliminary data analysis. The pilot participants were
encouraged to provide feedback. The following adjustments were made based on
feedback: demographic LQGLFDWRUVVXFKDVWKHLQGLYLGXDO¶VSRVLWLRQZLWKLQWKHFRPSDQ\
and wine related experience, were moved from the end to the beginning of the survey,
four modified innovativeness-items were adopted from Jambulingam et al. (2005),
furthermore a 4-item-risk perception scale was added (also adopted from Jambulingam et
al., 2005), the wording modified items were further refined. Additionally, an option of
³QRWVXUH´ZDVDGGHGWRWKHSHUFHSWLRQVFDOHV7ZRTXHVWLRQVSHUWDLQLQJWo the type and
grade of stainless dispensing appliances were removed for reasons of brevity (see
Appendix 4.9 for part of the final instrument).
In the first week of November 2014, the survey link was posted on the Guild of
6RPPHOLHU¶VKRPHSDJH%DVHGRQ contact information, publically available on
www.trywineontap.com, 200 restaurant operators and beverage managers were randomly
selected to receive the survey link via email or postal mail. Additionally, sommeliers,
F&B managers, and chefs in the investiJDWRUV¶SHUVRQDOQHWZRUNZHUHFRQWDFWHGDQG
encouraged to forward the survey link to their peers; hence, snowball sampling technique
was utilized and the sampling frame is unknown. As an incentive to participate in the
study, the participants could voluntarily enter their email address into a drawing for one
of three guides to South American wines. Due to the small sample size, which is not
unusual for survey-based hospitality research (Ravichandran & Arendt, 2008), this study
is considered exploratory in nature.
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4.5

Results

Initially, 57 foodservice operators participated; however, only 49 surveys were
considered complete enough for analysis. Three participants had never heard about wineon-tap. Forty-six participants were aware of the kegged wine trend; 18 currently offered
kegged wine in their establishments, while 28 did not. On average, participants reported
their involvement with wine as part of the foodservice industry as about 15 years.
3DUWLFLSDQWV¶DJHUDQJHGIURPWR\HDUVZLWKDQDverage of 38 (see Table 4.1 for
demographic information).
Table 4.1
Socio-demographic Characteristics of the Restaurateur Sample
Trait
Position
Owner
General Manager
Wine / F&B Director
Sommelier
Chef
F&B Manager
F&B Supervisor / Ass. Manager
Othera
Restaurant Type
Fast casual
Casual
Upscale casual
Fine-dining
Bar/Pub/Café/Tavern
Wine bar
Educationb
Wine Education (e.g. CMS)
High school/GED
Some College
%DFKHORU¶V
0DVWHU¶V
Professional degree

Frequency
N=57
11
8
15
6
1
4
2
10
N=55
3
15
32
2
3
N=47
32
1
11
30
1
2

Percent
19.3
14
26.5
10.5
1.7
7
3.5
17.5

5.5
27
58
4
5.5
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Gender
Male
Female
Chose not to respond.
Location
AZ
CA
CO
FL
GA
IL
IN
KS
KY
MI
NJ
NV
NY
OH
OR
PA
TN
VA
VT

N=47
37
9
1
N=45
1
9
3
1
2
3
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
2
3
2
1

79
20
1
2
21.5
7
2
6.5
7
7
2
2
6.5
2
2
2
7
2
6.5
7
6.5
2

Note. a Others such as Beverage Manager, Director of Operations, Executive Chef.
b
Multiple responses allowed. Sample size variation is due to missing values.
Examining the differences in individual characteristics between adopters and nonadopters revealed that those offering wine-on-tap had higher mean scores for all attributes
(see Table 4.2). According to the data, adopters used significantly more interpersonal
information sources than non-adopters F(2, 41) = .007, p = .01. At the .05 level no other
attributes showed a significant difference; however, the independent sample t-test F(2, 43)
= 2.37, p = .10 suggested that adopters might have emerged as significantly more
innovative than non-adopters at a larger sample size.
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Table 4.2
Mean Scores of Restaurateur Characteristics
Trait
Innovativeness
Risk Taking
Opinion
Leadership
Mass
Communication
Sources
Interpersonal
Communication
Sources

Adoption Status
AD
NON-AD
AD
NON-AD
AD
NON-AD
AD
NON-AD

N
18
27
18
28
17
28
18
26

Mean
22.56
20.07
18.33
15.71
21.35
20.86
16.94
16.38

AD
NON-AD

16
27

28.38
24.41

Sig. (2-tailed)
.10**
.13
.72
.60

.01*

Note. AD= adopter of wine-on-tap, NON-AD= non-adopter of wine-on-tap.
* Significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). **Significant at the .10 level (2-tailed).
Hypothesis 1. The relationship between innovativeness and opinion leadership,
risk taking, and usage of information sources was investigated using Pearson correlation
coefficient. Preliminary analysis was performed to ensure there were no violation of the
assumptions of normality, linearity, and homoscedasticity. There was a medium strong,
positive significant correlation between risk taking and innovativeness r = .45, n = 47, p
< .001 as well as between opinion leadership and innovativeness r = .37, n = 45, p = .01.
The relationship between the use of communication channels and innovativeness was not
significant with risk taking and opinion leadership included; however, a significant
correlation emerged between opinion leadership and use of communication channels r
= .39, n = 41, p = .01.
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Hypothesis 2. The perceptional difference between adopters and non-adopters
was examined with independent sample t-tests. Adopters perceived all attributes more
positively (see Table 4.3); however, only the perceived ease of use was significantly
higher F(2, 39) = .34, p = .02 when compared with non-adopters. Perceptions regarding
wine-on-WDS¶VUHODWLYHDGYDQWDJHVZKLOHVXJJHVWLYHZHUHLQVLJQLILFDQWDWWKHDSULRUL
determined level of significance of .05 (2-tailed); F(2, 39) = 1.12, p = .07.
Table 4.3
Perceptional Differences between Adopters and Non-adopters
Trait
Ease of Use
Compatibility
Relative
Advantage
Result
Demonstrability

Adoption Status
AD
NON-AD
AD
NON-AD
AD
NON-AD
AD
NON-AD

N
18
23
18
23
18
23
18
23

Mean
17.22
14.87
28.79
28.59
41.81
38.69
4.10
3.92

Sig. (2-tailed)
.02*
.93
.07**
.72

Note. AD=adopter of wine-on-tap, NON-AD= non-adopter of wine-on-tap.
* Significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). **Significant at the .10 level (2-tailed).
Hypothesis 3. Due to unequal cell sizes between restaurant types represented in
the sample, only the two largest groups were compared for this analysis: upscale casual
and fine-dining restaurants. Analyses were focused on the two perception attributes with
the most significant differences: relative advantage and ease of use. Preliminary analysis
indicated no violation of the equal variance and significant interaction effect assumptions.
There were no significant main effects of restaurant type on the adoption decision in
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terms of relative advantage and ease of use perceptions; however, fine-dining adopters
perceived these attributes more positively than non-adopters.
Experiences. About half of the participants (56%) implemented wine-on-tap after
the business had been open for a while, whereas 44% offered it in recently opened
establishments. Adopters (n=16) indicated the following aspects changed after
implementation of wine-on-tap (in order of most improved to least improved): wine
quality preservation (µ=5.88), waste management (µ=5.81), profit margin and speed of
service (µ=5.19), beverage cost (µ=5.06), and sales volume (µ=4.94). Most
establishments promote this innovative wine dispensing method as wine-on-tap (n=12);
others use wine from a keg (n=7), wine from a cask (n=2), and draft wine (n=2). One
restaurateur did not promote that some of the wines-by-the-glass were dispensed from
kegs.
Foodservice operators offering wine-on-tap believed that 2/3 of their consumers
were very satisfied/satisfied with wine-on-tap, while 1/3 were estimated to be neither
more nor less satisfied with kegged wine than they were with bottled wine. Almost all
(16 of 18) offered complimentary samples of wine-on-tap. In a ranking of reasons for
implementing wine-on-tap, the following showed (in order of highest to lowest rank):


improving wine quality preservation;



improving waste management;



improving speed of service;



improving wine-by-the-glass profit margin;



increasing wine sales volume;



decreasing beverage cost.
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It was estimated that about 38% of total wine sales were generated by wine-on-tap.
The average quality of wines offered on tap ranged from premium to ultra-premium; only
a couple adopters served basic or icon wines-on-tap. Consumers are charged less for
kegged wine than they are for bottled wine; however, the differences were not significant
at the .05 level, likely due to sample size (see Table 4.4).
Table 4.4
Prices Charged for Wines-by-the-glass
Wine Type
White on tap
White from bottle
Red on tap
Red from bottle

Price by the glass
$9.43
$11.29
$10
$12.54

Sig. (2-tailed)
.10**
.06**

Note. **Significant at the .10 level (2-tailed).
Most operators dispensed wine from stainless steel 19.5L kegs (n=15); 41% paid
no keg deposit, 59% paid keg deposits between $25 and $35. Most restaurants purchased
their kegs from a distributor (n=17), such as RNDC, Glazers, Wirtz, and some (n=4) also
received kegged wine directly from a winery. Only a few operators used PET kegs (n=3)
or plastic kegs with bladders (n=4). On average, it was indicated that it takes about 3.25
weeks to finish one keg; however, the maximum was 11 weeks. Almost all adopters
(n=16) offered draft beer and therefore indicated that some beer parts are used to operate
wine-on-tap system (n=10). Twelve adopters have direct draw systems, some with
temperature control (n=10) and others stored their red wine at room temperature (n=2).
Lastly, others used long draw systems where kegs are stored back of house (n=6).
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4.6

Discussion

As expected from the review of literature, adopters considered themselves more
innovative, which was at least in part related to their consideration of risk as a given part
of their business strategy, their opinion leadership, as well as their increased use of
information sources. Particularly, the use of interpersonal communication channels such
as peer-to-peer exchange was much higher for adopters as compared to non-adopters.
The small sample size and unequal cell sizes affected the findings significantly; hence,
findings cannot be considered generalizable to the entire U.S. foodservice industry.
Similarly, adopters considered wine-on-tap significantly easier to use than nonadopters. Concurrently, adopters perceived kegged wine relatively more advantageous
than non-adopters; however, not significantly better, likely due to the small sample size.
The same applies to wine-on-WDS¶VFRPSDWLELOLW\ZLWKRWKHU packaging formats and its
result demonstrability. In regard to differences across restaurant types, the results
suggested that adopters and non-adopters at upscale-restaurants perceived relative
advantages and ease of use similarly, whereas non-adopters at fine dining establishments
perceived these attributes significantly lower than adopters in this restaurant segment.
The unequal number of participants in each group might have influenced these findings.
Moreover, it could potentially be that fine dining establishments hold general negative
perceptions towards this innovative wine dispensing and packaging format or consider it
overall inappropriate for this segment. Given the fact that high quality wine is kegged
and available, this finding suggests a lack of understanding on the part of fine dining
operators.
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As far as early experiences with wine-on-tap are concerned, the findings provided
a first insight into current dynamics. The following aspects stood out: restaurateurs seem
to pass their cost savings on to the consumers, use pre-dominantly 19.5L stainless steel
kegs, and move through their kegs rather quickly. Additionally, it can be highlighted that
most adopters implemented wine-on-tap in an existing restaurant where they already
offered draft beer.
Non-adopters indicated that infrastructural reasons hinder their adoption of
NHJJHGZLQHSDUWLFXODUO\FRQFHUQVUHJDUGLQJWKHLUHVWDEOLVKPHQWV¶SK\VLFDOOD\RXWDQG
capital expenditures related to equipment and renovation cost. Another frequently
mentioned concern was that guests are hesitant towards wine-on-tap and consider it
inappropriate for fine dining establishments; a notion that emerged in comparison of
perceptions held by owners and operators of upscale and fine-dining restaurants. The
need to convince guests of wine-on-WDS¶VEHQHILWVHPHUJHGDVDQREVWDFOHUHVWDXUDWHXUV
had to overcome after implementing kegged wine. Other post-implementation barriers
were a lack of selection along with equipment maintenance and keg logistics. It seemed
that the selection of kegged wine has improved over time, yet international options are
scarce. Adopters agreed that wine preservation, eco-friendliness in terms of waste
reduction, and cost savings were the three dominant reasons for adoption. Due to the
increased freshness and environmental benefits created by packaging cost savings, some
considered wine-on-tap a better value wine-by-the glass experience for guests. Being
innovative and improving speed of service were other pro-adoption motives.
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4.7

Conclusion, Implications, & Limitations

In terms of the initially proposed research questions, a few careful conclusions
can be drawn. First, taking risks and sharing wine enthusiasm with others stimulates
IRRGVHUYLFHSURIHVVLRQDOV¶LQQRYDWLYHQHVVSDUWLFXlarly, engaging in interpersonal
communication with peers, vendors, and distributors is impactful. Research suggested
that foodservice professionals look for certain criteria when establishing a wine list (see
IRUH[DPSOH&RKHQG¶+DXWHYLOOH 6LULHL[009; Davis & Charters, 2006). However,
little is known about the communication dynamics between restaurant operators and their
network. How and why are certain wines chosen? How much influence does the wine
distribution representative have? What role doeVWKHIRRGVHUYLFHSURIHVVLRQDOV¶OHYHORI
wine related education play? Future research should consider the application of
interpersonal communication theories, such as the theory of motivated information
management or communication accommodation theory, to answer these and similar
questions.
It can cautiously be concluded that wine-on-WDS¶VUHODWLYHDGYDQWDJHVDQGLWVHDVH
of use are perceived more positively by innovative restaurateurs. In other words,
foodservice professionals initially judge kegged wine carefully; rightfully so, it appears,
because adopters confirmed offering and implementing kegged wine is not without
challenges and obstacles. Space, up-front cost of equipment, and possibly renovation
cost created the biggest barriers for early adopters. Some circumvent this by converting
parts of an existing beer draft systems for the service of kegged wine. It is unclear, at this
point, to what degree beer parts are being used and considering that change agents (e.g.
Free Flow, Micro Matic) caution the use of non-wine-specific equipment; this should be
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further explored by future studies. Additionally, no clear conclusion can be provided in
regard to the relationship between restaurant type and perceptions of wine-on-tap as well
as its appropriateness for fine dining establishments from the perspective of the
foodservice industry.
Aside from these challenges, in part associated with the implementation of wineon-tap in existing establishments, it can be concluded that adopters value improvements
provided by kegged wine, such as wine quality preservation, waste reduction, profit
margin, and speed of service. Moreover, the managers, chefs, sommeliers, and owners
who participated in this study believed that their guests are satisfied with their kegged
wine experience. As most establishments promote their kegged wine offerings, a need to
FRQYLQFHWKHJXHVWDQGH[SODLQEHQHILWVHPHUJHG³«WKHELJJHVWREVWDFOHLVSHUFHSWLRQWR
WKHJXHVW«DQ\WLPHWKHZLQHLVJLYHQWRWKHPEOLQGWKH\ORYHLW«DIWHUH[SODLning all the
EHQHILWVWKH\DUHZRQRYHUDQGEHFRPHWKHELJJHVWDGYRFDWHV´ DGRSWHUUHVSRQVHV 
)XUWKHUUHVHDUFKLVQHHGHGWRH[SORUHKRZFOHDUNHJJHGZLQH¶VEHQHILWVDUHWRUHVWDXUDQW
staff and how such information is relayed to the guest.
Overall, this study provides early insights into the dynamics of a recent
foodservice and wine innovation. Several managerial implications can be drawn and the
need for further academic research in various fields is clear. Wine-by-the-glass is an
important segment in WRGD\¶VIRRGVHUYLFHLQGXVWU\IRUJXHVWVDQGRSHUDWRUVDOLNH$Q
important step toward closing the research gap associated with this segment was taken by
WKLVUHVHDUFK+RZHYHUDQXPEHURIOLPLWDWLRQVUHVWULFWWKHVWXG\¶VJHQHUDOL]DELOLW\)LUVW
and foremost, the small sample size and the unequal number of adopters and nonadopters, even though common for research with hospitality managers (Ravichandran &
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Arendt, 2008), constrained findings. Additionally, the measurement items concerning the
perception of innovation attributes were based on the review of trade publications, they
cannot be considered scientifically proven advantages of kegged wine. Furthermore, the
sample was comprised mainly of foodservice professionals who own or operate finedining establishments, which might have affected the findings and limits the
generalizability to other restaurant segments, such as casual operations. Following
suggestions of Ravichandran and Arendt (2008) future research should consider
collaboration with restaurant associations (e.g. NRA), using monetary incentives such as
gift cards, or conducting personalized interviews in addition of web-based-surveys.
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4.9

Appendix

Instrument
Scale
Reliability
Innovativeness (7-point-Likert)
Į 
b
Jambulingam, Kathuria, & Doucette (2005); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. Our restaurant provides leadership in implementing new products and services.
2. We promote new, innovative products and services in our restaurant.
2XUUHVWDXUDQWLVNQRZQDVDQLQQRYDWRUE\RXU³ORFDO´FRPSHWLWRUV
4. Our restaurant constantly experiments with new products and services.
Opinion leadership (7-point Likert)
Į 
c
Flynn, Goldsmith, & Eastman (1996); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. My opinion on what wines to buy seems to count with other people.
,LQIOXHQFHSHRSOH¶VRSLQLRQDERXWZLQHSXUFKDVHVIRUWKHLUUHVWDXUDQW
3. I often persuade other people to buy wines that I like.
4. Other people come to me for advice about choosing wine for their restaurant.
Use of information sources (5-point-Likert)
b
Hammond, Velikova, & Dodd (2013); Never-a lot
1. Trade magazines (e.g. Wine Spectator)
2. Book (e.g. Perfect pairings by E. Goldstein)
3. Newsletter (e.g. dailynewslink by winebusiness.com)
4. Internet (e.g. www.guildsomm.com)
5. Mobile app (e.g. Pair It)
6. Trade fair (e.g. NRA show)
7. Restaurant industry meeting (e.g. the Texas Sommelier conference)
8. Exchange with peers (e.g. other sommeliers)
9. Exchange with distributors (e.g. Republic National)
10. Exchange with culinary professionals (e.g. Chefs)
11. Exchange with vendors (e.g. Riedel)

Į 

Risk taking (7-point-Likert)
Į 
a
Jambulingam, Kathuria, & Doucette (2005); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. We take above average risks in our business.
2. Taking chances is an element of our business strategy.
3. Our strategy can be characterized by a strong tendency to take risks.
4. Taking gambles is part of our strategy for success.
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Relative advantage (7-point-Likert)
Į 
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. Wine-on-tap reduces waste in restaurants and wineries.
2. Wine-on-tap speeds up wine service in restaurants and bars.
3. Wine-on-WDSPDLQWDLQVDZLQH¶VTXDOLW\EHWWHUWKDQERWWOHGZLQH
4. Wine-on-tap is generally, of similar quality than bottled wine.
5. Wine-on-tap reduces packaging cost of wine.
6. Wine-on-WDSPDNHVUHVWDXUDQWV¶E\-the-glass selection more interesting.
7. Wine-on-tap provides restaurants with greater control over wine spoilage.
Compatibility with traditional packaging (7-point-Likert)
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Not at all compatible-very compatible
1. with bottle with cork closure
2. with bottle with screw cap
Compatibility with alternative packaging (7-point-Likert)
3. bag-in-box
4. Tetra Pak
5. can
6. PET

Į 

Į 

Ease of use (7-point-Likert)
Į 
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. I believe that, it is easy to clean and maintain wine-on-tap equipment.
2. I believe that, wine-on-tap is less cumbersome for restaurant staff than bottled wine.
3. I believe that, it is easy to explain the benefits of wine-on-tap to a consumer.
Result demonstrability (7-point-Likert)
n/a
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. I believe that, the benefits of wine-on-tap are apparent to the consumer.
Note. a Adopted, b Modified to fit study context, c Slightly modified.
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CHAPTER 5. KEGGING WINE: THE EXPLORATION OF AN INNOVATION IN
THE UNITED STATES WINE INDUSTRY

5.1

Abstract

7KHSXUSRVHRIWKLVSDSHUZDVWRLQYHVWLJDWHSHUFHSWLRQVDQGHDUO\DGRSWHUV¶
H[SHULHQFHVZLWKNHJJHGZLQH86ZLQHU\SURIHVVLRQDOV¶FKDUDFWHULVWLFVDVVRFLDWHGZLWK
tKHLULQQRYDWLYHEHKDYLRUDQGWKHLUSHUFHSWLRQVRINHJJHGZLQH¶VLQQRYDWLYHDWWULEXWHV
were explored. Data were collected by online surveys distributed to approximately 2,000
wine industry professionals (n=163). Results were analyzed using ANOVA, Chi-square,
and correlation analysis. The results showed that winery professionals who currently keg
wine (adopters) have significantly higher levels of innovativeness, opinion leadership,
and are more likely to consider risk taking a normal aspect of their business strategy;
furthermore, adopters engage more frequently in interpersonal communication behavior.
.HJJHGZLQH¶VUHODWLYHDGYDQWDJHHDVHRIXVHDQGUHVXOWGHPRQVWUDELOLW\ZDVSHUFHLYHG
significantly better by adopters, compared to non-adopters. Descriptive findings
provided further insight into early experiences with kegging wine, in the United States.
Findings suggest that wineries produce kegged wine mainly in response to the demand of
restaurant clients and for bottom-line considerations. Eco-friendliness and wine quality
preservation were considered important, yet were not identified as primary motivators.
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Uncertainty regarding wine quality development, logistics of returning kegs to the
winery, lack of winery as well as restaurant infrastructure, and other concerns suggested a
need for future research. This research fills the vacancy in the body of knowledge
regarding this alternative wine packaging trend in the United States. Due to increasing
emergence of innovative packaging solutions in the wine industry and rising competitive
pressure, these findings provide valuable insights into understanding how wineries deal
with innovations.
5.2

Introduction

7KHSUHVHQWVWXG\LQYHVWLJDWHVZLQHU\SURIHVVLRQDOV¶H[SHULHQFHVDQGSHUFHSWLRQV
pertaining to a current innovation in the wine and foodservice industry: kegged wine, also
known as wine-on-tap. One purpose of this study was to identify antecedents
GHWHUPLQLQJZLQHU\SURIHVVLRQDOV¶LQQRYDWLYHQHVV$QRWKHUREMHFWLYHZDVWRH[SORUH
perceptions regarding various characteristics of kegged wine. The following research
questions were examined empirically:
RQ1:KDWFKDUDFWHULVWLFVLQIOXHQFHZLQHU\SURIHVVLRQDOV¶LQQRYDWLYHQHVV"
RQ2: Is there a difference among adopters and non-adopters in their perception of
NHJJHGZLQH¶VLQQRYDWLYHDWWULEXWHV"
RQ3: What are current experiences with kegging wine in the U.S. wine industry?
Wine in kegs, similar to screw cap closures (Atkin, Garcia, & Lockshin, 2006;
0RUWHQVHQ 0DUNV ZDVILUVWWULDOHGLQWKH¶VDQGIDLOHG 3UHJOHU1HDO
& Gunn, 2011). It is currently unclear whether kegging wine is a short term fad or a
viable, long term problem solution for matters like waste management and wine
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oxidation prevention in the foodservice industry. The early market (Moore, 1994) seems
to embrace it; from 2011 to 2013, the number of wineries using kegs as alternative
packaging increased from 45% to 83% in a sample of 256 U.S. wineries of which about
one third uses alternative packaging (Wine Business Monthly, 2013; Rieger, 2012).
The wine industry is a complex and competitive industry. Fifty percent of the U.S.
wine industry is dominated by three wine companies: E&J Gallo, Constellation, and the
Wine Group (Howard et al., 2012); the remaining 50% is characterized by small to
medium sized companies. Previous research indicated that small and medium sized
producers, most commonly defined based on production volume and/or number of
employees, handle innovations and their implementation differently from large
conglomerates, for example in regard to strategic innovation planning and
implementation (Dressler, 2013; Gilinsky, Santini, Lazzeretti, & Eyler, 2008). The
influence of size on innovativeness was explored as part of this study.
Innovations are a driving force of success and competitiveness (Dressler, 2013);
therefore, understanding innovative behavior and current dynamics of the wine industry
is crucial for academics and practitioners alike. Dresssler (2013) highlighted that trends
affect innovative activities in the wine industry. Given the increasing number of wineries
that have recently embraced kegged wine, this seems reasonable. In general, prior wine
industry innovation research is without clear consensus in regard to how innovative
decision-making takes places and what influences innovation adoption (Hall & Baird,
2014). Trade publications reported wine-on-WDS¶VGLIIXVLRQLQWKHPDUNHWSODFH 6ODGH
2014; Pregler, 2013; Rieger, 2012, Neal & Gunn, 2011); however, little academic
research seems to exist. Therefore, this study proposed to close this gap.
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5.3
5.3.1

Literature Review

Wine in the United States

The International Organization of Vine and Wine estimated that there are 7.5
million hectares (18.6 million acres) of planted vineyards worldwide, allocating roughly
one million acres to vineyards in the United States (International Organization of Vine
and Wine, 2013; Barker, 2012). In 2013, a total of 345.1 million nine-liter cases, worth
34.6 billion dollars were sold in the U.S. (Gibb, 2013). According to the Wine Institute
(2014), 836 million gallons of wine were produced in the U.S. in 2013, a 10 year increase
of 200 million gallons; at the same time, wine worth 1.55 billion dollars was exported
(Wine Institute, 2013). Concurrently, the number of U.S. wineries increased from 3,469
in 2002 to 8,806 by 2012 (Wine Institute, 2012).
5.3.2

Innovation Research in the Wine Industry

Innovation, in general, is a topic of interest across various research disciplines,
including the wine industry (see for example Hall & Baird, 2014; Dressler, 2013; King &
Forbes, 2013; Atkin et al., 2006; Mortensen & Marks, 2002). The OECD (Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development) defined innovation as developing or
introducing a new or meaningfully improved product, idea, or process (OECD, 2005).
Even though innovative ideas are supposed to provide advantages relative to preceding
technologies, goods, products or services, acceptance of a new idea in the marketplace is
difficult to obtain and innovations often fail (Gourville, 2006; Rogers, 2003; Mortensen
& Marks, 2002).
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Innovation research in the wine industry is of global interest. Studies with the
goal of better understanding innovation were conducted internationally, for example in
Germany (Szolnoki, Taits, Nagel, & Fortunato, 2014; Dressler, 2013), Italy (Gilinsky et
al., 2008), Canada (Doloreux & Lord-Tarte, 2013), New Zealand (Hall & Baird, 2014;
King & Forbes, 2013), and the United States (Gilinsky et al., 2008). Various innovation
aspects have been studied such as effects on production improvement (Gilinsky et al.,
2008), knowledge exchange (Bou, Sauquet, & Canestrino, 2008; Gilinsky et al., 2008),
collaboration and clusters (Touzard, 2010; Bou et al., 2008), social media (Szolnoki et al.,
2014), and tourism (Mitchell & Hall, 2006). Touzard (2010) pointed out that clusters and
networks were the most widely researched topic in wine innovation research (see also
Hall & Baird, 2014; Bou et al., 2008; Taplin & Breckenridge, 2008).
In examination of the literature, it became evident that there are multiple
approaches to innovation research. Over time, various theoretical frameworks have been
applied and several innovation categories and strategies were proposed. Dressler (2013)
for example, summarized four innovation categories: investment and financing (e.g. new
machinery), product and services (e.g. new label design), process and human resources
(e.g. new administrative approaches), as well as marketing and sales (e.g. involvement in
social media). Another approach was taken by King and Forbes (2013) who utilized a
general marketing approach and categorized wine industry innovations into: product
innovations (e.g. low alcohol wine), promotion innovations (e.g. sustainability), price
innovations (e.g. kegged wine), and distribution innovations (e.g. collaboration). King
and Forbes (2013) referred to wine-on-tap as a price innovation, because foodservice
establishments in New Zealand offered kegged wine at lower prices than wine-by-the-
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glass from bottles (see Krause, 2012). In the United States, kegged wine is treated as an
alternative packaging innovation (Pregler, 2013; Rieger, 2012); hence a product
innovation.
In search of competitive advantage, the wine industry has recently been quite
innovative in regard to product, and particularly alternative packaging innovations. It is
true that innovation in the wine industry goes beyond the realm of products and
packaging; however, due to the nature of this study we find a brief review focusing on
alternative packaging research warranted. Regarding wine packaging, ancient Europeans
used amphorae to store wine (Lukacs, 2012). Girling (1999) suggested that glass bottles
have been used cRPPHUFLDOO\DVEHYHUDJHFRQWDLQHUVVLQFHWKH¶VGXHWRJDVDQGRGRU
resistance; hence, they replaced barrels for wine sales to restaurants and bars at the turn
of the 19th century and have become the norm (Lukacs, 2012). However, beginning in
the 1950¶VFRUNWDLQWDQGZDVWHPDQDJHPHQWSUREOHPVVSXUUHGFORVXUHUHVHDUFK $WNLQHW
al., 2006; Mortensen & Marks, 2002). In 2010, only 24.7% of all wine and liquor bottles
sold in the United States were recycled; considering the latest wine sales statistics, that
means that over 230 million cases of wine bottles ended up in landfills (Roth, 2013). In a
recent trade survey, winemakers highlighted that small size kegs (19.5 L) were
considered readily available and easier to use than other alternative wine packaging like
TetraPak, bag-in-box, cans, or plastic bottles (Wine Business Monthly, 2013). However,
the number of wineries using alternative packaging is relatively small and research
showed various advantages and disadvantages compared to glass bottles. Thus far, aside
from closure research, the most researched alternatives are bag-in-box and plastic (e.g.
PET). Little research has been published pertaining to wine in cans and TetraPak.
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Bag-in-box (BIB) was defined as a plastic bag inside a carton from which wine is
dispensed through a tap while collapsing the bag (Goode & Harrop, 2011). One pallet of
boxed wine holds 80% more wine at less than two thirds of bottled-ZLQH¶VZHLJKW
additionally, the boxes fit well into retail shelves and do not break as easily as bottles
(Goode & Harrop, 2011). Consumers appreciate that a wine stays fresh for longer than
open bottled wine (Santini, Cavicchi, & Rocchi, 2007). Nevertheless, research studies
have shown that the development of wine in BIB is much more negatively affected by
high storage temperature than bottles, before it reaches the consumer (Hopfer, Buffon,
Ebeler, & Heymann, 2013; Fu, Lim, & McNicholas, 2009). Doyon, Clément, Ribéreau,
and Morin (2005) added that, the longer wine in BIB was stored, the more likely it is that
GDPDJHRFFXUVDQGWKHZLQH¶VVSRLODJHULVNLQFUHDVHV%DJPDWHULDOZLWKYDU\LQJR[\JHQ
barriers performed significantly different during transportation (Sundell, Holen,
Nicolaysen, Hilton, & Lokkeberg, 1992). Additionally, it was highlighted that the tap,
more so than the plastic material of the bag critically affected the risk of oxidation;
especially, if damage occurs during transportation (Doyon, Clément, Ribéreau, & Morin,
2005). Broadly stated, assuming storage conditions are satisfactory, un-tapped BIB
appears to have a shorter shelf life than bottled wine, while wine in tapped BIB remains
fresh longer than an open wine bottle (Revi, Badeka, Kontakos, & Kontominas, 2014;
Hopfer et al., 2013; Ghidossi et al., 2012).
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) commonly refers to plastic bottles, which are
used predominantly in the non-alcoholic beverage industry (Giles, 1999). In comparison
with glass, weight is the main advantage of this packaging; hence, significant reduction
of transport cost and elimination of breakage are considered advantageous (Goode &
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Harrop, 2011). At the same time, disadvantages associated with PET are oxygen
permeability, shorter shelf life, and cheap appearance (Ghidossi et al., 2012; Goode &
Harrop, 2011). Sensory research showed that white and red wines were affected
differently when using this packaging option, so it cannot be seen as a consistent solution
across all wine types (Ghidossi et al., 2012). Early research conducted by Ough (1987)
showed that bottle size and barrier material affected oxidation rates significantly. Within
this context, research showed that PET with higher oxygen barrier was more effective in
maintaining wine stability (Del Nobilo & Conte, 2013; Ghidossi et al., 2012; Giovanelli
& Brenna, 2007).
Cans have previously been used mostly for beer and non-alcoholic beverages
(Giles, 1999), but recently wine has become available in cans. Goode and Harrop (2011)
stated that this novel segment shows slow growth in terms of volume and sales. Change
DJHQWVSURPRWHFDQQHGZLQH¶VVXLWDELOLW\IRUDOWHUQDWLYHFRQVXPSWLRQRFFDVLRQVVXFKDV
outdoor environments (see for example www.wineinacan.com,
www.unionwinecompany.com, www.theinfinitemonkeytheorem.com); however, little
scholarly insight has been provided.
TetraPak is defined as a cardboard container with polyethylene lining and a layer
of aluminum foil (Goode & Harrop, 2011). This packaging has successfully been used in
the food and non-alcoholic beverage industry (Giles, 1999). Recently, a style called tetra
prisma was used for wine (Phillips, 2007). The caps used for tetra prisma prevent oxygen
ingress completely, until the package is opened (Goode & Harrop, 2011). Goode and
Harrop (2011) reported that consumers in Canada and Sweden embraced TetraPak;
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importers and retailers appreciated its light weight, robustness, and collapsibility. It is
currently unclear how wine in TetraPak develops over time.
In summary, it can be concluded that all packaging options have benefits and
challenges when it comes to wine quality preservation (Ghidossi et al., 2012). A
common advantage, compared to glass bottles, seems to be weight reduction. Despite
aforementioned research, the use, acceptance, benefits, and challenges with alternative
packaging from the standpoint of winemaking professionals remain under-researched.
One reason might be that from the winery perspective innovativeness is often treated in
terms of the number of innovations adopted within a certain time frame (Dressler, 2013;
Rogers, 2003). Looking at one innovation in particular, however, can provide valuable
insight into innovative dynamics (see Mortensen & Marks, 2002). In 2012, it was
estimated that about 400 U.S. wineries kegged wine (Rieger, 2012). Estimations are
constantly changing and a definite number is difficult to obtain, particularly, because
some companies keg wine on their own, whereas others utilize third-party kegging
services. Clarification seems necessary to establish how and why some wineries choose
to produce kegged wine, while others do not. Furthermore, it is unclear what barriers and
concerns exist in the marketplace that might hinder the diffusion of this innovation.
5.3.3

The Diffusion of Innovation Framework

The framework of innovation diffusion goes back to the 1960s (Rogers, 1962).
The innovation process model and its components have been successfully applied in
various research disciplines (Rogers, 2003). Key elements are the diffusion stages
(Knowledge, Persuasion, Decision, Implementation, and Confirmation) and the adopter
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categorization based on adoption timing (Innovators, Early Adopters, Early Majority,
Late Majority, Laggards). Various researchers have utilized anGH[SDQGHGXSRQ5RJHUV¶V
framework. For example, Moore (1994) extended the adopter categorization and
LQWURGXFHGWKHLGHDRI³FURVVLQJWKHFKDVP´$OVR0RRUHDQG%HQEDVDW  IXUWKHUHG
the understanding and measurement of innovation characteristics. Rogers (2003)
proposed eight types of innovation diffusion research approaches and pointed out that the
subject under investigation can be the innovation itself, individuals within a social system,
networks and clusters of a social system, as well as entire social systems.
For the purpose of this research, innovation diffusion stages and their elements
are under investigation; particularly, the stages of knowledge, persuasion, and decision
making were explored from the perspective of winery professionals. Due to the
dominance of small and medium sized companies in the wine industry, concentrating on
decision making units (DMU), such as winemakers and winery owners who have
significant influence on business decisions, was deemed appropriate. Additionally,
Rogers (2003) highlighted the importance of individual characteristics during the first
three stages. Attributes of the DMU were considered particularly important when
someone first learns about an innovation; therefore, a focus was placed on individual
characteristics such as opinion leadership, risk taking, and information search behavior.
'XULQJWKHSHUVXDVLRQVWDJHWKHLQGLYLGXDO¶VLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKHLQQRYDWLRQ¶V
characteristics is critically important (Moore & Benbasat, 1991) and was consequently
examined.
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5.3.4

Research Issues and Objectives

Despite the novelty image of kegged wine, from a historical perspective, kegging
wine cannot be considered new. Applying beer expertise to wine packaging failed when
this packaging format was first trialed. )DLOXUHZDVIXUWKHUPRUHDWWULEXWHGWR³MXJ´ZLQH
quality, unsuitable filling and sanitation practices, as well as inappropriate packaging and
dispensing materials (Franson, 2011; Neal & Gunn, 2011). Past challenges seem to have
been remedied with the rise of kegging specialists such as Free Flow Wines, N2, Gotham
Project, and others. The following benefits have been endorsed by industry sources:
reduced packaging cost, lower oxidation, lower shipping weight, reduced waste creation
and therefore, greater eco-friendliness, as well as better value (Pregler, 2013; Rieger,
2012; Franson, 2011). Exploring these advantages and challenges in order to understand
the dynamics and potential of this recent wine industry innovation appeared warranted.
In early innovation studies, Rogers (1962) treated innovativeness as a variable
related to adoption timing. Further research, showed that innovativeness might likely be
DWUDLWLQKHUHQWWRHDFKLQGLYLGXDOLWDSSHDUVORJLFDOWKDWEDVHGRQDSHUVRQ¶VEDFNJURXQG
and socialization one is more or less interested in experimenting with new things (Mudd,
1990; Midgley & Dowling, 1978). In wine business research, Gilinsky et al. (2008) also
KLJKOLJKWHGWKDWDPRQJRWKHUIDFWRUVZLQHU\SHUVRQQHO¶VYLHZVDQGLQKHUHQWEHOLHIV
affected their innovative behavior. Lumpkin and Dess (1996) understood entrepreneurial
innovativeness as a predisposition to support novel ideas or generate new services. From
an entrepreneurial research perspective, Jambulingam, Kathuria, and Doucette (2005)
developed a 4-item-scale of innovativeness (Cronbach alpha .91) which was modified to
ILWWKLVVWXG\¶VSXUSRVH VHH$SSHQGL[ 5.9).
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Opinion leaders are people who frequently, willingly, and enthusiastically
exchange information with others (Rogers, 2003). Reading about industry trends,
equipment, attending trade shows, and talking to others about their wine enthusiasm, are
related opinion leadership activities (Bruwer & Thach, 2013). The study of opinion
OHDGHUVKLSJRHVEDFNWRWKH¶VDQG¶V(Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955; Lazarsfeld,
Berelson, & Gaudet, 1944). Generally, opinion leaders are known as credible sources of
information for others and in context with innovations, Rogers (2003), proposed that
opinion leadership positively affects innovativeness. An existing opinion leadership
scale developed by Flynn, Goldsmith, and Eastman (1996) to measure wine consumers
opinion leadership-status was modified to fit the entrepreneurial context (see Appendix
5.9).
Considering that the innovation diffusion process is an uncertainty-reductionprocess in which information is used to reduce the risk associated with the potential
adoption of a novel idea or product (Rogers, 2003) it was deemed appropriate to measure
ZLQHU\SURIHVVLRQDOV¶ULVNWDNLQJLQRWKHU words their aptitude to take risks. In their
exploration of entrepreneurial orientation, Jambulingam et al. (2005) proposed that
greater willingness to take risks was related to higher levels of innovativeness. A scale
proposed by Jambulingam et al. (2005) was modified to fit this study context (see
Appendix 5.9).
Ties to other individuals and use of those ties, were found to be important
antecedents of innovative behavior in the wine industry (Doloreux & Lord-Tarte, 2013;
Bou et al., 2008; Gilinsky et al., 2008). Rogers (2003) stressed the importance of
communication channels for awareness and decision making within the diffusion process.
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The more sources used at higher frequency, the more innovative individuals are proposed
to be (Rogers, 2003). Given these characteristics, the following hypothesis was proposed:
H1: There is a positive significant relationship (p<0.05) between opinion
leadership, risk taking, frequent use of communication channels, and innovativeness.
In line with Rogers (2003, 1962) framework, Moore and Benbasat (1991)
proposed that a favorable perception of innovation characteristics will have a positive
effect on the adoption decision (see also Arts, Frambach, & Bijmolt, 2011; Atkin et al.,
2006; Rogers, 2003); therefore, the following hypothesis was considered:
H27KHUHLVDVLJQLILFDQWGLIIHUHQFH S LQSHUFHSWLRQRINHJJHGZLQH¶V
relative advantage, compatibility, ease of use, and result demonstrability
between adopters and non-adopters.
Winery size has been a variable frequently used in wine business research studies
(Charters, Fountain, & Fish, 2009; Barber, Donovan, & Dodd, 2008; Gilinsky et al., 2008;
Taplin & Breckenridge, 2008); yet, consensus as to how the scope of a winery business
should best be measured and whether size is positively or negatively related to innovation
adoption has yet to be reached. Therefore, winery participants were asked to selfcategorize the size of their business in terms of small, medium, and large, within their
state, within the United States, and from an international perspective; hence, the
following hypothesis:
H3: There is a significant effect (p<0.05) of winery size on the decision to adopt
kegged wine and the level of innovativeness.
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5.4

Methodology

In the first stage of the instrument development the survey was reviewed by
academic and industry experts (winemakers). Several changes were made based on
feedback. In the second stage, the preliminary survey was provided to winery
professionals from the Midwest, California, and Colorado. A total of 12 usable pilot
surveys were subjected to preliminary data analysis and review. The sample consisted of
10 non-adopters and 2 adopters. One adopter did not fully complete the survey, which
made analysis challenging; therefore, to verify adopter-response-patterns, an additional
adopter was sought out. The following adjustments were made based on particiSDQWV¶
feedback and responses: due to the length of the survey, some demographic indicators
were moved from the end to the beginning of the survey, the 4-item-risk perception scale
was adopted from Jambulingam et al. (2005), the layout and wording of innovation
characteristic-LWHPVZHUHDGMXVWHGVOLJKWO\DQGD³QRWVXUH´RSWLRQZDVDGGHG (see
Appendix 5.9 for part of the final instrument).
For the final data collection, the 2014 Unified Wine & Grape Symposium
Directory of Registrants was purchased. From around 13,000 entries approximately
2,000 U.S. enologists, winemakers, assistant winemakers, winery owners, cellar masters,
viticulturists, wine production staff, and vintners were selected. Following the suggestion
of Dillman, Smyth, and Christian (2009) data were collected in three stages. First, the
potential participants received an email informing them about the study and letting them
know a link would be sent to them within a week. Following this information, an email
was sent with the study link and followed up with a reminder a week later. Consequently,
there were 163 participants and 138 usable surveys.
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5.5

Results

The data showed widespread awareness of kegged wine in the U.S. wine industry;
158 people had heard of wine-on-tap while six participants had not. In the past 12
months, 82 participants kegged wine; whereas, 76 have not recently kegged. The average
number of years of wine LQGXVWU\ZRUNH[SHULHQFHZDVDQGSDUWLFLSDQWV¶DJHVUDQJHG
between 25 years and 73 years, with a mean of 49 years (see Table 5.IRUSDUWLFLSDQWV¶
demographics).
Table 5.1
Socio-demographic Characteristics of the Winemaker Sample
Trait
Position at Winery
Owner
Winemaker
Assistant Winemaker
Cellar Hand/Cellar Master
Vineyard Manager
Wine Production Staff
General Manager
Other a
Education
Winemaking Certificate
(UC Davis Extension)
%DFKHORU¶V
0DVWHU¶V
PhD
Self-taught winemaking
skills
Other b
Chose not to respond.
Gender
Male
Female

Frequency (N=163)

Percent

46
71
23
1
1
1
8
12

28.2
43.5
14.1
0.6
0.6
0.6
5.0
7.4

7

4.3

63
35
3
3

38.7
21.5
1.8
1.8

13
39

8
23.9

92
33

56
20

160
Chose not to respond.
Location
AZ
CA
CO
ID
IL
IN
IO
MN
MO
NM
OR
SD
TN
VA
WA
Chose not to respond.

38

22

2
93
1
2
2
7
1
1
1
1
4
2
2
1
4
39

1.2
57
0.6
1.2
1.2
4.3
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
2.5
1.2
1.2
0.6
2.5
24.1

Note. a Positions such as R&D, Viticulturist, COO
b
WSET, CSW, and certificates from other institutions than UC Davis.
Prior to the analysis of the proposed hypotheses, the characteristic differences
between adopters and non-adopters were explored (see Table 5.2). Adopters and nonadopters of kegged wine significantly differed in regard to their levels of innovativeness
F(2, 133) = .116, p = .03, opinion leadership F(2, 133) = .6.37, p = .006, risk taking F(2,
133) = .20, p = .013, and interpersonal communication activity F(2, 128) = .07, p = .003.
No differences were found for the frequency of using mass media information sources
such as books and magazines.
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Table 5.2
Mean Scores of :LQHU\3URIHVVLRQDOV¶&KDUDFWHULVWLFV
Trait
Adoption Status
Innovativeness*
AD
NON-AD
Opinion leadership*
AD
NON-AD
Risk taking*
AD
NON-AD
Interpersonal
Communication*
AD
NON-AD

Mean

Sample size

21.15
19.23

n=71
n=64

20.84
18.92

n=70
n=65

16.50
13.78

n=70
n=65

17.25
15.63

n=67
n=63

Note. Sample size variation is due to missing values. AD = adopter of wine-on-tap,
NON-AD = non-adopter of wine-on-tap.
* Significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
Hypothesis 1. Correlation analysis showed the following associations: between
innovativeness and opinion leadership there was a small significant positive correlation r
= .254, n= 137, p = .003, between innovativeness and risk taking there was a medium
strong significant positive correlation r = .415, n= 137, p < .000; and between
innovativeness and engaging in interpersonal information exchange there was a small
significant positive correlation r = .243, n = 131, p = .005. Again, no significant
relationships were found for the usage of mass media information sources; furthermore,
data suggested that adopters received information that convinced them to start kegging
wine from interpersonal sources (trade fair, peers, distributor) more often than from mass
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media sources (magazines, internet). Overall, the most frequently used sources of
information were: exchange with peers (µ=4.06), internet (µ=3.79), trade fairs (µ=3.76),
trade magazines (µ=3.58), newsletters (µ=3.56), and books (µ=3.24).
Hypothesis 2. Significant differences in perception of wine-on-WDS¶VUHODWLYH
advantage (µ adopter = 44.67, µ non-adopter = 40.22), ease of use (µ adopter = 20.03, µ non-adopter =
18.05), and result demonstrability (µ adopter = 10.95, µ non-adopter = 9.27) between adopters
and non-DGRSWHUVZDVIRXQG7KHSHUFHSWLRQRINHJJHGZLQH¶VFRPSDUDELOLW\ZLWK other
alternative packaging materials did not differ significantly between adopters and nonadopters (see Table 5.3).
Table 5.3
Perceptions of Innovation Characteristics
95% CI
Variable

F

df

Sig.

LL

UL

(2-tailed)
Relative advantage*

4.58

128

.00

-7.19

-1.70

Compatibility

1.56

128

.16

-3.79

.68

Ease of use*

.01

128

.02

-3.65

-.33

Result demonstrability*

1.48

128

.00

-2.36

-1.01

Note. * Significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
Hypothesis 3. To test this hypothesis, winery professionals were asked to selfidentify their size in comparison with other wineries within the same state, within the
United States and internationally. Within the United States, 73 wineries were considered
small, 21 medium, and 15 large. A Chi-square test for independence indicated no
VLJQLILFDQWLQWHUDFWLRQHIIHFWEHWZHHQZLQHU\VL]HDQGDGRSWLRQVWDWXVȤ Q   
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p = .39, phi = .10. To further explore the relationship between innovativeness, winery
size, and adoption status a Two-way ANOVA was conducted. There were significant
main effects for adoption status F(1, 118) = 4.11, p = .05 and winery size F(2, 118) =
3.00, p = .05; however, the effect sizes were small (partial eta squared .03 adoption
status; .05 winery size). Post-hoc comparison using the Tukey HSD test indicated that
the mean score of ZLQHPDNHUV¶innovativeness at medium sized wineries in the United
States (M = 19.04, SD = 5.42) was significantly smaller from the mean score of
winemakers at large U.S. wineries (M = 23.14, SD = 4.98).
The sample was dominated by wineries producing wine in the ultra-premium
($14-$49.99/bottle retail; n=110) and icon category (more than $50/bottle retail; n=53),
followed by super premium ($10-$13.99/bottle retail; n=39), premium ($7-$9.99/bottle
retail; n=21), and only a few producing basic ($3-$6.99/bottle retail; n=11) and super
value wines (less than $3/bottle retail; n=3).
Adoption Experiences. The average experience with kegging wine was almost 3
years (µ=2.68); with the majority of adopters kegging for one year or less (n=17), 2 years
(n=16), 3 years (n=14), and 4 years (n=10). The adopters indicated that, on a scale from
much worse to much better the following aspects had changed after implementing kegged
wine: waste management (µ=4.83), sales volume (µ=4.75), wine quality preservation
(µ=4.75), production cost (µ=4.73), and profit margin (µ=4.57). In comparison to the
ranking of reasons for kegging wine from most important to least important, it appears
that bottom-line considerations play an important role:


increasing sales volume;



improving competitive edge;
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improving profit margin;



improving waste management;



improving wine quality preservation.
The average sales price for a keg of white wine was $174, with a maximum of

$433.20, and for a keg of red wine $225, with a maximum of $600. The percentage of
annual production used for kegging wine was estimated with an average of almost 9%
(µ=8.83, n=65). The majority of adopters (86%) use 19.5 L kegs. Sixty-one winery
professionals use the same brand name for their kegged wine as for their bottled wine; six
respondents indicated using a different name due to concerns regarding reputation.
Nineteen participants indicated delivering wine to a third party kegging specialist (Free
Flow Wines n=13; N2 n=2; Top-it-off n=1); whereas, 44 fill kegs directly at the winery.
Fifty-one respondents use stainless steel kegs; otherwise, the following kegs types are
used: PubKegs (n=9), KeyKeg (n=8), PET kegs (n=5). The following gas mixtures were
recommended for dispensing wine from kegs: nitrogen/CO2 (n=26), nitrogen (n=17), and
nitrogen/argon (n=11). Forty-six winery professionals indicated treating their kegged
wines no different than their bottled wines; conversely, 16 participants disagreed,
indicating the need to adjust additions, stabilization, and filtration for their kegged wines
due to various reasons. The most popular varietals used for kegging are Chardonnay,
Sauvignon Blanc, Cabernet Sauvignon, and Pinot Noir.
In regard to alternative packaging wineries confirmed that glass bottles are the
norm. In terms of bottle closures, most wineries use corks (n=117), others use screw caps
(n=59); multiple responses were allowed, here. Other packaging materials were used as
follows: bag-in-box (n=16), PET (n=7), Tetra Pak (n=5), and cans (n=3).
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5.6
5.6.1

Discussion

3DUWLFLSDQWV¶Characteristics and Innovativeness

The findings showed that opinion leadership, risk taking, and engaging in
interpersonal information search behavior were significantly related to ZLQHPDNHU¶V
innovativeness. Even though the relationships were not particularly strong, interpersonal
communication should be highlighted, here. Previous research has demonstrated that
knowledge exchange in the form of collaboration has a significant impact on innovative
behavior (Touzard, 2010; Bou et al., 2008; Gilinsky et al., 2008). Data suggested
particular relevance of the exchange with peers and attendance at trade shows.
5.6.2

Differences between Adopters and Non-adopters

As expected, adopters considered themselves significantly more innovative, more
LQIOXHQWLDOLQDIIHFWLQJRWKHUV¶RSLQLRQVPRUHZLOOLQJWRWDNHULVNVDQGPRUHDFWLYHLQ
regard to interpersonal communication behaviors. Additionally, adopters perceived
NHJJHGZLQH¶VUHODWLYHDGYDQWDJes, ease of use, and result demonstrability more
positively than non-adopters. These findings were in line with suggestions of previous
research (Jambulingam, Kathuria, & Doucette, 2005; Rogers, 2003; Moore & Benbasat,
1991). In further exploration of keJJHGZLQH¶VFRPSDWLELOLW\ZLWKDOWHUQDWLYHSDFNDJLQJ
participants (n=130) displayed hesitation. Participants were largely unsure or undecided
how kegged wine compared with bag-in-box (n=33), TetraPak (n=62), cans (n=56), and
PET (n=55). In regard to more dominant packaging formats, participants considered
kegged wine at least somewhat compatible with wine served from corked glass bottles
(60%) and wine served from screw capped bottles (73%).
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5.6.3

The Role of Winery Size

Previous research considering the impact of winery size on business decisions
offers little consensus in regard to how size should be measured. This was explained by
the wide range of wine businesses; for example, wineries represented in this sample
ranged from 200 to 96,000,000 gallons in annual production volumes, crushing 1.2 to
400,000 tons of grapes, and offering none to various services, such as wine tasting,
newsletter, merchandise, and events. Assuming that winery professionals likely know
best how their operation compares to their competition, participants were asked to selfevaluate their size in terms of small, medium, large. Acknowledging that there are
location differences (Gilinsky et al., 2008), participants provided a size-judgment within
their state, within the U.S., and internationally. Findings, in line with some prior research,
suggested that winemakers at larger wineries (within the U.S.) considered themselves
significantly more innovative than those at medium sized wineries. It was previously
suggested that the availability of investment capital had a positive impact on innovative
behavior, so it should be considered that winery professionals at larger wineries consider
themselves more innovative due to the financial flexibility to implement innovative
solutions. Concurrently, qualitative responses suggested that concerns related to the cost
of infrastructure and kegs restrain the adoption of kegged wine.
5.6.4

Early Adoption Experiences

$VIDUDVZLQHU\SURIHVVLRQDO¶VPRWLYDWLRQWRNHJZLQHDUHFRQFHUQHGLWHPHUJHG
that financial concerns superseded considerations such as waste management and wine
quality preservation; however, both waste and quality preservation were indicated to have
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improved after the implementation of kegged wine. Moreover, increasing sales volume
and improving production costs appeared to be important improvements derived from
kegging wine. It should be noted that at this point it is unclear to what degree these
aspects overlap. For example, even though it was indicated that production costs had
improved, stated barriers to kegging wine were financial aspects such as infrastructure
and initial cost of stainless steel kegs. It seems reasonable to assume that financial
constraints are different for those who keg themselves (n=44) compared to wineries
(n=16) using third-party kegging specialists like Free Flow Wines. Again, winery size
may play a role, as it can be assumed that the larger the winery, the greater the access to
capital, thus minimizing some of these cost barriers.
5.7

Conclusions & Limitations

This paper investigated innovative characteristics of U.S. winery professionals in
addition to perceptions and current experiences with kegging wine, based on responses
provided by 163 wineries. The following conclusions to the stated research questions can
be drawn.
The comparison of adopters and non-adopters suggested opinion leadership and
risk taking affects innovative behavior. Based on the strength of the relationship it can be
suggested that there are other possibly more influential factors. Furthermore, the
importance of interpersonal information sources and their usage emerged. Interpersonal
sources of information, such peer-to-peer exchange, are frequently used to acquire and
share industry knowledge. Supported by previous research stressing the benefits of
collaboration for innovative behavior, future research could consider the application of
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interpersonal communication theories for a more detailed exploration of communicative
exchange between wine industry professionals (e.g. Theory of Motivated Information
Management). Particularly, qualitative research exploring how, when, and why
information is exchanged interpersonally could be helpful in understanding the diffusion
of innovation within social clusters like the wine industry. Additionally, a desire to be
innovative and a sense of pride having been the first to keg wine in a specific area
emerged, suggesting important underlying psychological dynamics affect interpersonal
exchange with peers and, particularly, competitors.
,QUHJDUGWRWKHSHUFHSWLRQRINHJJHGZLQH¶VLQQRYDWLYHDWWULEXWHVILQGLQJV
suggested a need for further research. At this point, wine-on-taps benefits in respects to
its relative advantages and ease of use (see Appendix 5.9) have not been verified
scientifically, which in turn creates challenges for its assessment. As far as compatibility
with other packaging formats is concerned, prior alternative packaging research (Revi et
al., 2014; Hopfer et al., 2013; Ghidossi et al., 2012) showed trade-offs between
advantages and disadvantages of various methods as well as differences between several
options and materials regarding oxygen permeability and shelf life. Altogether, it can be
concluded that kegging wine is more complex than it may seem. Further research seems
warranted. For example, sensory research comparing red and white wine development,
shelf life and oxygen permeability across various keg formats.
As far as current experiences with kegging wine are concerned, it can be
concluded that the majority of wineries prefer 19.5 L stainless steel kegs for kegging their
premium/ultra-premium Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Cabernet Sauvignon, and Pinot
Noir wines offered by-the-glass in U.S. foodservice operations. Red wine kegs are sold
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at an average of $225 and white wine kegs at an average of $174. Winery professionals
pre-dominantly recommended pure nitrogen and nitrogen/CO2 mixes, also called
Guinness gas. Sixty-five winery professionals estimated their kegged wine production at
about 9% of their total annual production. Despite some concern about using the same
brand name for kegged and bottled wine, the majority of respondents release their kegged
wine under the same name. For consistency reasons, most wineries do not treat kegged
wines different than bottled wines. Overall, the findings showed that demand was the
driving force for the production of kegged wine. Additionally, cost effectiveness and
ecological considerations were drivers of adoption behavior. Wine-on-tap was
considered a desirable format for additional placement and sales in the wine-by-the-glass
category for on-premise consumption. The improved freshness of the wine and the desire
to be innovative played an important role for some winery professionals. Furthermore, it
can be concluded that for most wineries, various obstacles had to be overcome and the
benefits might not be easily understood by non-adopters. The following barriers for
implementation were mentioned: logistics of keg-returns, obtaining proper infrastructure
for the winery as well as restaurants having proper infrastructure, particularly the
availability of recommended gas mixtures (mixes including nitrogen and/or argon), and
managing volume.
In regard to volume, two clusters emerged; wineries considering their volume too
small to enter the kegged wine market and wineries struggling with volume and inventory
management based on varying demand. Furthermore, cost of infrastructure including
kegs, proper sanitation and cleaning systems, educating and training sales professionals
and restaurant staff, as well as the loss of independence due to the use of third-party
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kegging specialists, emerged as obstacles to kegging wine. Despite rising demand in the
marketplace, a few winery professionals were still concerned about having to overcome
IRRGVHUYLFHRSHUDWRUV¶UHVLVWDQFHDQGZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶KHVLWDWLRQ
Participants who are not currently kegging wine indicated the following concerns
leading to non-adoption: volume, wine quality preservation, demand, marketing impact,
infrastructure, cost effectiveness, and logistics. Interestingly, what some perceived as
reasons to keg wine, such as demand, cost effectiveness, and sales, others expressed
concern about. Additionally, a few winery professionals considered their wine portfolio
inadequate for wine-on-tap; in other words, ultra-premium and icon wines were perceived
as too superior to be kegged. However, from the portfolios indicated by this sample, it
can be concluded that kegged wines are of premium quality. Despite obstacles and
concerns many winery professionals expressed interest in kegging wine; however, they
explained that innovation adoption considerations were time consuming, which in turn
affects the speed of implementation.
In short we can conclude that kegging wine, as an innovative packaging approach,
might not be as simple as it may seem at first glance, at least not with the goal of doing it
properly. In summary, logistical concerns, including handling and returning of kegs, cost
of infrastructure on the side of the winery and the restaurant, including cleaning,
sanitation, and gas mixture, as well as figuring out education and training of sales and
restaurant staff, currently slow down the diffusion of kegged wine. Third-party kegging
specialists such as Free Flow Wines have gained popularity, because they remove some
obstacles such as logistics and winery infrastructure.
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Finally, caution should be applied to generalizing these findings to the entire U.S.
ZLQHLQGXVWU\7KHUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQYDULDEOHVPHDVXULQJZLQHU\SURIHVVLRQDOV¶
characteristics was rather weak and exploratory in nature. Additionally, measurements of
innovation attributes perceptions were based on assumptions derived from trade
publication and must also be considered exploratory. Moreover, the sample was
comprised of mainly California wineries, a market where wine-on-tap has dominated
from its beginning and also a state where wines can not only be shipped directly from
winery to foodservice operation, but also distances between wineries and third party
kegging specialists are relatively short.
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5.9

Appendix

Instrument
Scale
Reliability
Innovativeness (7-point-Likert)
Į 
b
Jambulingam, Kathuria, & Doucette (2005); Strongly disagree ± strongly agree
1. Our winery provides leadership in implementing new technology,
packaging, viticulture and/or vinification methods.
2. We promote new, innovative technology, packaging, viticulture, and/or
winemaking approaches.
2XUZLQHU\LVNQRZQDVDQLQQRYDWRUE\RXU³ORFDO´FRPSHWLWRUVGXHWR
our innovative approach of wine production and viticulture.
4. Our winery constantly experiments with new technology, vinification,
and viticulture approaches.
Opinion leadership (7-point Likert)
Į 
b
Flynn, Goldsmith, & Eastman (1996); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. My opinion on winery technology, equipment, vinification, or
viticulture seems to count with other people.
,LQIOXHQFHSHRSOH¶VRSLQLRQDERXWZLQHU\WHFKQRORJ\HTXLSPHQW
vinification, or viticulture.
3. I often persuade other people to consider buying the winery technology
and equipment or applying vinification and viticulture approaches that work well for me.
4. Other people come to me for advice about wine making and/or viticulture.
Use of information sources (5-point-Likert)
Į 
b
Hammond, Velikova, & Dodd (2013); Never-a lot
1. Trade magazines (e.g. Wines & Vines)
2. Book (e.g. Chemical Analysis of Grapes and Wine by P.Iland, N. Bruer, & E.Wilkes)
3. Newsletter (e.g. dailynewslink by winebusiness.com)
4. Internet (e.g. www.wineinstitute.org)
5. Mobile app (e.g. Winery Finder)
6. Trade fair (e.g. Unified Wine & Grape Symposium)
7. Wine industry meeting (e.g. Allied Grape Growers membership meeting)
8. Exchange with peers (e.g. other winemakers)
9. Exchange with distributors (e.g. Republic National)
10. Exchange with culinary/restaurant professionals (e.g. Chefs, Sommeliers)
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Risk taking (7-point-Likert)
Į 
c
Jambulingam, Kathuria, & Doucette (2005); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. We take above average risks at our winery.
7DNLQJFKDQFHVLVDQHOHPHQWRIRXUZLQHU\¶VEXVLQHVVVWUDWHJ\
3. Our strategy can be characterized by a strong tendency to take risks.
4. Taking gambles is part of our strategy for success.
Relative advantage (7-point-Likert)
Į 
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. Wine-on-tap reduces waste in restaurants and wineries.
2. Wine-on-tap speeds up wine service in restaurants and bars.
3. Wine-on-tap mDLQWDLQVDZLQH¶VTXDOLW\EHWWHUWKDQERWWOHGZLQH
4. Wine-on-tap is generally, of similar quality than bottled wine.
5. Wine-on-tap reduces packaging cost of wine.
6. Wine-on-WDSPDNHVUHVWDXUDQWV¶E\-the-glass selection more interesting.
7. Wine-on-tap provides restaurants with greater control over wine spoilage.
8. Wine-on-tap is more time effective for a winery than bottled wine.
Compatibility with traditional packaging (7-point-Likert)
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Not at all compatible-very compatible
1. bottle with cork closure
2. bottle with screw cap

Į 

Compatibility with alternative packaging (7-point-Likert)
3. bag-in-box
4. Tetra Pak
5. can
6. PET

Į 

Ease of use (7-point-Likert)
Į 
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. I believe that, it is easy to clean and maintain kegs and kegging equipment.
2. I believe that, wine-on-tap is less cumbersome for restaurant staff than bottled wine.
3. I believe that, it is easy to explain the benefits of wine-on-tap to a consumer.
4. I believe that, for a winery, kegging wine is easier than bottling wine.
Result demonstrability (7-point-Likert)
n/a
b
Moore & Benbasat (1991); Strongly disagree-strongly agree
1. I believe that, the benefits of wine-on-tap are apparent to restaurant operators.
,EHOLHYHWKDWDZLQH¶VWDVWHLVQRWFRPSURPLVHGE\XVLQJDWDSV\VWHP
Note. a Adopted, b Modified to fit study context. c Slightly modified.
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1
6.1.1

Discussion & Conclusions
Antecedents of Innovativeness

The objective of the first research question was to explore how innovative wine
consumers, restaurant operators, and winery professionals are and to examine potential
antecedents of their innovativeness. In other words, the goal was to measure their
likelihood of being among the first to purchase the latest wine (trends), restaurant, or
winery equipment and explore what triggers this behavior. The scales used to measure
WKHDQWHFHGHQWV¶Dnd innovativeness constructs were adopted and modified to fit the
VWXG\¶VSXUSRVHDQGVKRZHGVDWLVIDFWRU\UHOLDELOLW\RI0 or above (see Appendix 3.9,
4.9, 5.9).
Across all studies, adopters, those drinking, offering, or making kegged wine,
considered themselves more innovative than non-adopters (see Appendix A, B, and C for
full surveys). In line with prior research, the findings suggested that people who have
tried wine-on-tap are more likely to try new wines and wine-related products.
Furthermore, innovative consumers are more aware of trends and more interested in
buying wine novelties.
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Concurrently, foodservice and winery professionals offering and making kegged
wine indicated that they were known as innovative by their competitors in addition to
promoting new and innovative ideas and products. Between adopters and non-adopters
in the wine industry, the difference in innovativeness was significant, whereas the
difference between the two groups of foodservice professionals was not. It is reasonable
to assume that this occurred due to the small restaurant study sample size. Based on the
review of literature, the antecedents of wine consumer innovativeness were different from
those tested for the foodservice and wine industry study populations. Antecedents
pertaining to wine consumers will be discussed prior to the discussion of restaurant and
winery innovativeness.
,QWKHSUHOLPLQDU\VWDJHVRIWKHVWXG\LWZDVSUHVXPHGWKDWZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶
innovativeness was directly predicted by experience and subjective knowledge because
these forms of knowledge were wine consumption motivation factors highlighted by prior
research (see for example Taylor et al. 2008; Dodd et al. 2005). Upon a more detailed
review of literature, it was revealed that even though wine consumption experience
affects innovative behavior (see Goldsmith et al., 1997), these two knowledge constructs
PRUHOLNHO\DIIHFWLQQRYDWLYHQHVVLQGLUHFWO\WKURXJKFRQVXPHUV¶LQYROYHPHQW VHHIRU
example Brunner & Siegrist, 2011; Yuan et al., 2005) and opinion leadership as depicted
in Figure 6.1 (Flynn et al., 1996).
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Figure 6.1 Relationships between Wine Consumer Characteristics.
This study, in part, endorsed this suggestion: how much consumers think they
know about wine and how often they dine out and drink wine when dining out, predicted
a significant proportion of opinion leadership (42%) and involvement (30%). It seems
reasonable to conclude that those who drink wine more frequently and feel more
FRQILGHQWRIWKHLUNQRZOHGJHDUHPRUHOLNHO\WRSHUVXDGHRWKHUV¶RSLQLRQVDQGKDYHD
greater interest in wine. For WKHH[DPLQDWLRQRIZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶antecedents of
innovativeness involvement, opinion leadership and the use of various communication
channels were included.
InvolvementDOVRFRQVLGHUHGWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIZLQHLQFRQVXPHUV¶OLYHVZDV
highlighted by prior research as one of the most influential antecedents of wine
consumption (see for example Bruwer & Buller, 2013). In this study, wine consumers
who previously consumed wine-on-tap considered themselves more involved with wine
than non-adopters; however, WKHWZRJURXSV¶ involvement was not significantly different.
Previous research, for example Goldsmith (2000), found a significant difference in
SDUWLFLSDQWV¶levels of involvement; but, his data treatment was different. Goldsmith
(2000) divided his sample into innovators and non-innovators based on an arbitrary split
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DFFRUGLQJWRUHVSRQGHQWV¶PHDQVFRUHVwhereas here the participants were assigned to
groups of adopters and non-adopters based on their actual behavior. Different findings
could have arguably emerged due to the difference in data management approaches. Yet,
with some degree of certainty it can be stated that even though involvement is a relevant
IDFWRUDIIHFWLQJZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶LQQRYDWLYHWHQGHQF\it is not the only or most dominant
one; other factors may have a more significant impact, which warrants further
exploration.
:LQHFRQVXPHUV¶LQIOXHQFHRQothers¶ wine purchasing behavior, also called
opinion leadership, contributed greatly to the variance in innovativeness, as expected
from the review of literature (see for example Goldsmith & Foxall, 2003). Even though
there was a difference in mean scores between adopters and non-adopters, the difference
was not significant. However, even though wine consumers who consumed wine-on-tap
did not self-report as opinion leaders, in regard to the use of information sources, the
findings were interesting. All wine consumers used both mass media (e.g. internet,
books, magazines, newsletters) and interpersonal information sources (e.g. with friends,
family, foodservice staff). Though adopters were more likely to use mass media sources
more frequently, no significant difference emerged when compared with non-adopters of
wine-on-tap. However, comparing consumers of wine-on-tap with non-consumers, it was
shown that adopters engaged in significantly more interpersonal exchange with others. It
seems reasonable to assume that by engaging with others in interpersonal conversation,
consumers tend to influence each other. Furthermore, they obtain or provide information
about wine in general and wine related trends. It appears that people make sense of
information via interpersonal exchange; though it stands to reason if learning occurs.
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7KLVFRQILUPVRWKHUVWXGLHV¶VXJJHVWLRQVSHUWDLQLQJWRWKHUHOHYDQFHRIZRUG-of-mouth for
the wine-consumption-context (see for example Bruwer & Thach, 2013). In greater
detail, the findings also confirmed that when searching for information from interpersonal
sources, wine consumers turn toward their friends more often than toward restaurant staff
such as a sommelier (see also Hammond et al., 2013, Dewald, 2008; Dodd et al., 2005).
It can be concluded that despite the popularity of the internet and online information
sources, human beings continue to make sense and create meaning by interpersonal
exchange with others (see Baxter & Braithwaite, 2008).
In summary, the consumer study findings confirmed the applicability and
reliability of the measurement scales selected for the purpose of exploring dynamics
associated to one specific innovation: wine-on-tap. Wine consumer behavior is complex
and even though attempts have been made to segment the marketplace, there is no one
typical wine consumer. In line with previous studies, this research confirmed that
innovative wine consumers, who have recently tried wine-on-tap, believed that wine
plays at least somewhat of an important role in their life. Additionally, innovative wine
consumers are more likely to talk about wine with others, which occurs due to their
higher levels of experience and subjective knowledge. The following section will discuss
WKHILQGLQJVSHUWDLQLQJWRIRRGVHUYLFHDQGZLQHU\SURIHVVLRQDOV¶DQWHFHGHQWVRI
innovativeness.
+LVWRULFDOO\RUJDQL]DWLRQDOLQQRYDWLRQUHVHDUFKPHDVXUHGILUP¶VLQQRYDWLYHQHVV
based on the number of innovations implemented within a certain timeframe, even
though some innovation research suggested that being innovative is more likely an
individual trait (see for example Goldsmith & Foxall, 2003; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996;
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Midgley & Dowling, 1978). Considering, that most foodservice and winery businesses
are small and business decisions are often made by the owner/winemaker, owner/chef, or
owner/manager (sommelier), the exploration of innovativeness as an individual
characteristic was deemed appropriate. The three constructs chosen for this study were
LQGLFDWHGDVSRWHQWLDOO\UHOHYDQWLQDIIHFWLQJLQGXVWU\SURIHVVLRQDOV¶LQQRYDWLYHWHQGHQF\
by prior research (see for example Jambulingam et al., 2005; Rogers, 2003; Lumpkin &
Dess, 1996): opinion leadership, risk taking, and use of information sources.
$VIDUDVLQGXVWU\SURIHVVLRQDOV¶SURSHQVLW\WRLQIOXHQFHRWKHUV¶opinions is
concerned, the winery study showed that winery professionals who have recently kegged
wine considered their opinions as significantly more influential with others when
compared to those not kegging wine. Additionally, these winemakers perceived
themselves more persuasive of others equipment purchase considerations as well as vinior viti-cultural approaches. Concurrently, restaurant operators offering wine-on-tap
considered themselves more influential than their non-adopting peers; however, the
emerging difference was not significant, most likely due to the small sample size or
possibly due to unequal group sizes. Hence, findings were in line with Rogers (2003)
suggestion from previous innovation diffusion research. Similar outcomes emerged from
WKHDQDO\VLVRILQGLYLGXDOV¶SURSHQVLW\WRtake risks. Innovative winery professionals
indicated a willingness to take significantly more chances and considered risk taking a
given aspect of operating a successful business. Restaurant professionals displayed
similar propensity to taking risk; however, the difference between adopters and nonadopters of wine-on-tap, again, was not significant. Despite insignificant results due to a
OLPLWHGUHVWDXUDWHXUVDPSOHVL]H-DPEXOLQJDPHWDO¶V  proposal that innovative
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entrepreneurs are more risk averse, was confirmed. Concerning the use of
communication channels, for example books and magazines (mass media) or exchange
with peers (interpersonal), the restaurant and winery study findings complemented the
wine consumer findings. Foodservice and winery professionals offering and making
kegged wine, alike, engaged in significantly more interpersonal exchange with their
peers, distributors, and vendors than those who have not implemented kegged wine in
their operations. No difference was found for the use of mass media information sources
such as internet, books, and magazines.
In summary, it can be concluded that those offering or making kegged wine are
more innovative, in terms of their personal propensity to innovate, than those who do not.
Furthermore, these winemakers and foodservice operators are more likely to take risks
DQGDUHPRUHLQIOXHQWLDORIRWKHUV¶RSLQLRQVZKLFKWKH\OLNHO\SXUVXHE\HQJDJLQJLQ
significantly more interpersonal exchange. The studies showed that measurement scales
adopted from other disciplines can be successfully and reliably utilized to measure
innovativeness, risk taking, and opinion leadership of foodservice and winery
professionals. Additionally, it was confirmed that in micro-level explorations of
diffusion dynamics associated to particular innovations, it appears appropriate to treat
innovativeness as a personal trait driven by individual characteristics as opposed to the
number of recently implemented innovations. It should be noted, that the three
antecedents cannot be thought of as the only drivers of innovativeness as their
contribution to the model was only moderately strong (restaurant study r2= .35; winery
study r2= .24).
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6.1.2

Perceptions of Wine-on-Tap

Based on the framework of innovation diffusion, the following attributes of the
innovation under investigation, wine-on-tap, were examined in order to establish
differences between adopters and non-adopters: (1) relative advantage, (2) compatibility,
(3) ease of use, and (4) result demonstrability. Additionally, (5) trial-ability was explored
from a more generic perspective with the objective to explore the importance of trying
wine-on-tap or kegging equipment as part of the diffusion process. Based on the review
of literature, it was expected that adopters across all studies would have a more positive
perception of wine-on-tap¶VFKDUDFWHULVWLFV than non-adopters. Additionally, it was
presumed that adopters would display less uncertainty in their perception of wine-onWDS¶VFKDUacteristics.
Consumers who adopted wine-on-tap perceived its relative advantages in terms of
quality preservation, waste management, speed of service, and cost more positively than
non-adopters; particularly, its ability to preserve wine quality was perceived significantly
better by those who previously consumed wine-on-tap. It is unclear, at this point, why.
Possible explanations could be that consumers were able to taste improved freshness or
that information provided by sources such as foodservice staff, wine list or online (e.g.
www.trywineontap.com) could have affected this perception. With some degree of
certainty, it can be concluded that experiencing the product had a positive effect on
FRQVXPHUV¶ perception.
In regard to restaurant and winery professionals, adopters also perceived kegged
ZLQH¶VUHODWLYHDGYDQWDJHVPRUHSRVLWLYHly than non-adopters. Due to the small
restaurateur sample size, significant differences were only found for adopting and non-
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adopting winemakers. Consistent with the other results, those who kegged wine
perceived its relative advantages more positively. Also, an examination of the frequency
RISDUWLFLSDQWVVHOHFWLQJ³QRWVXUH´winery adopters showed the least, while consumers
displayed the most uncertainty in their perception. Restaurant professionals were less
uncertain than consumers but more uncertain than winemakers, which may be explained
by their intermediary position between supply and demand. In short, it can be concluded
that people outside the wine industry may have greater challenges in their assessment and
understanding, which confirms suggestions of prior research (see for example Arts et al.,
2011; Gourville, 2006). A lack of objective (wine production) knowledge might be a
reason, which seems particularly likely for consumers as low levels of this type of
knowledge was highlighted by previous research (Hammond et al., 2013a; Taylor et al.,
2008; Johnson & Bastian, 2007; Dodd et al., 2005). Lacking wine production knowledge
PD\IXUWKHUDIIHFWWKHFRQVXPHU¶VSHUFHSWLRQRI other characteristics, such as
compatibility.
+LJKOHYHOVRIXQFHUWDLQW\LQWKHDVVHVVPHQWRINHJJHGZLQH¶Vcompatibility with
other packaging formats showed that differences between packaging options seem
unclear to wine consumers. For example, NHJJHGZLQH¶VTXDOLW\was considered less
compatible with cans and PET as opposed to TetraPak and bag-in-box. Unfamiliarity
with the more novel packaging materials (based on self-reported purchase behavior)
might explain this; hence, experience or a lack thereof affects perception. Hesitation
emerged for all three study populations. %DVHGRQ5RJHUV¶GHILQLWLRQRIFRPSDWLELOLW\LW
stands to reason whether the question wording could have been unclear, leading to
insignificant results. A differentiation between wine-on-WDS¶VFRPSDWLELOLW\ZLWKH[LVWLQJ
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values and behavior and wine-on-tDS¶VFRPSDUDELOLW\ZLWKH[LVWLQJZLQHSDFNDJLQJ
appears warranted for future research. Interestingly, a significant difference emerged for
the winery sample. Winemakers who currently keg wine considered wine-on-tap
significantly more compatible with norm packaging (bottles with cork or screw cap
closure) than non-adopters. In line with prior alternative packaging research, this might
suggest that the trade-offs between various packaging solutions make assessments
challenging, particularly for those who lack experience with alternative options.
Additionally, unfamiliarity likely played a role for restaurant operators who consider
wine from glass bottles a norm. Innovation resistance research (see for example, Ram &
Sheth, 1989; Gourville, 2006), suggested that individuals might be more concerned about
giving up their traditional and familiar wine drinking, dispensing, and packaging format
rather than consider what they might gain from adapting their behavior. In conjunction
with prospect theory, it seems reasonable that this accounts for some of the perceptional
dynamics found in this study.
Furthermore, consumers of kegged wine perceived it appropriate across all types
of foodservice establishments; particularly, wine-on-tap was deemed appropriate for
casual, upscale, and fine-dining establishments. This was controversial to non-adopters,
who were more skeptical in regard to the appropriateness of WOT for these restaurant
types. A variety of reasons could cause this perception. For example, since many of the
adopting restaurants belonged to upscale categories, adopters might have consumed
wine-on-tap in higher-end restaurants, hence assess its appropriateness based on their
experience. Additionally, non-adopters may hold preconceived ideas regarding the
appropriateness of large wine packaging formats for certain restaurant segments, perhaps
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due to historical dining traditions in the United States. Restaurateurs and winemakers
were not asked about their perceptions regarding appropriateness due to survey length;
however, controversy pertaining to this aspect emerged from responses to open-ended
questions. Consumers who tried wine-on-tap (adopters) seemed to have no concerns
regarding its appropriateness for upscale and fine-dining restaurants. Restaurant
professionals who currently do not offer wine-on-tap (non-adopters), on the other hand,
indicated that it might be inappropriate for high-end establishments even though most
restaurant adopters belonged to this category. A gap emerged between actual industry
EHKDYLRUDQGVRPHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶SHUFHSWLRQV'espite VRPHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶ take on
appropriateness, many industry professionals consider kegged wine appropriate for
upscale establishments (see www.trywineontap.com for examples such as The St. Regis
in Houston, Savor in Dallas, or Pebble Beach Resort).
Due to the nature of ease of use, the construct was not included in the wine
consumer survey. For both restaurateurs and winemakers, adopters perceived kegged
ZLQH¶VHDVHRIXVHVLJQLILFantly better than non-adopters; assuming the proposed
advantages of wine-on-tap to be true, this seems to flow logically from their experience
with the innovation. Conversely, this might suggest that non-DGRSWHUV¶LQH[SHULHQFHOHDG
to unrealistic expectations; in other words, kHJJHGZLQH¶VHDVHRIXVH might be perceived
as more challenging than it actually is. It should be noted here that support provided by
distributors, equipment manufacturers, or kegging specialists could affect this perception
in addition to experience with draft beer. Furthermore, aspects pertaining to ease of use
appear to be highly related to another innovation characteristic: trial-ability.
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The ability to try wine-on-tap or observe kegged wine equipment including a
dispensing unit was explored for each sample. Wine consumers, restaurateurs, and
winemakers alike agreed that trial-ability was a very important aspect when considering
the adoption of an innovation such as wine-on-tap. Additionally, wine consumers
highlighted that sampling a wine before placing an order was considered important for
on-premise wine consumption. This seems logical and again stresses the importance for
LQGLYLGXDOVWRKDYH³KDQGV-RQ´H[SHULHQFHVZLWKSURGXFWVDQGVHUYLFHVGXULQJWKH
persuasion stage of innovation diffusion
As far as communicating wine-on-WDS¶VEHQHILWVWRRWKHUV, result demonstrability,
winemakers who currently keg wine, perceived its advantages as significantly more
obvious than non-adopters. Restaurant operators who currently offer kegged wine also
perceived this aspect more positively, but the difference between adopters and nonadopters was not significant due to sample size. In light of the other characteristics, it
might be worth exploring in the future, which aspects appear particularly more obvious
and how they affect underlying psychological dynamics pertaining to adoption and
resistance. Additionally, since the scale consisted of only one to two items, it should be
noted here that future examinations of this attribute warrant a more detailed examination.
6.1.3

Current Experiences with Wine-on-Tap

6.1.3.1 Consumers
A little more than half of the participants had heard about wine-on-tap and about
half of those had previously ordered wine-on-tap in a restaurant or bar, paying an average
of $10 per glass. In general, regardless of adoption status, wine consumers expected to
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pay less for a glass of wine-on-tap than for a wine-by-the-glass dispensed from a bottle.
Non-adopters, however, expected to pay significantly less for kegged wine. At this point,
it is not clear why these expectations emerged. Due to bulk packaging, consumers might
have the expectation that cost savings should be passed along the supply chain. On the
other hand, experience with wine-on-tap seems to suggest that consumers understand
TXDOLW\SUHVHUYDWLRQDGYDQWDJHV,QWHUHVWLQJO\UHVWDXUDWHXU¶VFRQILUPHGWKDWcost savings
were, at least to some degree, passed on to the consumers.
As far as reasons hindering consumption is concerned, unavailability was the
most frequently mentioned reason for not having tried wine-on-tap (see Table 6.1). Some
participants preferred bottled wine when dining out (with others) and a few people drink
wine at home but choose other alcoholic beverages when dining out (see Appendix D for
a full listing of responses). Based on prior literature review, in particular the diffusion of
screw cap closures in the United States, it was surprising that no general negative
perspective emerged. This is also contrary to the responses of restaurant owners and
operators, who indicated that their guests needed to be convinced to try wine-on-tap.
Table 6.1
ConsumerV¶ Reasons Not to Try Wine-on-tap
Response

Frequency

Example
Unavailability
³+DYHQ¶WEHHQWRDUHVWDXUDQWWKDWFDUULHVLW´
Preference for bottled wine
³:HXVXDOO\GLQHRXWZLWKDWOHDVWDGXOWVVRZLQHE\WKHERWWOHVHHPV
PRUHHFRQRPLFDO´
³$WDUHVWDXUDQW,W\SLFDOO\RUGHUDERWWOH´
Preference for at home consumption of wine
³,GRQ¶WJRout to drink wine very often. I prefer to buy a bottle and
HQMR\LWDWKRPH´

28
5

2
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2

General negative perspective
³)HHOVFKHDS´

2

Tradition
³7KHUHLVDFHUWDLQKLVWRU\DQGDSSUHFLDWLRQWKDW,KDYHIRUWKH
WUDGLWLRQDOERWWOHGPHWKRGDQGH[SHULHQFH´
Note. Non-adopting consumerV¶ responses (n=39).

In turn, the most frequently mentioned reason for drinking wine-on-tap was
availability, followed by curiosity (see Table 6.2). A desired wine brand/variety being
available on tap, value, and freshness were other reasons for adoption.
Table 6.2
ConsumerV¶5HDVRQVWR7U\:LQH-on-tap
Response

Frequency

Availability
³,WZDVDYDLODEOH´
³I was at a local wine bar near me and they had a large set
up of wine on tap. I go there frequently.´
Curiosity
³7KRXJKWWKHEUDQGZDVJRRG,ZDVFXULRXVLILWZDVDV
JRRGDTXDOLW\DVWKHERWWOHZLQH´
Preferred wine was available on tap
³,ZDVDWDUHVWDXUDQWDQGWKHZLQH,SUHIHUUHGZDVRQ
WDS´
³([SHQVLYHZLQH:DQWHGWRWU\ZLWKRXWFRPPLWWLQJWRD
ERWWOH´
Price/value
³7KHSULFHZDVULJKWLQFRPSDULVRQWRRWKHUZLQHE\WKH
JODVVRSWLRQV´
³7KHZLQHRQWDS,FRQVXPHGZDVRQKDSS\KRXUDQGZDV
VROGDW´
³I don't like paying $8 for a glass of wine when I can
purchase the bottle for $10.´
Freshness
³)UHVKQHVV´
³/HVVOLNHO\WREHR[LGL]HGWKDQDERWWOHSRXUHGJODVVZKHQ
\RX¶UHRQO\JHWWLQJRQHJODVVUDWKHUWKDQDIXOOERWWOH´

12

Example

6

6

5

4
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Offered a sample
³:HZHUHDEOHWRGRDIUHHVDPSOHEHIRUHKDQGWRPDNH
VXUHZHOLNHGLW´
Other

3

2

Note. Adopting FRQVXPHUV¶ responses (n=31).
In terms of alternative packaging, unsurprisingly, the study confirmed that glass
bottles are considered the norm. Interestingly, an almost equal amount of consumers
indicated that they recently bought bottles with corks as well as screw caps. Although in
the United States resistance toward Stelvin closures seems to have diffused over the past
decade, other alternative packaging formats were rarely purchased by participants in our
sample. While, some consumers bought wine in bag-in-box and TetraPak, almost
nobody indicated recent purchases of wine in PET and cans. Considering this purchase
behavior along with the emerging perceptions, the fact that wine quality cannot be
assessed prior to purchasing and opening the packaging container, seems to affect
perceptions. In other words, without drinking wine from alternative packaging, assessing
its quality is challenging. Therefore, the relevance of offering samples, not only for wine
consumption in general, but particularly for the diffusion of innovative wine packaging
must be highlighted.
It can be concluded that U.S. wine consumers are more interested and open
toward wine-on-tap than initially expected. Many American wine consumers have been
socialized with wine served from glass bottles and therefore acknowledge this form of
packaging as good, familiar, and traditional. However, the number of wine consumers
and the wine consumption volume in the United States has increased steadily in the last
two decades (Thach, 2015). With growing numbers of new and often younger wine
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consumers, the willingness to embrace wine innovations might expand and even though it
took American wine consumers longer than consumers in other countries to accept screw
cap closures, this learning curve might have provided the ideal platform for innovations
such as wine-on-tap. Considering consumers¶ and restaurateurs¶ responses, it appears
that limited availability of wine-on-tap along with other (traditional) barriers might
hinder the diffusion of kegged wine; however, it seems reasonable to carefully conclude
that wine-on-tap has potential as a viable future wine service and packaging option. It is
not reasonable to assume though that this diffusion will take place quickly; particularly
bearing in mind the following experiences and barriers reported by restaurant operators
and winery professionals.
6.1.3.2 Restaurant Operators
The sample of restaurant professionals consisted mainly of upscale and finedining operators (see Appendix E for detailed demographic information). Those not
offering wine-on-tap indicated that mainly concerns regarding space and cost of
equipment were preventing adoption (see Table 6.3). Additionally, negative guest
perceptions and the limited availability of a variety of kegged wines were concerns of
non-adopters (see Appendix F for a full listing of responses). Controversy emerged in
regard to negative guest awareness because wine consumers do not seem to hold such
adverse perceptions toward wine-on-tap. Simultaneously, restaurateurs who limit the
availability of WOT in the marketplace by non-adoption also diminish its diffusion rate
by reducing consumers opportunities to try wine-on-tap. Some foodservice operators
believed that the benefits were not substantial enough to warrant the investment. Also,
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some establishments indicated higher sales of other adult beverages, which prevented
kegged wine adoption.
Table 6.3
RestaurateurV¶5HDVRQV1RWWR2IIHU:LQH-on-tap
Response

Frequency

Example
Infrastructure - space
³7KHSK\VLFDOOD\RXWRIWKHEDUZRXOGQHHGWREH
FKDQJHG´
³2XUFXUUHQWUHVWDXUDQWGRHVQRWKDYHWKHVSDFH
QHFHVVDU\WRRIIHUZLQHRQWDS´
Infrastructure - equipment
³&DSLWDOZDVQRWDOORFDWHGWRLQYHVWLQWKHWDS
V\VWHP´
³7KHYROXPHRIZLQHVDOHVDWRXUHVWDEOLVKPHQW
would probably not justify the cost of installing a keg
ZLQHGLVSHQVLQJV\VWHP´
Guest perceptions
³,DSSUHFLDWHVRPHRIWKHIDQWDVWLFZLQHVEHLQJ
kegged today, but feel that guest perception is
diminished by on-WDSVHUYLFH´
³:HRIIHUDILQH-dining experience and find that
JXHVWVOLNHWKHURPDQFHRIVHHLQJWKHERWWOH´
Wine selection
³/DFNRIVHOHFWLRQ´
³1RWHDVLO\DYDLODEOH´
Insubstantial benefits
³1RFRVWDGYDQWDJHWRSRXULQJERWWOHGZLQH´
³6WDUW-up cost is not offset by any substantial product
VDYLQJV´
Lack of volume
³1RWDORWRIZLQHVDOHV´
³:HDUHSULPDULO\DEHHUVDQGVSLULWVUHVWDXUDQW³

11

7

6

3

3

3

Note. Non-DGRSWLQJUHVWDXUDQWSURIHVVLRQDOV¶UHVSRQVHV Q=33).
Interestingly, adopters were almost equally made up of existing and newly opened
establishments. In light of the concerns pertaining to renovation and investment cost, this
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was unexpected and the reasons behind it unclear, particularly because few adopters
indicated that they received an incentive for implementing WOT. Possibly, the proposed
advantages of kegged wine superseded the aforementioned concerns (see Table 6.4).
Table 6.4
RestaurateurV¶5HDVRQVWR2IIHU:LQH-on-tap
Response

Frequency

Example
Freshness
³'UDIWZLQHKROGVLWVTXDOLW\ORQJHUWKDQDQRSHQ
ERWWOHRIZLQHSRXUHGE\WKHJODVV´
³,WLVDJRRGZD\WRSUHVHUYHZLQH´
Eco-friendliness
³:LQHRQWDSLVPRUHIULHQGO\IRUWKHHQYLURQPHQW´
³/DFNRIZDVWH´
³=HURZDVWH´
Cost savings/Margin improvement
³&RVWVDYLQJV´
³*HWWLQJEHWWHUPDUJLQV´
³0D[LPL]LQJRXUSURILWV´
Speed of service
³6SHHGRIVHUYLFH´
³&RQYHQLHQFH´
Increased value for guest
³:HFKRVHZLQHRQWDSWRGUDPDWLFDOO\LQFUHDVHWKH
customer experience with our wine by the glass
SURJUDP´
Innovative
³,W¶VIXQDQGQHZ´

9

7

6

3

3

2

Note. AdoptLQJUHVWDXUDQWSURIHVVLRQDOV¶ responses (n=16).
Namely, improvements in regard to wine quality preservation, waste management,
profit margin, and speed of service were highlighted by adopters who most often
promoted their kegged wine as ³wine-on-tap´,QWHUHVWLQJO\WKHIRRGVHUYLFHRSHUDWRUV¶
reasons to keg and the actual improvements after adoption were similar. Additionally,
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congruent with information provided by the winery sample, it was confirmed that the
kegged wine sold in the United States is (at least) premium quality.
This premium quality wine is most commonly drawn from 19.5L stainless steel
kegs, which are purchased from wine distributors. This appears reasonable, considering
the three-tier-system and the wide-spread familiarity with stainless steel kegs (draft beer
industry standard). Interestingly, most adopters offered draft beer, which might provide
an explanation for the relatively high proportion of existing establishments with wine-ontap in our sample. Additionally, having a draft-beer-system may offer infrastructural
benefits and comfort in regard to ease of use. Restaurateurs indicated that a keg (26
bottles) was used up within three and a half weeks, on average; a great difference
FRPSDUHGWRERWWOHGZLQH¶VVKHOIOLIH2YHUDOOIoodservice operators suggested that most
of their consumers are satisfied with wine-on-tap. One reason behind this might be the
increased value consumers experience because restaurants charge slightly less for kegged
wine when compared to bottled wine. The average reported price for wine-on-tap was
$10/glass, whereas wine-by-the-glass from a bottle was reportedly sold at an average of
$12/glass. This matched with what wine consumers said they paid on average for their
glass of wine-on-tap as well as with their expectation of paying less for kegged wine.
Foodservice adopters believed that freshness and eco-friendliness of kegged wine were
important reasons for adoption. Additionally, cost savings and improvements of service
speed as well as offering a better value wine-by-the-glass were mentioned. Concurrently,
sommeliers, F&B managers, and chefs suggested that guests might first have to be
convinced about being served a better wine and not lesser value, hinting at tradition and
image barriers known from previous innovation resistance research (see Table 6.5). Due
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to the limited number of responses and responses provided by consumers, an assertive
conclusion cannot be drawn at this point. Bearing in mind that consumers are somewhat
interested and value a good quality glass of wine that is priced reasonably, it seems
reasonable to conclude that persuasion to try WOT is less challenging compared to other
innovations, as long as the consumer understands that there is not much to lose.
Table 6.5
RestaurateurV¶3HUFHLYHG%DUULHUVRI,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ
Response

Frequency

Guest perception
³&RQYLQFLQJRXUJXHVWVWKDWZLQH-on-tap is as good
DVZLQHRXWRIWKHERWWOH´
³&RQYH\LQJWKHEHQHILWVWRWKHJXHVW´
Maintenance & Logistics
³5HSDLUDQGPDLQWHQDQFHRQWKHWDSV\VWHP´
³,QWKHEHJLQQLQJWKHGLVWULEXWRUGLGQRWNQRZKRZWR
take back HPSW\NHJV´
³,WLVGLIILFXOWWRJHWSHRSOHWRFRPHDQGFOHDQWKH
lines and when switching wines not every vendor
EULQJVWKHSURSHUFRXSOHUV´
Wine selection
³$QRWKHUELJREVWDFOHKDVEHHQJHWWLQJIXQ
LQWHUQDWLRQDOZLQHV´
³)LQGLQJHQRXJKVHOHFWLRQWR RIIHUOLQHV´
Infrastructure - space
³6SDFHIRUHTXLSPHQW´

5

Example

Note. AdoptLQJUHVWDXUDQWSURIHVVLRQDOV¶ responses (n=15).

4

4

1
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6.1.3.3 Winery Professionals
Current winery experiences with kegged wine indicated that wine kegs are sold to
restaurants at prices ranging between $174 and $600 (between $6.60 and $22.75 per
bottle equivalent), which confirms that the wine is of premium quality (see Appendix G
for ZLQHULHV¶demographic information). Kegged wine production was estimated at about
9% of the reporting wineries annual production. In conjunction with only a small number
of wineries using alternative packaging such as bag-in-box, PET, Tetra Pak, and cans the
findings suggest that bottles are most wineries main packaging format which is in line
with reports from trade publications (see Wine Business Monthly, 2013). Furthermore,
participants suggested that 19.5 L stainless steel kegs are the dominant keg types in the
marketplace. This can likely be explained by the fact that stainless steel is a reliable and
proven industry standard; for example, wines used to top off barrels during maturation
are commonly stored in stainless steel kegs. More adopters currently keg wine
themselves as opposed to using a kegging specialist. Those wineries that used third party
kegging specialists were located in California and indicated using the services of Free
Flow Wines. Pub Kegs, Key Keg, and PET kegs were indicated as other keg types less
frequently used in the marketplace at this time.
In line with what restaurants are using, winemakers recommended gas mixtures
that include nitrogen; most frequently recommended and used by restaurants was the socalled Guinness gas, a mixture of nitrogen and CO2. The most popular keg wine varietals
were Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Cabernet Sauvignon, and Pinot Noir, likely due to
the large number of participants located in California and the popularity of these wines
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among American wine consumers (Thach, Olsen, & Atkin, 2014). Interestingly,
controversy emerged pertaining to making kegged wine (see Table 6.6).
Table 6.6
WinePDNHUV¶5HDVRQV QRW WR7UHDW.HJJHG:LQH'LIIHUHQWIURP%RWWOHG:LQH
Why (n=16)
Reason
Example
Wine stability
Wines are heat and cold
stabilized, and sterile
filtered regardless if the
bottled version is not.
We add more SO2 for
microbial stability.
Shelf life
CO2level is slightly
higher for kegged wine
as the wine might sit in
the keg for a few weeks.
Lower SO2 additions to
kegs as the wine will be
consumed very soon.
Other reasons
Degradation of free SO2
is less, so less is added.
Lower free sulfur levels
due to the more
reductive environment
than a cork bottle.

Frequency

5

4

Why not (n=17)*
Reason
Example
Consistency
We treat our keg wine
the same as the bottle
product to provide
consistency for the
consumer.

Frequency

No perceived need
I have found no need to
do anything differently.

13

4

7

Note. AdoptLQJZLQHPDNHUV¶ responses (n=32); however, n=46 indicated no difference in
treating kegged and bottled wine.
Whereas most winery professionals indicated that there was no need to treat
kegged wine differently than bottled wine in terms of additions and filtration, some
winemakers disagreed. Some, who stated that there was no need to treat wines
differently, stressed the importance of keeping the wine consistent for the consumer
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across packaging format. The main controversial aspect was the addition of SO2, sulfur
dioxide, a common preservative for wine (see Appendix H for a full listing of responses).
Some winemakers suggested increasing its addition, whereas others indicated a need to
decrease SO2 additions. Unfamiliarity with this packaging format, uncertainty about a
ZLQH¶Vdevelopment over time, as well as personal style could potentially be reasons
behind these responses.
A comparison between reasons for kegging wine and actual improvements after
implementation showed slight discrepancy in regard to the order of various aspects. In
ranking pro-adoption reasons, waste management and wine quality preservation
improvements were ranked lowest while increasing sales volumes, competitive edge, and
profit margin were ranked highest. When compared with actual changes after kegged
wine had been implemented winery professionals indicated that waste management and
wine quality preservation improved the most. Sales volume, production cost, and profit
margin, however, also improved. 7KLVLVLQOLQHZLWK+DOODQG%DLUG¶V  winery
reasons for innovation: cost reduction, market share increase, productivity improvement,
creating new opportunities. One may argue that winery professionals have an interest in
improving eco-friendliness and wine freshness; however, ultimately economic
considerations supersede and endeavors such as wine-on-tap must be profitable to be
valuable. Hence, suggestions of prior research were confirmed (see for example Hall &
Baird, 2014; Hjalagar, 2010; Yuan et al., 2006); in other words, unless an innovation
delivers substantial managerial, organizational, or marketing benefits, hesitation is
displayed. Considering this perspective, it was not surprising to find that the main driver
for kegged wine production was the demand from restaurants and bars (see Table 6.7).
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Additionally, winemakers confirmed that its cost-effectiveness was a reason to keg.
Furthermore, pro-DGRSWLRQUHDVRQVZHUHNHJJHGZLQH¶VVXLWDELOLW\IRURQ-premise wine
sales and, particularly, for achieving additional restaurant placements that would have not
been realized otherwise.
Table 6.7
WinePDNHUV¶5HDVRQVWR.HJ:LQH
Response

Frequency

Example
Demand
³2QSUHPLVHDFFRXQWVGHVLUHGRXUSURGXFWLQWKLVIRUPDW´
³5HTXHVWHGE\VHYHUDOUHVWDXUDQWFOLHQWV´
Cost effectiveness
³:HVDYHPRQH\RQWKHSDFNDJLQJDQGGHOLYHU\RIWKHZLQH´
³/HVVH[SHQVLYHWKDQERWWOLQJ´
Eco-friendliness
³/HVVLPSDFWRQWKHHQYLURQPHQW´
³5HGXFWLRQRISDFNDJLQJZDVWH³
Suitability for on premise
³,WLVJUHDWIRUE\WKHJODVV´
³«WKHZLQHLVEHWWHUWKDQLQDWUDGLWLRQDOZLQHE\WKHJODVV
SURJUDP´
Additional sales and placements
³,WSURYLGHGXVDQRSSRUWXQLW\IRUDSODFHPHQW´
³7RSURYLGHDGGLWLRQDOVDOHVRSSRUWXQLWLHVDWUHVWDXUDQWDFFRXQWV´
Freshness
³7RSUHVHUYHWKHZLQHIRUE\-the-JODVVSURJUDPV´
³7RSURYLGHFRQVLVWHQWTXDOLW\SRXUVIRUFXVWRPHUV´
Desire to be innovative
³7ZRGLVWULEXWRUVWROGPHLWZDV³KRW´DQGWKDWWKH\FRXOGJHWWKH
ZLQHLQWRWKHWUHQGLHVWUHVWDXUDQWRQO\LI,NHJJHGLW´
³:HDOVROLNHWREHLQQRYDWLYHDQGZDQWWRH[SORUHQHZZD\VRIJHWWLQJ
ZLQHLQWRUHVWDXUDQWVDQGEDUV´
Already using other alternative packaging
³:HDOUHDG\LQYHVWHGLQVLPLODUDOWHUQDWLYHSDFNDJLQJVXFKDV%,%´
Note. AdoptLQJZLQHPDNHUV¶ responses (n=72).

29

21

18

16

16

13

8

2
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On the contrary, a number of barriers and obstacles associated with the
implementation of kegged wine were communicated (see Table 6.8).
Table 6.8
WinePDNHUV¶3HUFHLYHG%DUULHUVRIImplementation
Response

Frequency

Example
Logistics
³/RJLVWLFVRIUHWXUQLQJWKHNHJVIURPUHVWDXUDQWWR
GLVWULEXWRUWRZLQHU\RUFOHDQLQJORFDWLRQ´
³*HWWLQJNHJVUHWXUQHGWRXV´
Winery infrastructure
³&OHDQLQJZRXOGEHDSUREOHPIRUPRVWZLQHULHVEXW
my winery is next door to a brewery who cleans and
VWHULOL]HVP\NHJVIRUPH´
³.HJILOOLQJHTXLSPHQWSURFXUHPHQW´
Restaurant infrastructure
³«FRQYLQFLQJUHVWDXUDQWRSHUDWRUVWRSXWLQ
systems, KDVEHHQYHU\FKDOOHQJLQJ´
³,W¶VUHDOO\DERXWWKHUHVWDXUDQWVKDYLQJWKH
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH´
Volume
³.HHSLQJXSZLWKYROXPH´
³0DLQWDLQLQJSURSHULQYHQWRULHV´
³,WLVDRQFHDPRQWKRSHUDWLRQWKHYROXPHVDUH
VPDOO´
Cost
³Initial keg costs, VWDLQOHVVVWHHOLVQRWFKHDS««´
³Cost of systems, impact to existing business (cost
and construction) to put in or convert systems.´
Cleaning & Sanitation
³6RPHRIWKHNHJVFRPHEDFNDQGDUHILOWK\IURPWKH
UHVWDXUDQW´
³6DQLWL]LQJNHJVZRXOGEHDQissue if there were not
DEUHZHU\QHDUE\WKDWSURYLGHVWKLVVHUYLFHWRXV´
Education & Training
³Trying to figure out how to educate our salesforce
on how to sell and make sure all the restaurants we
sell to will maintain their equipment.´
Acceptance & Resistance to change
³5HVWDXUDQWDQGFRQVXPHUDFFHSWDQFH´
³(PSOR\HHVQRWZDQWLQJWRFKDQJH´

21

15

14

14

12

9

8

7
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Winemaking
³:LQHVPDGHIRUNHJJLQJKDYHWREHPDGHGLIIHUHQWO\
than wines intended for bottles, so one lot of wine
now has to be broken up LQWRWZRORWV´
³««SUH-keg wine prep work (filtering, SO2
DGMXVWPHQWVHWF ´
Loss of independence
³+DYLQJWRXVHDQRXWVLGHVRXUFH´
³.HJJLQJKDVWREHGRQHDWDQRXWVLGHIDFLOLW\
ZKHUHDVZHGRDOORIRXURZQERWWOLQJRQVLWH´
No obstacles
³,WZDVQRWDELJGHDO,EXLOWRXURZQILOOHUDQG
ZDVKHU´
³2XUZRUNZLWK)UHH)ORZKDVEHHQYHU\HDV\³

7

7

2

Note. $GRSWLQJZLQHPDNHUV¶UHVSRQVHV Q=56).
The three key barriers were keg logistics, winery, and restaurant infrastructure.
Clearly, the same infrastructure that has been established and utilized successfully for
beer does not yet exist for wine. Primarily, the costs associated with minimum keg
purchases, filling and cleaning equipment for the winery and proper dispensing
equipment for restaurants are barriers for entering the kegged wine market. It appears
that some wineries were able to collaborate with breweries in using existing cleaning and
sanitation equipment, an aspect some non-adapting winemakers perceived as an obstacle
associated with kegging wine. Other barriers indicated by adopters were efforts
associated with education and training of distribution sales and foodservice staff, general
resistance to change, as well as the need to treat wines differently and a loss of
independence resulting from using a third party specialist. It should be noted that when
using a third party kegging specialist, such as Free Flow Wines, the wineries are required
to sterile filter their wine, which may not be in line with every ZLQHPDNHU¶VSHUVRQDO
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preference and style. Interesting aspects emerged from the comparison of these obstacles
with concerns voiced by non-adopters (see Table 6.9).
Table 6.9
:LQHPDNHUV¶5HDVRQV1RWWR.HJ:LQH
Response

Frequency

Example
Interest; but lack of implementation
³:H¶UHLQIDYRURILWDQGPLJKWORRNLQWRNHJV«LQWKHIXWXUH³
Volume
³6PDOOSURGXFWLRQ± QRWSUDFWLFDO´
³:HDUHYHU\LQWHUHVWHGLQNHJJLQJKRZHYHUZHKDYHQRWKDGD
commitment of enough volume to justify setting up a kegging
RSHUDWLRQ´
Wine quality
³«FRQFHUQVDERXWTXDOLW\FRQWURODQGDELOLW\WRNHHSSURGXFW
FRQVLVWHQW´
³2XUWULDOVVKRZHGR[LGDWLRQ³
Demand
³:HDUHQ¶WVHHLQJDQ\GHmand from restaurants nor interest from
FRQVXPHUV´
³:HKDYHNHJJHGZLQHVHYHUDO\HDUVDJRIRUDUHVWDXUDQWDFFRXQWLQ
Atlanta. As far as I know there are no discussions to once again get
into the kegged ZLQHEXVLQHVV´
Marketing (branding)
³,WPD\VHQGPL[HGPDUNHWLQJPHVVDJHVIURPRXUZLQHU\´
³«1RWVRPHWKLQJZHZDQWWRSXUVXHDVDEUDQGDWWKLVWLPH´
Winery infrastructure
³+DYLQJWRDGGWKHHQWLUHRSHUDWLRQ± kegging system, cleaning, HWF´
³1RWVHWXSWRGHDOZLWKNHJV´
Lack of interest
³1RLQWHUHVW´
Wine portfolio
³,PDNHPRVWO\SULYDWHKLJK-end wines that are not sold to
UHVWDXUDQWV´
³,WLVVHHQDVDORZHU-end product and we produce a high-end
SURGXFW´

14

Cost effectiveness

5

³3ULFHSRLQWWRRORZ´
³:HWKRXJKWDERXWLWEXWGLGQ¶WWKLQNWKHPRQHWDU\EHQHILWVZHUH
ZRUWKLW«´

14

11

11

11

11

8
8
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Logistics
³7KHORJLVWLFVDSSHDUWLPHFRQVXPLQJ³
³7UDFNLQJDQGUHWXUQLQJRIHPSW\NHJVVHHPVOLNHWRRELJRID
MRE««´
Uncertainty
³1RWH[DFWO\VXUHKRZLWZRUNV´

5

4

Note. Non-adopting winePDNHUV¶ responses (n=63).
Winery professionals who have not yet kegged wine were first and foremost
concerned about not making the necessary volume and/or the type of wine suitable for
kegging. Some were also concerned about using the same brand for kegged and bottled
wine. Considering the relatively large proportion of wineries in this sample that make
ultra-premium and icon wines, this seems to make sense. Understanding kegged wine as
fresh, approachable, and ready to drink wines, it appears reasonable that, for example,
high-end wines made in barrels with the purpose of bottle maturation are not the most
suitable for kegging. Winemakers were concerned about infrastructural matters, cost
effectiveness, and logistics; in line with what adopters actually perceived as their biggest
obstacles. Some participants indicated that they were generally not interested in kegging
wine or were not sure how it actually works. Most controversial was that adopters
kegged wine due to demand, whereas some non-adopters suggested that they do not keg
wine due concerns regarding a lack of demand. Due to the recent introduction of wineon-tap and the limited availability in the marketplace it appears reasonable that
restaurants and bars in some regions of the United States have more demand than others
because the trend has not yet spread across the country. Additionally, not all states allow
direct shipments between wineries and foodservice establishments, which could have an
effect here.
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Finally, winemakers at medium sized wineries (based on self-reported estimation
of size) considered themselves less innovative than those at large wineries. This is in line
with Hall and Baird (2014), who indicated that winery size can be seen as a significant
indicator of innovation adoption. Explorations of this nature have previously been based
on the number of innovations adopted and a quantitative size measure, such as production
volume. It can be concluded that similar findings could be established even though a
different research approach was applied.
6.1.3.4 Summary
In summary, this research provides insight into acceptance dynamics of wine-ontap across three stakeholders: wine consumers, restaurant operators, and winery
professionals. Some previous research was confirmed and various implications and
recommendations for industry professionals and future research can be derived.
Interestingly, the findings showed a great degree of overlap between the three
stakeholders (see Table 6.10).
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Table 6.10
Overview of Findings

RQ 1
Innovativeness
RQ2 a
Perceptional
Differences

RQ3
Current Experiences

CONSUMERS
AD=more innovative,
more interpersonal
exchange
Relative Advantage
Wine preservation
Appropriateness

RESTAURATEURS
AD=more innovative,
more interpersonal
exchange
Ease of Use (.05)
Relative Advantage
(.10)

Need availability to
become adopters

Provide availability &
demand

Desire samples
Expect value pricing

Offer samples
Pass on cost savings
Claim offering
premium wine
(upscale)
Restaurants

(upscale) Restaurants

ADOPTION
Freshness
Eco-friendliness
Cost effective
Expressed interest &
curiosity

BARRIERS
Guest perception,
Lack of infrastructure,
logistics

WINEMAKERS
AD=more innovative,
more interpersonal
exchange
Ease of Use
Relative Advantage
Result
demonstrability
Need demand to
become adopters

Provide premium
wine

ADOPTION
Cost effective
Eco-friendliness
Sales
Freshness
BARRIERS
Logistics (AD),
infrastructure (AD),
Volume,
Quality (NON-ADc),
Demand (NON-AD),
Branding (NON-AD)

Note. AD=adopter of wine-on-tap, NON-AD= non-adopter of wine-on-tap.
a
Compatibility was not significant across all three studies.
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Particular emphasis can be placed on the following overlapping findings:


all adopters, those consuming, offering, or making wine-on-tap, self-identified as
more innovative and more active as regard to interpersonal exchange with friends,
peers, vendors, and other service providers;



industry adopters (winemakers and restaurant professionals) who currently offer
kegged wine perceived its ease of use and its relative advantages more beneficial
than those who have not yet embraced this innovation;



wine consumers and most restaurant professionals who currently offer wine-ontap perceived it appropriate for upscale and fine-dining establishments;



wine consumers appreciated value pricing and complimentary samples while
UHVWDXUDWHXUVVHHPHGWRSDVVRQNHJJHGZLQH¶VFRVWVDYLQJVDQGSURYLGe free
samples;



DOWKRXJKZLQHU\SURIHVVLRQDOVDSSUHFLDWHGNHJJHGZLQH¶VIUHVKQHVVDQGHFRfriendliness, bottom-line considerations have to be met for adoption to be
considered worthwhile;



both industry stakeholders considered infrastructure and keg logistics one of the
greatest current barriers.
In addition to these overlaying aspects, some disconnect emerged from the

FRPSDULVRQRIILQGLQJVVXFKDVUHVWDXUDQWRSHUDWRUV¶FRQFHUQVUHJDUGLQJJXHVW
perceptions even though wine consumers expressed interest and curiosity to try wine-ontap. Additionally, winemakers who do not keg wine at this time were concerned about
limited demand for wine-on-WDSNHJJHGZLQH¶VTXDOLW\GHYHORSPHQWRYHUWLPHDQG
adverse effects of using the same brand name for kegged and bottled wine. These
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concerns contrast the perceptions of winemakers who expressed that they currently offer
wine-on-tap due to demand from the foodservice industry. Furthermore, most wineries
used the same brand name for both kegged and bottled wine to ensure consistency for the
consumer and emphasized wine-on-WDS¶VEHQHILFLDOZLQHSUHVHUYDWLRQDELOLW\)XWXUH
research will be necessary to delineate these controversial findings.
6.2

Implications & Recommendations

A number of implications can be drawn from the discussion of the antecedents of
wine consXPHUV¶IRRGVHUYLFHDQGZLQHU\SURIHVVLRQDOV¶LQQRYDWLYHQHVVWKHLU
perceptions, and their experiences with wine-on-tap. Furthermore, recommendations for
future academic research and for industry practitioners can be derived. Lastly, limitations
of the three studies will be provided.
6.2.1

For the Foodservice and Wine Industry

Kegging wine and selling kegged wine is not as easy as it may seem at first glance.
The U.S. wine industry experienced great change and made significant progress since
first attempts RINHJJLQJZLQHLQWKH¶V. In light of WKLVVWXG\¶VILQGLQJVLWmust be
stressed that kegged wine is not EXON´MXJ´ZLQH; however, infrastructure similar to that
of draft beer has not yet been established for kegged wine and some stakeholders are
relatively slow in changing their behavior. It is expected that once wine-on-tap has
HVWDEOLVKHGDSRVLWLYH³WUDFNUHFRUG´ZLWKconsumers, foodservice, and winery
professionals (see Hall & Baird, 2014) its diffusion will increase. Based on this
conclusion, various implications emerged for foodservice and wine industry professionals.
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Foodservice. First and foremost, benefits of wine-on-tap might not be obvious to
the guest. This is not surprising. Previous research has shown that assessing wine
quality is difficult for consumers (see for example Masson et al., 2008; Marin & Durham,
2007; Charters, 2006). Furthermore, consumers are known to have low levels of factual
wine knowledge (Hammond et al., 2013a; Barber et al., 2008; Taylor et al., 2008;
Johnson & Bastian, 2007; Dodd et al., 2005); hence, understanding production aspects is
difficult, particularly for novice consumers. Consequently, offering kegged wine comes
with the responsibility of educating the consumer, so that demand can be created. This
will help to advance the diffusion of wine-on-tap and it will ensure that the sought after
varieties of kegged wine desired by current adopters will be available in the future.
Hence, it is recommended that restaurant managers, sommeliers, and chefs ensure that all
staff members understand how wine-on-tap works and why the consumer benefits from
drinking kegged wine. Moreover, information pertaining to wine-on-tap should be
volunteered by employees as well as non-verbal sales tools such as wine lists, boards, and
promotional tents should be used, because most consumers are unlikely to actively seek
information. The focus, here, should be placed on gains for the consumer; for example,
increased freshness due to oxidation prevention as well as contribution to a more ecofriendly wine packaging approach. Also, when priced carefully the guest will perceive
increased value, an important aspect for on-premise wine consumption. In particular,
based on Wansink et al.¶V (2006) recommendation, offering wine samples will aid the
diffusion of wine-on-tap, in addition to increasing wine sales by up to 48%. Since wine
quality can hardly be assessed prior to tasting, this approach should increase the chances
that consumers will demand kegged wine in the future and engage in positive word-of-
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mouth$GGLWLRQDOO\LWDSSHDUVWRRIIHUILQDQFLDOEHQHILWVWRWKHUHVWDXUDQWV¶ERWWRPOLQH
in the long run. On the contrary, a strategy that was only employed by one foodservice
operator could be used: not advertising and treating all wines-by-the-glass equally despite
their dispensing method.
As far as the set-up of a draft system is concerned, it is recommended that
foodservice professionals cooperate with distribution personnel, kegging specialists, and
manufacturers of kegging equipment. Expertise will be needed, particularly because of
architectural constraints (space) in existing and new establishments. Exchange with early
adopters who successfully offer wine-on-tap, is encouraged. Resources, such as the NRA
show or www.trywineontap.com should be explored. Only when wine-on-tap is
dispensed properly (e.g. correct use and maintenance of equipment) can it be successful
in the long run. Despite the large proportion of established operations offering WOT, it
is somewhat expected that kegged wine will more likely be an approach taken by newly
opening foodservice establishments due to the aforementioned infrastructural concerns.
Wineries. Infrastructure and equipment also appeared to be the greatest barriers
to making kegged wine from the perspective of wineries. Cleaning, sanitation, and initial
cost of kegs in addition to keg logistics seem particularly challenging, especially for
small wineries with limited investment potential. Due to these obstacles, it appears
reasonable to consider the XWLOL]DWLRQRINHJJLQJVSHFLDOLVWV¶VHUYLFHV6KRXOGWKHZLQH
volume for kegged wine not warrant this approach, collaborating with other wineries for
minimum keg orders and/or equipment needs seem recommendable. As indicated by
some participants, collaboration may also be extended to other industries, for example
negotiating keg cleaning and sanitation services with existing breweries. To foster
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demand for kegged wine by restaurants and bars, educating wine sales and distribution as
well as foodservice personnel seems necessary. Wineries could, furthermore, consider
offering kegged wine in their tasting rooms to create customer awareness.
6.2.2

For Future Research

First and foremost, this research has shown that experience drives understanding
and affects perception as well as future behavior. For academic research of this nature, it
is crucial to explore stakeholders¶ actual experiences with wine innovations as opposed to
drawing conclusions and making predictions based attitudes and behavioral intentions.
Wine consumption and production in the United States has increased steadily over
the past decades. Today, the U.S. is considered the largest wine consuming country.
Wine business research has explored various aspects pertaining to U.S. wine
consumption behavior. Retail wine purchases have been a focus because Americans buy
the largest wine volume in liquor and grocery stores. Additionally, with an increase of
wine tourism activities, tourism settings have been examined. In regard to wine selection
in restaurants and bars, wine lists have been researched, often from the restaurant
operators viewpoint (see Table 2.1); however, rarely does research differentiate between
by-the-glass and by-the-bottle selections even though recent market research pointed out
that a decent percentage of wine consumed in foodservice establishments is sold by-theglass (Thach et al., 2014; Grey, 2013). One of the few studies exploring on-premise bythe-glass selection behavior was conducted in Australia (Corsi et al., 2012). This
research suggested that consumers choose wines-by-the-glass based on grape variety,
award ratings, and price. Consumers did not consider matching food and wine as too
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important, even though many foodservice operators indicated this aspect an important
guiding principle when composing a wine list (see for example Cohen et al., 2009; Gultek
et al., 2005). A possible gap emerged leading to the recommendation of conducting more
on-premise by-the-glass research to better understand consumers¶ purchase behavior.
While consumer segmentation research has been undertaken by industry and
academic research, these segmentation efforts are also often EDVHGRQZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶
retail consumption behavior; little on-premise categorization attempts (see for example
Corsi et al., 2012) were found. Factors such as involvement (e.g. Lockshin et al., 2001),
age (e.g. Thach & Olsen, 2005), sales channel usage (e.g. Szolnoki & Hoffmann, 2014),
and a combination of several aspects (e.g. Brunner & Siegrist, 2011) have been utilized
for segmentation purposes. Our research suggested, for example that some consumers
preferred bottled wine when dining out, whereas others enjoyed wines-by-the-glass. As it
is somewhat unclear, at this point, how, when, why, and what type of wines-by-glass
versus by-the-bottle wines are chosen, it is recommended that future research focuses on
by-the-glass behavior to establish a segmentation approach and to account for differences
between off-premise and on-premise consumption behavior. In conjunction with a
greater focus on the by-the-glass-segment, future foodservice research should explore
how operators deal with open wine bottles and to what degree spoilage and waste
management is seen as problematic.
In addition to written communication material such as wine lists, boards, and tents,
verbally provided information appears to play a key role for wine consumption behavior.
Wine related interpersonal communication occurs between consumers (e.g. word-ofmouth) as well as between consumers and service providers (e.g. sommelier); however,
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communication and the exchange of information are not always readily initiated by
consumers or restaurant staff (see Dewald, 2008). This consumer behavior was explained
by varying levels of risk associated with wine purchases (see for example Bruwer et al.,
2013; Bruwer & Rawbone-Viljoen, 2013); in other words, due to uncertainty consumers
might be too intimidated to actively seek information. Interpersonal communication
scholars provide a number of interesting theoretical frameworks, which have thus far not
been applied in hospitality settings. These frameworks seem particularly appropriate due
to the relevance of interpersonal exchange with others highlighted by this research. Thus,
the following theories could contribute vastly to the understanding of interpersonal
communication behavior in the foodservice, wine production and consumption context:
Uncertainty Reduction Theory, Theory of Motivated Information Management, and
Communication Accommodation Research.
According to the Berry Bros. & Rudd (well-known European wine merchant)
outlook into the future of wine, innovation and change will become an even more
important topic in the future (Griffiths, Morris, Field, & Green, 2008). According to this
report, the supply and demand of wine will shift to countries such as China and India, the
majority of wine will be packaged in non-traditional packaging, and only a small number
of ultra-premium wines will still be packaged in bottles with traditional closures.
Therefore, future research should continue to explore (1) what factors influence
innovativeness, (2) how innovative decision-making occurs in small businesses such as
wineries and foodservice establishments  ZKDWUROHFRPSHWLWLYHHGJH ³,ZDQWWREHWKH
ILUVW´ SOD\VIRUWKHH[FKDQJHRILQQRYDWLRQUHODWHGLQIRUPDWLRQDPRQJSHHUVDQG
competitors, and (4) how resistance to behavioral change can be overcome more quickly.
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Due to the technological similarities between draft beer and wine-on-tap, this
UHVHDUFKEHDUVLPSOLFDWLRQVIRUDFRPSDUDWLYHH[SORUDWLRQRIFRQVXPHUV¶DQGLQGXVWU\
professionals¶KLVWRULFDODQGFXUUHQWLQQRYDWLRQDFFHSWDQFHG\QDPLFVEven though
introduced in the early 20th century, it took decades and further technological refinement
for draft beer to be widely accepted in the United States (see www.draft-beer-madeeasy.com). Recently, the number of craft beer breweries and the demand for small-batch
brews has been rising (see www.craftbeer.com). A comparison between draft/craft beer
and draft wine (wine-on-tap) reasons for acceptance and rejection might reveal
interesting insight that could help to predict the future diffusion of wine-on-tap.
Since this is the first application of some scales to wine and foodservice research
settings, future research should consider further testing, extending, and improving these
instruments. Especially, in regard to the perceptions of wine-on-tap, academic research
in the form of experiments is urgently needed to confirm, for example, the relative
advantages of kegged wine. Additionally, due to its importance for persuading
consumers, perceptions pertaining to result demonstrability, the smallest subscale, should
be extended once benefits of wine-on-tap have been confirmed by scholars. Additionally,
bearing this attribute in mind, various persuasion appeals (verbal versus non-verbal etc.)
could be tested.
Lastly, the relevance of the prospect theory emerged for innovative research
contexts. Decades of innovation research has focused on innovation adoption and
acceptance. Findings here confirmed that innovative product attributes are not easily
understood by various stakeholders. In light of human resistance to change and the fear
of giving up a familiar product/service people are satisfied with, future innovation
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research should extend the foodservice and wine business research body of knowledge
pertaining to innovation resistance by further exploration of the prospect theory within
these contexts. In particular, dynamics related to tradition and image barriers should be
explored. With emerging markets like China, one might assume that tradition would be
less relevant and novel consumers more open for trends and innovative approaches.
However, research in this market, thus far, suggested that consumers valued wine of
traditional origin (e.g. Bordeaux); so, how emerging consumers perceive wine in kegs as
opposed to bottles with cork closures is questionable, yet valuable if the outline of the
future wine world by Berry Bros. & Rudd becomes reality. An international comparison
between countries with varying degrees of wine tradition and culture could be revealing.
6.3

Limitations

Regarding the generalizability of these findings, caution should be applied. One
main assumption, for the purpose of this study, was that benefits communicated by trade
and popular press sources were accurate. A lack of rigorous academic testing of aspects
such as oxidation prevention, shelf life, and sensory features of kegged wine, limit
generalizing these findings until further research has been conducted. Furthermore, due
to the length of the surveys not all innovation characteristics outlined by prior research
and not all components included in the innovation diffusion framework were explored,
which limits the scope of this exploration. Additionally, for some of the scales utilized in
these studies, it was the first exploratory application to a foodservice and winery context.
These instruments should be re-tested in future studies and possibly extended,
particularly in regard to those constructs pertaining to wine-on-WDS¶VFKDUDFWHULVWLFVAlso,
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the collection of data via self-reported online questionnaires in the United States provides
some restrictions and clearly limits the application to other markets where wine-on-tap is
available, such as Canada and New Zealand.
In regard to the consumer study a variety of demographic limitations restrict the
generalizability of the findings: gender, age, location of residence. The consumer study
also showed the lowest general awareness of wine-on-tap, which is clearly affected by its
limited availability in some areas. As the number of restaurants offering wine-on-tap
consistently increases, more generalizable findings might be found in the future.
Controversy exists in regard to the effect of age on innovativeness. Our sample had an
average age of 38 years, showing satisfaction and interest in wine-on-tap. An earlier
study (Nuebling & Behnke, 2014) pertaining to attitudes toward wine-on-tap of wine
consumers in New Zealand indicated hesitation among participants with an average age
of 57 years. In order to generalize findings pertaining to perceptions and experiences
with wine-on-tap further research will need to clarify if there is an age effect.
The small sample size of the restaurant study, can be considered its biggest
generalizability limitation; however, according to Ravichandran and Arendt (2008) low
response rates are common in survey-based research with hospitality managers.
Furthermore, the number of adopters and non-adopters was unequal, which may have
affected the statistical analysis. Similar to the findings of the winery study, the
relationship between variables was not as strong as those found in the consumer study.
Whether this might be due to the origin of the scales outside of foodservice and wine
business research, the sample size, or due to other more influential aspects that were not
explored as part of this study, it affects the generalizability of the study. Additionally, the
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sample consisted mainly of managers and chefs operating upscale and fine-dining
establishments; hence, the findings can only be applied to other types of establishments
with great caution. For future research with foodservice managers and owners, the
following strategies (see Ravichandran & Arendt, 2008) appear advisable:


attain support from an industry organization that will distribute an email or
survey link on behalf of the research team;



make research approach personalized, e.g. reaching out via phone prior to
sending an email or survey;



use incentives such as gift cards or tickets to sports event;



collect data between the middle of October and the beginning of November or
between early February and the end of March.

In regard to the winery sample, a large proportion of participants were located in
California where the kegged wine movement started, a kegging specialist is available,
and direct-shipments between wineries and restaurants are legal, which might affect the
generalizability to the remaining wine producing regions in the United States. The
relationship between the antecedents of innovativeness was only weak to medium strong,
which begs the question what other factors might play a more dominant role.
6.4

Summary

Innovations drive the world forward! But, in a global competitive marketplace
successful diffusion of an innovation is neither easy nor quickly accomplished. In this
regard, the wine and foodservice industries are no different than other industries. As an
outcome of a ³K\SHUFRPSHWLWLYH´ *RXUYLOOHS HQYLURQPHQW, the consumer,
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who is often the target of new products and services, is overwhelmed and uncertain,
clinging to familiar approaches in fear of trading good for worse. Particularly, in regard
to wine, the sheer volume, varietal diversity, and differences in quality levels have
become more complex and more difficult to navigate for the (novice) consumer.
However, increasing U.S. wine consumption, along with more exposure to nontraditional approaches, seem to slowly break down tradition barriers (e.g. screw cap
closures). Movies such as Sideways and SOMM influence consumers and increase the
QDWLRQ¶VLQWHUHVWLQZLQHAltogether, with exception of those highly involved in wine, it
appears unlikely that consumers will seek out novel approaches on their own.
Wineries of all sizes experience the competitiveness of the industry first hand.
Increasing globalization, changes in the marketplace (e.g. emerging wine markets), and
the steadily increasing number of wineries and global wine producing regions drive the
competition. Unsurprisingly, the involvement in innovations, such as wine-on-tap, is
driven by demand. In this case, it is the demand of the foodservice industry that drives
diffusion, acceptance, and implementation. Some wineries indicated the need to
collaborate with other industries (e.g. breweries) or third party specialists. At any rate,
making kegged wine was only considered worthwhile if competitive benefits could be
realized (e.g. additional placements). In other words, benefits such as wine quality
preservation and a reduction of packaging materials that might end up in landfills were
much appreciated after bottom line considerations were met.
Returning to the initially proposed question of who is driving the diffusion of
wine-on-tap, it seems reasonable that the restaurant industry, as the middleman between
wine consumers and wine producers, is the key driver. Particularly, the number of newly
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opening restaurants in the next few years that are expected to adopt wine-on-tap will
highly influence the success and diffusion of this innovation. Considering the concerns
of current foodservice innovators, stakeholders, namely change agents (e.g. Free Flow
Wines), wineries, and wine distributors, will need to collaborate so that the diffusion can
successfully progress. Standards have to be set and adhered to and infrastructure, similar
to what restaurateurs are used to from draft beer, will be required, so that premium
quality wine can be served to consumers as the winemaker intended.
The central role of the restaurateur in the process as both a consumer (buying
from wineries) and retailer (selling to customers) highlights both the opportunity to
provide an interesting, state of the art, wine program and the need to balance economic as
well as quality and environmental considerations.
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Appendix A

Consumer Survey

Hello,
Thank you for your interest in this study, the purpose of which is to gain a better
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIZLQHFRQVXPHUV¶LQQRYDWLYHEHKDYLRU<RXUSDUWLFLSDWLRQLVYROXQWDU\
and highly appreciated. All efforts will be used to maintain confidentiality that is within
the control of the research team. No personally identifying information will be connected
to your responses.
Your individual responses will not be shared with anyone. It is estimated that this survey
takes approximately 12 minutes to complete, and you are free to exit at any time.
You must be 21 years of age to participate. Upon completion of the survey you may
voluntarily enter a drawing for one of five newly released (November 2014) FOOD &
:,1(³:LQH*XLGH´ a  The odds of winning the drawing will depend on the
number of participants, which is unknown until after the survey has been administered.
The estimated number of participants is 100. This survey has been approved by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Purdue University. If you have any questions about
this study, you can contact Dr. Carl Behnke at behnkec@purdue.edu or Michaela
Nuebling at mnueblin@purdue.edu.
If you have any questions about participating in this study and your rights, you may
contact the Institutional Review Board at Purdue University, Ernest C. Young Hall,
Room 1032, 155 S. Grant St., West Lafayette, IN 47907-2114. The phone number for the
Board is (765) 494-5942. The email address is irb@purdue.edu.
Best regards,
Michaela Nuebling
Purdue University
School of Hospitality & Tourism Management
Marriott Hall
West Lafayette, IN, 47907
The purpose of this study is to better understand perceptions of wine-on-tap.
Please review this brief definition.
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Wine-on-tap is wine dispensed from a keg which is pressurized by CO2, nitrogen, argon,
or a mixture thereof. The size of a keg can vary; often 5 gallon stainless steel kegs are
used. In restaurants and bars in the United States, wine-on-tap may also be advertised as
cask wine, draft wine, or wine from a keg or a barrel.
Q1 Have you heard about wine-on-tap (prior to today)?
 Yes
 No
Q2 How likely are you to try wine-on-tap?
 Very Unlikely
 Unlikely
 Somewhat Unlikely
 Undecided
 Somewhat Likely
 Likely
 Very Likely
Q3 Have you consumed wine-on-tap within the past 12 months?
 Yes
 No
Q4 Why have you not consumed wine-on-tap in the past 12 months? Please provide
a brief explanation, so we can better understand your motivation.
Q5 How likely are you to try wine-on-tap?
 Very Unlikely
 Unlikely
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Somewhat Unlikely
Undecided
Somewhat Likely
Likely
Very Likely

Q6 How much did you pay for a glass of wine-on-tap (in USD)?
To answer this and future slider questions move your mouse over the indicator tab. Click
and hold the mouse button then drag the blue indicator tab to the appropriate spot on the
range (an exact number will appear to the right of the range). Release the mouse
button. If you have difficulty landing the tab on the desired number you may click on the
number at the right of the range and type it in.
______ Price per glass of wine-on-tap
Q7 How likely are you to consume wine-on-tap again?
 Very Unlikely
 Unlikely
 Somewhat Unlikely
 Undecided
 Somewhat Likely
 Likely
 Very Likely
Q8 Why did you consume wine-on-tap?
Please provide a brief explanation, so we can better understand your motivation.
Q9 Relative to people you know (e.g. friends), how would you rate your knowledge
of wine?
 Not at all Knowledgeable
 Unknowledgeable
 Somewhat Unknowledgeable
 Neutral
 Somewhat Knowledgeable
 Knowledgeable
 Very Knowledgeable
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Q10 Based on your current knowledge of wine, how comfortable would you be
ordering wine in a restaurant today?
 Not at all Comfortable
 Uncomfortable
 Somewhat Uncomfortable
 Neutral
 Somewhat Comfortable
 Comfortable
 Very Comfortable
Q11 Relative to a wine expert (e.g. certified sommelier), how would you rate your
knowledge of wine?
 Not at all Knowledgeable
 Unknowledgeable
 Somewhat Unknowledgeable
 Neutral
 Somewhat Knowledgeable
 Knowledgeable
 Very Knowledgeable
Q12 In this section we would like to learn more about your involvement, your
knowledge, and your drinking behavior with regard to wine.
To answer this and future questions of this kind, please indicate your level of agreement
ZLWKWKHIROORZLQJVWDWHPHQWV,I³VWURQJO\GLVDJUHH´GHVFULEHV\RXUOHYHORIDJUHHPHQW
VHOHFWLI³VWURQJO\DJUHH´GHVFULEHV\RXUOHYHORIDJUHHPHQWVHOHFWXVHLQWHUPHGLDWH
numbers for agreement levels in between.
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Disagree
(2)

I enjoy
drinking
wine with
my meals.





It does not
have to be a
special
occasion to
enjoy wine
with dinner.



I have a
strong
interest in



Somewhat
Disagree
(3)

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
(4)

Somewhat
Agree
(5)

Agree
(6)

Strongly
Agree
(7)
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wine.
I often
persuade
other people
to buy the
wine that I
like.















Other people
rarely come
to me for
advice about
choosing
wine.















People that I
know pick
wine based
on what I
have told
them.















My opinion
on wine
seems not to
count with
other people.















I influence
people's
opinion
about buying
wine.















When they
choose wine,
other people
do not turn to
me for
advice.















Q13 How long have you been drinking wine (in years)?
______ Wine consumption experience
Q14 Excluding fast food; how often do you dine out?
 Less than Once a Month
 Once a Month
 2-3 Times a Month
 Once a Week
 2-3 Times a Week
 Daily
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Q15 How often do you order wine when dining out?
 Less than Once a Month
 Once a Month
 2-3 Times a Month
 Once a Week
 2-3 Times a Week
 Daily
Q16 In this section, we would like to better understand your awareness of trends in
wine consumption. Please indicate your level of agreement with these statements.
Note: a new wine is considered a wine you are not familiar with, meaning you might not
know its varietal, producer, origin, or are not accustomed to its packaging.
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Disagree
(2)

Somewhat
Disagree
(3)

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
(4)

Somewhat
Agree
(5)

Agree (6)

Strongly
Agree (7)

In general,
I am
among the
last in my
circle of
friends to
purchase a
new wine.















If I heard
that a new
wine was
available at
a
restaurant I
would be
interested
enough to
try it.















Compared
to my
friends, I
do little
shopping
for new
wine.















I would
consider
buying a
new wine,
even if I
had not
heard of it
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yet.
In general,
I am the
last in my
circle of
friends to
know the
names of
the latest
wines and
wine
trends.















I know
more about
wine
trends than
other
people do.















Q17 In this section we would like to better understand your perception of wine-ontap. Please make the best possible selection based on your previous experience with wine
in general or with wine-on-tap in particular. Wine-on-tap .....
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Disagree
(2)

Somewhat
Disagree
(3)

Neither
Agree
nor
Disagree
(4)

Somewhat
Agree (5)

Agree
(6)

Strongly
Agree
(7)

Not
sure

.....reduces
waste in
restaurants
and
wineries.

















.....speeds
up wine
service in
restaurants
and bars.

















.....maintains
DZLQH¶V
quality
better than
bottled
wine.

















.....is,
generally, of
similar
quality than
bottled
wine.
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....reduces
packaging
cost of wine.

















.....makes
UHVWDXUDQWV¶
by-the-glass
selection
more
interesting.

















.....provides
restaurants
with greater
control over
wine
spoilage.

















Q18 Please compare wine-on-tap with wine served from the following packaging
options.

bottle
with
cork
closure

bottle
with
screw
cap

Somewhat
compatible
(5)

Compatible
(6)

Very
compatible (7)

Not
sure

Not at all
compatible
(1)

Incompatible
(2)

Somewhat
incompatible
(3)

Neutral
(4)

















































































bag-inbox

Tetra
Pak

Can
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PET
















Q19 How appropriate do you consider wine-on-tap for wine-by-the-glass service in
the following foodservice categories?
Very Inappropriate
(1)

Inappropriate
(2)

Somewhat
Inappropriate (3)

Neutral
(4)

fast casual
restaurant (e.g.
Chipotle)









casual restaurant
(e.g. T.G.I.
Friday's







upscale casual
restaurant (e.g.
P.F. Chang's)





fine-dining
restaurant (e.g.
The Capitol
Grille)



bar/pub/cafe/
tavern
wine bar

Somewhat
Appropriate (5)

Appropriate (6)

Very
Appropriate (7)

Not
sure
(8)













































































Q20 Please rate the importance of the following wine consumption attributes.
Not at all
Important
(1)

Unimportant
(2)

Somewhat
Unimportant
(3)

Neither
Important
nor
Unimportant
(4)

Somewhat
Important
(5)

Important
(6)

Very
Important
(7)

Tasting a
wine
before
ordering a
glass.















Having
smaller
serving
sizes (e.g.
4oz.)
available
to taste a
variety of
wines.
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Seeing the
bottle
when
ordering a
wine by
the glass.















Being
able to
choose
from a
large
wine-bythe-glass
selection.















D1 At a foodservice establishment, how much (in USD) are you willing to spend for
a glass (5-6 oz.) of:
______ red wine from a bottle
______ red wine from the tap
______ white wine from a bottle
______ white wine from the tap
D2 Please indicate which of the following you purchased in the past 12 months
(please select all that apply):
 glass bottle with natural cork
 glass bottle with screw cap
 bag-in-box
 tetra pak
 can
 PET plastic bottle
D3 How often do you use the following sources of information:
Never (1)

Rarely (2)

Sometimes (3)

Quite
frequently (4)

A lot (5)

recommendation
from a friend











recommendation
from a family
member)











recommendation
from a
sommelier/waiter
(e.g. at a
restaurant)











wine magazine
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(e.g. Food &
Wine)
wine book (e.g.
the Wine bible
by Karen
MacNeil)











wine review (e.g.
Wine Spectator)











mobile wine app
(e.g. Pair It)











wine blog (e.g.
venography.com)











wine club (e.g.
Zagat Wine
Club)











wine
tourism/event
(e.g. tasting,
wine dinner)











D4 What is your year of birth (in YYYY)?
D5 What state do you live in (e.g. CA - California)?
D6 What is your gender?
 Male
 Female
 I chose not to respond.
D7 What is your annual household income?
 $19,999 or less
 $20,000 - $39,999
 $40,000 - $49,999
 $50,000 - $59,999
 $60,000 - $69,999
 $70,000 - $79,999
 $80,000 - $89,999
 $90,000 - $99,999
 $100,000 - $119,999
 $120,000 - $139,999
 $140,000 - $159,999
 $160,000 or more
 I chose not to respond.
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D8 Which of the following best describes your highest level of education?
 High school/diploma/GED
 Some college work
 Bachelor's degree
 Master's degree
 Doctoral degree
 Professional degree (JD, MD)
D9 What is your ethnicity?
 White/Caucasian
 African American
 Hispanic
 Asian
 Native American
 Pacific Islander
 Other ____________________
 I chose not to respond.
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Appendix B

Restaurant Survey

Hello,
Thank you for your interest in this study, the purpose of which is to gain a better
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIUHVWDXUDQWRSHUDWRUV¶LQQRYDWLYHEHKDYLRU
This survey contains a series of questions related to restaurant operations as well as the
collection of some basic demographic information.
Your participation is voluntary and highly appreciated. All efforts will be used to
maintain confidentiality that is within the control of the research team. No personally
identifying information will be connected to your responses. Your individual responses
will not be shared with anyone. It is estimated that completion of this survey should take
approximately 10-15 minutes and you are free to exit at any time.
You must be 21 years of age to participate. Upon completion of the survey you may
YROXQWDULO\HQWHUDGUDZLQJIRURQHRIWKUHHUHFHQWO\SXEOLVKHG³:LQHVRI6RXWK$PHULFD
7KH(VVHQWLDO*XLGH´E\(YDQ*ROGVWHin, M.S. (~$40). The odds of winning will depend
on the number of participants, which is unknown until after the survey has been
administered. The estimated number of participants is 100. Should you be interested in
the results of this study, you will be able to provide your name and email address at the
end of the survey and a report of the findings will be emailed to you.
This survey has been approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Purdue
University. If you have any questions about this study, you can contact Dr. Carl Behnke
at behnkec@purdue.edu or Michaela Nuebling at mnueblin@purdue.edu.
If you have any questions about participating in this study and your rights, you may
contact the Institutional Review Board at Purdue University, Ernest C. Young Hall,
Room 1032, 155 S. Grant St., West Lafayette, IN 47907-2114. The phone number for the
Board is (765) 494-5942. The email address is irb@purdue.edu.
Best regards,
Michaela Nuebling
Purdue University
School of Hospitality & Tourism Management
Marriott Hall
West Lafayette, IN, 47907
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Q1 Which of the following best describes your position:
 Owner
 General Manager
 Wine / F&B Director
 Sommelier
 F&B Manager
 F&B Supervisor / Assistant Manager
 Bartender
 Other ____________________
Q2 How long have you been involved with wine as part of the foodservice industry
(e.g. selecting wine, serving wine, etc.)?
To answer this and future slider questions move your mouse over the indicator tab. Click
and hold mouse button, then drag the blue indicator tab to the appropriate spot on the
range (an exact number will appear to the right of the range). Release the mouse button.
If you have difficulty "landing" the tab on the desired number you may click on the
number at the right of the range and type it in.
______ Number of years
Q3 Which one of the following best describes the foodservice establishment you
own, operate, or manage:
 fast casual restaurant (e.g. Chipotle)
 casual restaurant (e.g. T.G.I. Friday)
 upscale casual restaurant (e.g. P.F. Chang's)
 fine-dining restaurant (e.g. The Capitol Grille)
 bar/pub/cafe/tavern
 wine bar
Q4 How many employees does your foodservice establishment have?
______ Full-time
______ Part-time
One purpose of this study is to better understand restaurateurs' perceptions of
wine-on-tap. Please review this brief definition.
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Wine-on-tap is wine dispensed from a keg which is pressurized by CO2, nitrogen, argon,
or a mixture thereof. The size of a keg can vary; often 5 gallon stainless steel kegs are
used. In restaurants and bars in the United States, wine-on-tap may also be advertised as
cask wine, draft wine, or wine from a keg or a barrel.
Q4 Have you heard about wine-on-tap (prior to today)?
 Yes
 No
Q5 How interested are you in wine-on-tap?
 Definitely not interested
 Not interested
 Somewhat not interested
 Undecided
 Somewhat interested
 Interested
 Very Interested
Q6 Have you offered wine-on-tap at any time during the past 12 months?
 Yes
 No
Q7 Why have you not offered wine-on-tap thus far?
Please provide a brief explanation so we can better understand how interested you
might be in offering wine-on-tap in the future.
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Q8 Before implementing wine-on-tap; were you offered an incentive (e.g. monetary
incentive, free equipment, etc.)?
If so, please indicate the type of incentive and the type of business that offered the
incentive (e.g. two free kegs of wine from a distributor)
 Yes ____________________
 No
 I do not remember.
Q9 From whom or where did you obtain information that convinced you to adopt
kegged wine?
 magazine
 internet
 trade fair/event ____________________
 peers
 distributor
 other ____________________
Q10 Why are you offering wine-on-tap?
Please provide a brief explanation so we can better understand your motivation.
Q11 The following questions will help us understand how you engage with
innovations.
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
To answer this and future questions of this NLQGSOHDVHQRWHWKDWLI³VWURQJO\GLVDJUHH´
GHVFULEHV\RXUOHYHORIDJUHHPHQWVHOHFWLI³VWURQJO\DJUHH´GHVFULEHV\RXUOHYHORI
agreement select 7; use intermediate numbers for agreement levels in between.
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Disagree
(2)

Somewhat
Disagree
(3)

Our
restaurant is
known as an
innovator by
our local
competitors.







Our
restaurant
constantly
experiments
with new
products and
services.







Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
(4)

Somewhat
Agree
(5)

Agree
(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)
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We promote
new,
innovative
products and
services in
our
restaurant.















Our
restaurant
provides
leadership in
implementing
new products
and services.















Taking
gambles is
part of our
strategy for
success.















We take
above
average risks
in our
business.















Taking
chances is an
element of
our business
strategy.















Our strategy
can be
characterized
by a strong
tendency to
take risks.















Q12 In this section we would like to better understand the type and frequency in which
you use various communication channels.
How often do you use the following sources of information?
Never

Rarely
(1)

(2)

Sometimes
(3)

Quite
Frequently (4)

A lot
(5)

trade magazine (e.g.
Wine Spectator)











book (e.g Perfect
Pairings by E.
Goldstein)











newsletter (e.g.
dailynewslink by
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winebusiness.com)
internet (e.g.
www.guildsomm.com)











mobile app (e.g. Pair
It)











trade fair (e.g. NRA
show)











restaurant industry
meeting (e.g. the
Texas Sommelier
Conference)











industry consulting
(e.g. VSAG
consulting)











exchange with peers
(e.g. other
sommeliers)











exchange with
culinary professionals
(e.g. Chefs))











exchange with
distributor (e.g.
Republic National)











exchange with winery
representatives (e.g.
winemakers)











exchange with vendors
(e.g. Riedel)











Q13 Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Note:"people" might refer to colleagues, peers, or competitors. My opinion on what
wines to buy seems to count with other people.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Somewhat Disagree
 Neither Agree nor Disagree
 Somewhat Agree
 Agree
 Strongly Agree
4,LQIOXHQFHSHRSOH¶V opinion about wine purchases for their restaurant.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
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Somewhat Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

Q15 I often persuade other people to buy wines that I like.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Somewhat Disagree
 Neither Agree nor Disagree
 Somewhat Agree
 Agree
 Strongly Agree
Q16 Other people come to me for advice about choosing wine for their restaurant.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Somewhat Disagree
 Neither Agree nor Disagree
 Somewhat Agree
 Agree
 Strongly Agree
Q17 In this section we would like to better understand your perception of wine-on-tap.
Please make the best possible selection based on your previous experience with wine in
general or with wine-on-tap in particular.
Please indicate your level of agreement. Wine-on-tap.........
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Disagree
(2)

Somewhat
Disagree
(3)

Neither
Agree
nor
Disagree
(4)

Somewhat
Agree
(5)

Agree
(6)

Strongly
Agree
(7)

Not
sure

.....reduces
waste in
restaurants
and
wineries.

















.....speeds
up wine
service in
restaurants
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and bars.
.....maintains
DZLQH¶V
quality
better than
bottled
wine.

















.....is,
generally, of
similar
quality than
bottled
wine.

















....reduces
packaging
cost of wine.

















.....makes
restaurants'
by-the-glass
selection
more
interesting.

















.....provides
restaurants
with greater
control over
wine
spoilage.

















Q18 How do you feel that wine-on-tap compares with wine served from the
following packaging options?

Bottle with
cork
closure

Not at
all
Compatible
(1)

Incompatible (2)

Somewhat
Incompatible (3)

Undecided
(4)

Somewhat
Compatible (5)

Compatible (6)

Very
Compatible (7)

Not
sure

































Bottle with
screw cap
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Bag-in-box
































































Tetra Pak

Can

PET

Q19 Prior to implementing an innovation, such as wine-on-tap, how important was
or would observing a wine dispensing system be for you?
 Not at all Important
 Unimportant
 Somewhat Unimportant
 Neither Important nor Unimportant
 Somewhat Important
 Important
 Very Important
Q20 Prior to implementing an innovation, such as wine-on-tap, how important
was or would tasting wine from a wine dispensing system be for you?
 Not at all Important
 Unimportant
 Somewhat Unimportant
 Neither Important nor Unimportant
 Somewhat Important
 Important
 Very Important
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Q21 Please rate the complexity of the following wine-on-tap-attributes.
I believe that.....
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Disagree
(2)

Somewhat
Disagree
(3)

Neither
Agree
nor
Disagree
(4)

Somewhat
Agree (5)

Agree
(6)

Strongly
Agree
(7)

Not
sure

.....it is easy
to clean and
maintain
wine-on-tap
equipment.

















.....wine-ontap is less
cumbersome
to serve for
restaurant
staff than
bottled
wine.

















.....it is easy
to explain
the benefits
of wine-ontap to a
consumer.

















.....for a
winery,
kegging
wine is
easier than
bottling
wine.

















.....the
benefits of
wine-on-tap
are apparent
to the
consumer.

















You are almost finished - the entry for Goldstein's Guide on Wines from South America
is just around the corner. We thank you for helping us to understand your experiences
with wine-on-tap.
Q22 How long has your restaurant offered wine-on-tap?
______ in years
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Q23 Did you decide to offer wine-on-tap when your business first opened, or did you
adopt wine-on-tap after having been open for some time?
 Yes, from the beginning.
 No, after the business had been open for a while.
 I do not know.
Q24 After implementing wine-on-tap, how have the following aspects of wine-bythe-glass service changed?
Much
Worse (1)

Worse (2)

Somewhat
Worse (3)

About the
Same (4)

Somewhat
Better (5)

Better (6)

Much
Better (7)

Speed of
service















Waste
management















Sales
volume















Profit
margin















Beverage
cost















Wine
quality
preservation















Q25 Please describe the biggest obstacle you had to overcome to implement wine-ontap (e.g. cost, logistics, staff, consumers):
Q26 What terms do you use for wine-on-tap in your restaurant (select all that
apply)?
 Wine from a cask
 Wine-on-Tap
 Wine from a keg
 Wine from a barrel
 Other ____________________
 We do not promote that some of our wines-by-the glass are dispensed from a keg.
Q27 How satisfied do you believe your consumers to be with wine-on-tap?
 Very Dissatisfied
 Dissatisfied
 Somewhat Dissatisfied
 Neutral
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 Somewhat Satisfied
 Satisfied
 Very Satisfied
Q28 Do you offer complimentary samples of wine-on-tap?
 Yes
 No
Q29 The items listed below are commonly mentioned by restaurants as reasons for
implementing wine-on-tap.
Please reorder the list to best match your reasons for offering wine-on-tap. Click and
drag each item with your mouse, place your most important reason at the top of the list,
then work your way down in terms of importance.
______ Improving Speed of Service
______ Improving Waste Management
______ Increasing Wine Sales Volume
______ Improving Wine-by-the-JODVV¶3URILW0DUJLQ
______ Decreasing Beverage Cost
______ Improving Wine Quality Preservation
Q30 Which serving sizes do you offer?
Please select all that apply.
 taste (2-3 oz.)
 glass (5-6 oz.)
 small carafe (375ml/12 oz.)
 medium carafe (500ml/16 oz.)
 large carafe (1L/32 oz.)
Q31 Please estimate the percentage of total wine sales generated by wine-on-tap:
______ Total wine-on-tap Sales
Q32 Compared to other wines that you offer by-the-glass, how would you rate the
average quality of the wine-on-tap that you offer in your restaurant?
Note: these categories are based on retail prices per bottle, which may be slightly
different from state to state.
 super value (less than $3)
 basic ($3 - $6.99)
 premium ($7 - $9.99)
 super premium ($10 - $13.99)
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 ultra-premium ($14 - $49.99)
 icon (more than $50)
Q33 How much do you charge (on average) for a glass (5-6oz.) of wine in each
category (in USD):
______ Price per glass of white wine-on-tap
______ Price per glass of white wine from a bottle
______ Price per glass of red wine-on-tap
______ Price per glass of red wine from a bottle
Q34 What size are the wine kegs you use for wine-on-tap?
 19.5L (5.1 gallons)
 29.3L (7.75 gallons)
 59L (15.6 gallons)
 other ____________________
Q35 How much deposit do you pay per keg?
 None
 $/keg ____________________
 I do not know.
Q36 Where do you purchase kegged wine from?
Please select all that apply and provide the company name.
 from a distributor ____________________
 from a winery directly ____________________
 other ____________________
Q37 What type of keg are you using? Please select all that apply.
 stainless steel (e.g. Schaefer)
 PubKeg (e.g. Rehrig Pacific)
 PET keg (e.g. KHS)
 stainless steel keg with plastic pouch (e.g. TORR keg)
 plastic keg with bladder (e.g Scholle's KeyKeg)
 other ____________________
Q38 What type of gas composition are you using?
 nitrogen/argon
 nitrogen/CO2 ('guinness gas")
 nitrogen
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CO2/argon
argon
other ____________________
I do not know.

Q39 On average, how many weeks does it take to finish a wine keg after it has first
been tapped?
______ Number of weeks
Q40 Do you offer draft beer?
 Yes
 No
Q41 Are any beer-parts (such as faucet, lines etc.) used to operate your wine-on-tap
system?
 Yes
 No
 I do not know.
Q42 What type of dispensing system are you using? Please select all that apply.
 direct draw with temperature control ("kegerator")
 direct draw (white wine in fridge, red wine at room temperature)
 long draw (kegs stored back of the house/basement)
 other ____________________
 I do not know.
In this final section we aim to capture demographics of your restaurant and yourself.
D1 What is the average check per person in your establishment (in USD)?
______ Lunch
______ Dinner
D2 What year was the establishment you own, operate, or manage opened (YYYY)?
D3 In what state is your foodservice operation located? (e.g. IN - Indiana)
D4 What is your birth year (in YYYY)?
D5 What is your gender?
 Male
 Female
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 I chose not to respond.
D6 Which one of the following best describes your highest level of education:
 High school/diploma/GED
 Some college work
 Bachelor's degree
 Master's degree
 Doctoral degree
 Professional degree (JD, MD)
D7 Which one of the following best describes your highest level of wine specific
qualification (select all that apply):
 Court of Master Sommeliers (CMS) Level 1 (Introductory)
 Court of Master Sommeliers (CMS) Level 2 (Certified)
 Court of Master Sommeliers (CMS) Level 3 (Advanced)
 Court of Master Sommeliers (CMS) Level 4 (Master)
 Society of Wine Educators Certified Specialist of Wine (CSW)
 Wine & Spirits Education Trust (WSET) Level 1
 Wine & Spirits Education Trust (WSET) Level 2
 Wine & Spirits Education Trust (WSET) Level 3
 other ____________________
 n/a
D8 How long have you held your highest wine-related qualification?
______ Number of years
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Appendix C

Winery Survey

Hello,
Thank you for your interest in this study, the purpose of which is to gain a better
understanding of winery SURIHVVLRQDOV¶LQQRYDWLYHEHKDYLRU7KLVVXUYH\FRQWDLQVDVHULHV
of questions related to wine production and wine packaging as well as the collection of
some basic demographic information.
Your participation is voluntary and highly appreciated. All efforts will be used to
maintain confidentiality that is within the control of the research team. No personally
identifying information will be connected to your responses. Your individual responses
will not be shared with anyone. It is estimated that completion of this survey should take
approximately 10-15 minutes and you are free to exit at any time.
You must be 21 years of age to participate. Upon completion of the survey you may
voluntarily provide your email address if you are interested in the results of this study. A
report of the findings, including perceptions of consumers and restaurant operators, will
be emailed to you. This survey has been approved by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) at Purdue University. If you have any questions about this study, you can contact
Dr. Carl Behnke at behnkec@purdue.edu or Michaela Nuebling at
mnueblin@purdue.edu.
If you have any questions about participating in this study and your rights, you may
contact the Institutional Review Board at Purdue University, Ernest C. Young Hall,
Room 1032, 155 S. Grant St., West Lafayette, IN 47907-2114. The phone number for the
Board is (765) 494-5942. The email address is irb@purdue.edu.
Best regards,
Michaela Nuebling
Purdue University
School of Hospitality & Tourism Management
Marriott Hall
West Lafayette, IN, 47907
Q1 Which of the following best describes your position at the winery:
 Owner
 Winemaker
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Assistant Winemaker
Cellar Hand/Cellar Master
Vineyard Manager
Wine Production Staff
General Manager
Other ____________________

Q2 How many years of wine industry work experience do you have (incl. vineyard,
production, sales)?
To answer this and future slider questions move your mouse over the indicator tab. Click
and hold the mouse button then drag the blue indicator tab to the appropriate spot on the
range (an exact number will appear to the right of the range). Release the mouse button.
If you have difficulty landing the tab on the desired number you may click on the number
at the right of the range and type it in.
______ Work experience
Q3 Please specify your highest wine industry related qualification and which
organization issued it (e.g. Wine Making Certificate, University of California,
Davis):
 Qualification title & issuing Institution ____________________
 n/a
One purpose of this study is to better uQGHUVWDQGUHVWDXUDWHXUV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRI
wine-on-tap. Please review this brief definition.

Wine-on-tap is wine dispensed from a keg which is pressurized by CO2, nitrogen, argon,
or a mixture thereof. The size of a keg can vary; often 5 gallon stainless steel kegs are
used. In restaurants and bars in the United States, wine-on-tap may also be advertised as
cask wine, draft wine, or wine from a keg or a barrel.
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Q4 Have you heard about wine-on-tap (prior to today)?
 Yes
 No
Q5 How interested are you in kegging wine for wine-on-tap?
 Definitely not interested
 Not interested
 Somewhat not interested
 Undecided
 Somewhat interested
 Interested
 Very Interested
Q6 Have you kegged wine for wine-on-tap at any time during the past 12 months?
 Yes
 No
Q7 Why have you not kegged wine?
Please provide a brief explanation so we can better understand how interested you might
be in kegging wine in the future.
Q8 From whom or where did you obtain information that convinced you to adopt
kegged wine? Select all that apply.
 magazine
 internet
 trade fair/event ____________________
 peers
 distributor
 other ____________________
Q9 Why are you kegging wine for wine-on-tap?
Please provide a brief explanation so we can better understand your motivation.
Q10 The following queVWLRQVZLOOKHOSXVXQGHUVWDQG\RXUZLQHU\¶VDSSURDFKWR
technology, packaging, viticulture (if applicable), and winemaking.
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Our winery provides leadership in implementing new technology, packaging,
viticulture, and/or vinification methods.
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Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

Q11 We promote new, innovative technology, packaging, viticulture, and/or
winemaking approaches.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Somewhat Disagree
 Neither Agree nor Disagree
 Somewhat Agree
 Agree
 Strongly Agree
42XUZLQHU\LVNQRZQDVDQLQQRYDWRUE\RXU³ORFDO´FRPSHWLWRrs due to our
innovative approach of wine production and viticulture.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Somewhat Disagree
 Neither Agree nor Disagree
 Somewhat Agree
 Agree
 Strongly Agree
Q13 Our winery constantly experiments with new technology, vinification, and
viticulture approaches.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Somewhat Disagree
 Neither Agree nor Disagree
 Somewhat Agree
 Agree
 Strongly Agree
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Q14 In this section we would like to better understand the type and frequency in which
you use various communication channels.
How often do you use the following sources of information?
Never (1)

Rarely (2)

Sometimes (3)

Quite
Frequently (4)

A lot (5)

trade magazine (e.g.
Wines & Vines)











book (e.g. Chemical
Analysis of Grapes and
Wine by P.Iland, N.
Bruer, & E.Wilkes)











newsletter (e.g.
dailynewslink by
winebusiness.com)











internet (e.g.
www.wineinstitute.org)











mobile app (e.g.
Winery Finder)











trade fair (e.g. Unified
Wine & Grape
Symposium)











wine industry
meeting (e.g. Allied
Grape Growers
membership meeting)











exchange with peers
(e.g. other winemakers)











exchange with
distributors (e.g.
Republic National)











exchange with
culinary/restaurant
professionals (e.g.
Chefs, Sommeliers)











Q15 Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Note:"people" might refer to colleagues, peers, or competitors.
My opinion on winery technology, equipment, vinification, or viticulture seems to
count with other people.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Somewhat Disagree
 Neither Agree nor Disagree
 Somewhat Agree
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 Agree
 Strongly Agree
Q16 I influence people's opinion about winery technology, equipment, vinification,
or viticulture.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Somewhat Disagree
 Neither Agree nor Disagree
 Somewhat Agree
 Agree
 Strongly Agree
Q17 I often persuade other people to consider buying the winery technology and
equipment or applying vinification and viticulture approaches that work well for
me.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Somewhat Disagree
 Neither Agree nor Disagree
 Somewhat Agree
 Agree
 Strongly Agree
Q18 Other people come to me for advice about wine making and/or viticulture.
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Somewhat Disagree
 Neither Agree nor Disagree
 Somewhat Agree
 Agree
 Strongly Agree
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Q19 Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
7RDQVZHUWKLVDQGIXWXUHTXHVWLRQVRIWKLVNLQGSOHDVHQRWHWKDWLI³VWURQJO\GLVDJUHH´
GHVFULEHV\RXUOHYHORIDJUHHPHQWVHOHFWLI³VWURQJO\DJUHH´GHVFULEHV\RXUOHYHORI
agreement select 7; use intermediate numbers for agreement levels in between
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Disagree
(2)

Somewhat
Disagree
(3)

We take
above
average risks
at our
winery.







Taking
chances is an
element of
RXUZLQHU\¶V
business
strategy.





Our strategy
can be
characterized
by a strong
tendency to
take risks.



Taking
gambles is
part of our
strategy for
success.



Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
(4)

Somewhat
Agree (5)

Agree
(6)

Strongly
Agree (7)











































Q20 In this section we would like to better understand your perceptions of wine-on-tap.
Please make the best possible selection based on your previous experience with wine in
general or with kegged wine in particular. Wine-on-tap.........
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Disagree
(2)

Somewhat
Disagree
(3)

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
(4)

Somewhat
Agree (5)

Agree
(6)

Strongly
Agree
(7)

Not
sure

.....reduces
waste in
restaurants
and
wineries.

















.....speeds
up wine
service in
restaurants
and bars.
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.....maintains
DZLQH¶V
quality
better than
bottled
wine.

















.....is,
generally, of
similar
quality than
bottled
wine.

















....reduces
packaging
cost of wine.

















.....makes
UHVWDXUDQWV¶
by-the-glass
selection
more
interesting.

















.....provides
restaurants
with greater
control over
wine
spoilage.

















.....is more
time
effective for
a winery
than bottled
wine.

















Q21 How do you feel that wine-on-tap compares with wine served from the
following packaging options?
Not at
all Compatible
(1)

Incompatible
(2)

Somehwat
Incompatible
(3)





Undecided
(4)

Somewhat
Compatible
(5)

Compatible
(6)

Very
Compatible (7)

Not
sure

Bottle
with
cork
closure
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Bottle
with
screw
cap

















































































Bag-inbox

Tetra
Pak

Can

PET

Q22 Prior to implementing an innovation, such as kegged wine; how important was
or would observing a wine dispensing system be for you?
 Not at all Important
 Unimportant
 Somewhat Unimportant
 Neither Important nor Unimportant
 Somewhat Important
 Important
 Very Important
Q23 Prior to implementing an innovation, such as kegged wine; how important was
or would tasting wine from a wine dispensing system be for you?
 Not at all Important
 Unimportant
 Somewhat Unimportant
 Neither Important nor Unimportant
 Somewhat Important
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 Important
 Very Important
Q24 Please rate the complexity of the following kegged wine attributes.
I believe that.....
Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Disagree
(2)

Somewhat
Disagree
(3)

Neither
Agree
nor
Disagree
(4)

Somewhat
Agree (5)

Agree
(6)

Strongly
Agree
(7)

Not
sure

.....it is easy
to clean and
maintain
kegs and
kegging
equipment.

















.....wine-ontap is less
cumbersome
for restaurant
staff than
bottled wine.

















.....it is easy
to explain the
benefits of
wine-on-tap
to a
consumer.

















.....for a
winery,
kegging wine
is easier than
bottling
wine.

















.....the
benefits of
wine-on-tap
are apparent
to restaurant
operators.

















....a wine's
taste is not
compromised
by using a
tap system.

















You are almost finished! We thank you for helping us to understand your experiences
with wine-on-tap.
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Q25 How long has your winery kegged wine for wine-on-tap?
______ in years
Q26 After implementing kegged wine, how have the following aspects changed?
Much
Worse (1)

Worse (2)

Somewhat
Worse (3)

About the
Same (4)

Somewhat
Better (5)

Better (6)

Much
Better (7)

Waste
management















Sales
volume















Profit
margin















Production
cost















Wine
quality
preservation















Q27 Please describe the biggest obstacles you had to overcome to implement kegging
wine (e.g. equipment cost, logistics, staff, consumers. restaurant operators)
Q28 Which varieties do you keg in each category?
(e.g. red - Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Pinot Noir)
 White wine varieties ____________________
 Red wine varieties ____________________
 Other ____________________
Q29 Do you use the same brand name(s) for bottled and kegged wine?
 Yes
 No
Q30 How concerned are you that using the same brand name will impact your
ZLQHU\¶VUHSXWDWLRQQHJDWLYHO\"
 Not at all concerned
 Not concerned
 Somewhat not concerned
 Indifferent
 Somewhat concerned
 Concerned
 Very concerned
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Q31 Please estimate the percentage of your annual production of kegged wine:
______ Kegged wine % in relation to annual production volume
Q32 The items listed below are commonly mentioned as reasons for kegging wine.
Please reorder the list to best match your reasons for offering wine-on-tap. Click and
drag each item with your mouse, place your most important reason at the top of the list,
then work your way down in terms of importance.
______ Improving Waste Management
______ Increasing Sales Volume
______ Improving Profit Margin
______ Improving Wine Quality Preservation
______ Improving Competitive Edge
Q33 What is the average sales price for a wine keg in each category (in USD)?
______ White Wine
______ Red Wine
Q34 What size are the wine kegs you use for wine-on-tap?
 19.5L / 5.1gallons
 29.3L / 7.75gallons
 59L / 15.5gallons
 other ____________________
Q35 How much deposit do you pay per keg?
 none; we purchased our own kegs
 $/keg ____________________
 I do not know.
Q36 Where do you fill the kegs for wine-on-tap?
 We deliver our wine to a third party (please provide the name of the kegging
specialist) ____________________
 We fill kegs directly at our winery
 Other ____________________
Q37 What type of keg are you using? Please select all that apply.
 stainless steel (e.g. Franke)
 PubKeg (e.g. Rehrig Pacific)
 PET keg (e.g. KHS)
 stainless steel keg with plastic pouch (e.g. TORR keg)
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 plastic keg with bladder (e.g. Scholle's KeyKeg)
 other ____________________
Q38 What type of gas composition do you recommend restaurants to use for wineon-tap?
 nitrogen/argon
 nitrogen/CO2 (Guinness gas)
 nitrogen
 CO2/argon
 argon
 other ____________________
 I do not know.
Q39 What is your recommendation for food service operators with regard to how
long (in weeks) a wine stays fresh once the keg has been tapped?
______ in weeks
Q40 Do you treat wines for wine-on-tap different, in regard to additions,
stabilization, filtration, from wines to be bottled?
 Yes
 No
 I do not know.
Q41 Why or why not? Please describe applicable differences for red, white, and rose
wines.
In this final section we aim to capture demographics of your winery and yourself. If
numbers from the current vintaJHDUHQRWDYDLODEOH\HWSOHDVHSURYLGHODVW\HDU¶VILJXUHV
D1 In 2014, what was your total wine production in gallons?
D2 Which of the following packaging options are represented in your portfolio
(please select all that apply):
 screw caps
 corks
 bag-in-box
 cans
 PET
 tetra pak
 kegs
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D3 Which of the following production lines are part of your portfolio? Please select
all that apply.
 still wine
 sparkling wine
 dessert wine
 vermouth
 fortified wine
 other ____________________
D4 Which of the following price segments are part of your portfolio (select all that
apply)? Please note that these categories are based on retail prices per bottle, which
may be slightly different from state to state.
 super value (less than $3)
 basic ($3 - $6.99)
 premium ($7 - $9.99)
 super premium ($10 - $13.99)
 ultra-premium ($14 - $49.99)
 icon (more than $50)
D5 In 2014, how many tons of grapes did you crush?
D6 What year was your winery established?
D7 How many employees does your winery have?
______ Full-time Employees
______ Part-time Employees
D8 How and where do you source your grapes/juice? Please select all that apply.
 We buy grapes.
 We buy grape juice.
 We buy grape concentrate.
 We grow grapes. Acreage of our own grapes grown: ____________________
D9 Which of the following services do you offer at your winery? Please select all that
apply.
 Education (e.g. aroma seminar)
 Culinary (e.g. cooking demonstration)
 Merchandise (e.g. wine and non-wine related gifts)
 Online (e.g. newsletter)
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Tourism (e.g. wine tasting, wine trail, winery tours)
Hospitality (e.g. lodging)
Events (e.g. weddings)
other ____________________

D10 In what state is your winery located (e.g. CA - California)
D11 How would you rate the size of your winery?
small

medium

large

within your state







within in the United
States
internationally













D12 What is the ownership structure of your winery?
 sole proprietor
 partnership
 LLC
 corporation
 publically traded (e.g. Constellation)
 other ____________________
D13 What is your birth year (YYYY)?
D14 What is your gender?
 Male
 Female
 I choose not to respond.
D15 Which of the following best describes your highest level of education:
 High school/diploma/GED
 Some college work
 Bachelor's degree
 Master's degree
 Doctoral degree
 Professional degree (JD, MD)
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Appendix D

Consumer Study Qualitative Responses

Why have you not consumed wine-on-tap in the past 12 months?
1. There is a certain history and appreciation that I have for the traditional bottled
method and experience.
2. I haven't been in a venue that sells wine in tap.
3. We usually dine out with at least 4 adults so wine by the bottle seems more
economical.
4. Never had an opportunity to.
5. Not available.
6. Have not been to a location that has it.
7. I've only ever seen it one time before. If I saw it again somewhere else, I may try
it.
8. Not a fan of this style of wine distribution.
9. Haven't been anywhere that advertised or sold wine-on-tap.
10. Not offered by many restaurants in my area.
11. I have not been to a restaurant or bar that offered it. I have had in in the past, just
not in the past 12 months.
12. I have only heard about it but have not been to a facility that serves it.
13. Haven't had the opportunity.
14. It is not offered very often in the types of places that I drink wine.
15. There are no places nearby that serves it.
16. Feels cheap.
17. I typically do not go out to bars. I buy bottles of wine and drink them at home.
18. I have not been exposed to them.
19. I generally do not order wine when out. Also I have not been to a place that
clearly advertises wine on tap.
20. I have drank wine at a restaurant only once in the last 12 months. This was from a
bottle. I also have not seen a restaurant with one of these devices.
21. No opportunity.
22. Haven't been to a restaurant that carries it.
23. Not been available.
24. Haven't been out to eat much lately.
25. Not offered at any restaurant I go to.
26. I usually know what wine I want to drink.
27. Prefer a fresh bottle and choices on tap are few and far between.
28. Have not been anywhere it was offered.
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29. I have not been to a restaurant or wine bar where it is offered. At a restaurant, I
typically order a bottle.
30. Typically have a cocktail with dinner or will share a bottle with my partner.
31. Have not been somewhere that it is offered.
32. I definitely would. I literally just saw it on a menu this week and was getting a
cocktail already. I plan on trying it.
33. I have not been anywhere that it was offered/served.
34. I don't eat out very often. It just hasn't come up.
35. I don't go out to drink wine very often. I prefer to buy a bottle at SPECS or
somewhere and enjoy it at home. However, whenever I do go out to drink I
generally don't see wine-on-tap very often, and if it is on the menu it is often lost
in the list of wine in bottles or house wines.
36. I was pregnant until six months ago. Now I don't have a social life so I drink at
home.
37. Don't know of any restaurants or bars around me that have it.
38. Have only heard about it. Have not seen it or come across it.
39. Haven't had the opportunity
Why did you consume wine-on-tap?
1. I consumed wine-on-tap because a friend recommended that I try it.
2. The price was right in comparison to other wine by the glass options. Also, we
were able to do a free sample beforehand to make sure we liked it.
3. I was at a restaurant and the wine I preferred was on tap. Most of the restaurants
that I go to and I do partake in wine, they usually don't have a wine-on-tap
technology...in this case they did and the wine I wanted they only had on tap.
4. It was what was offered.
5. I just wanted a simple/casual glass of wine with dinner that night, and it was a
very low key restaurant so all they offered was wine-on-tap.
6. Fresh, and the selection I wanted was being served that way.
7. It was available.
8. Ordered house wines in Venice at multiple restaurants, and they were served on
tap.
9. Price, freshness.
10. I'm from the Bay Area in California. I find that a lot of locals are "on-tap" and it
just allows me to sample more.
11. The wine on tap I consumed was on happy hour and was sold at 5$. We had a
system at the restaurant I worked at and it was very convenient and easy to give
out samples and charge a low price for it.
12. Just curious.
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13. Wine bar.
14. Thought the brand was good, I was curious if it was as good a quality as the bottle
wine.
15. Wanted to try. Liked it.
16. Bar special.
17. Expensive wine. Wanted to try without committing to a bottle.
18. To try new things!
19. Great wine choices on tap at many restaurants around here (napa).
20. At a restaurant, from their glass selections.
21. It was cheapest wine on the list. I hate paying 100% markup on wine when I
know the prices from the winery. I don't like paying $8 for a glass of wine when I
can purchase the bottle for $10.
22. A good wind was available.
23. I was at a local wine bar near me and they had a large set up of wine on tap. I go
there frequently.
24. Good wine by the glass.
25. Freshness.
26. I think it is a great idea and I wanted to see how the quality was.
27. It's all they had for wine. I think it's a good idea to cut down on waste and does
not hurt the wine. The reason I answered uncertain is because I don't like low end
wine and that's is what has been placed on tap.
28. Wanted wine by the glass and this was the method for delivery.
29. It was a wine tour and they happened to have it available.
30. Less likely to be oxidised than a bottle-poured glass when you're only getting one
glass rather than a full bottle.
31. The restaurant we were dining at offered it, curiousity.
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Appendix E

Trait
Type
Fast casual
Casual
Upscale casual
Fine-dining
Bar/Pub/Café/Tavern
Wine bar
Average check a
Lunch
Under $15
Between $15 and $30
$31 and above
Dinner
Under $25
Between $25 and $50
$51 and above
Years in operation
5 years or less
Between 6 and 10 years
Between 11 and 20 years
Between 21 and 30 years
Older than 31 years
Number of employees b
Full-time
5 or less
Between 6 and 15
Between 16 and 30
Between 31 and 50
More than 51
Part-time
5 or less
Between 6 and 15
Between 16 and 30
More than 31

Restaurant Demographics

Frequency
N=56
3
15
33
2
3

Percent
5
27
59
4
5

7
14
6
5
16
16
N=45
13
7
16
4
5

29
16
36
8
11

6
13
14
8
13
13
9
12
13

Note. a Some foodservice establishments serve only dinner.
b
Only some foodservice professionals provided full- and part-time numbers.
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Appendix F

Restaurant Study Qualitative Responses

Why have you not offered wine-on-tap thus far?
1. Start up cost of equipment as well as as well as physical layout of the bar needing
to be changed to accommodate.
2. The restaurant I currently work at does not have tap access to anything, beer or
otherwise. A tap system, beer or otherwise, is not something that we wish to
expand into currently. Additionally, our restaurant atmosphere is not conducive to
the wine on tap.
3. We do not have the facilities/requires renovation.
4. My current restaurant does not offer wine on tap but a wine bar I worked at a few
years ago did.
5. Not practical for our the way our building, bar, and kitchen are set up.
6. So far the cost of keg wine is still to high as it relates to bottles I expect the start
up cost of kegs at smaller wineries to be the issue.
7. No draft system in place, including no draft beer system.
8. 1) Stigma against it 2) lack of selection 3) no cost advantage to pouring bottled
wine.
9. Capital was not allocated to invest in the tap system.
10. Lack of space.
11. Our current restaurant space does not have the space necessary to offer wine on
tap.
12. No infrastructure.
13. The main reason I have never ventured into wine on tap is space. We don't have
draft beer, and with space at a premium in our restaurant, adding a cooler capable
of dispensing wine on tap is not a viable option.
14. We have such an extensive wine program there is no need to, we offer about 200
wines by the glass and move through all of them with little to no waste.
15. Our restaurant has no room for tap and we have 32 wines by the glass. No beer on
tap either. I am interested on this item as it will save recycling and room for
storage.
16. We are a fine dining establishment and do not offer anything (including beer) on
tap. I appreciate some of the fantastic wines being kegged today, but feel that
guest perception is diminished by on-tap service.
17. We are primarily a beer and spirits restaurant, but do serve wine by the glass.
18. Not a lot of wine sales.
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19. I haven't looked into distributing wine on tap. My knowledge of wine on tap is
very limited, which has deterred me from providing it to our patrons.
20. The volume of wines sales at our establishment would probably not justify the
cost of installing a keg wine dispensing system, since we do not currently have
any type CO2 dispensing system for fermented beverages.
21. Have not had the time to think about reconstructing the bar.
22. At this time, we feel guests knowledge on wine on tap needs to grow. It is
certainly a product that benefits the restaurant but in a fine dining atmosphere
guest expect and want the "show" of opening a bottle tableside, decanting etc.
23. The expense of equipment and then making the accommodation at the bar
location.
24. Use bottles or carafe.
25. Not easily available.
26. The perception is that the quality is inferior to bottled wine.
27. I do not work in the restaurant business at present.
28. Usually sell carafe.
29. Lack of quality offerings.
30. Start-up cost is not off set by any substantial product savings. Retro-fitting areas
in bars also not feasible.
31. We are currently considering this product for a fast casual concept
32. We offer a fine dining experience and find that guests like the romance of seeing
the bottle. Whether valid or not, the assumption by the guest is that wine on tap is
lower quality. Even at a catered wedding we still find that bottles are our guests'
preference.
33. Not available, not localy supplied.
Why are you offering wine-on-tap?
1. It is truly the best way to offer a great BTG program with no spoilage; it also
ensures that the first glass to the last glass is exactly the same with no fear of cork
taint, oxidization and it allows you to serve wine at the proper temperature. All of
these factors contribute to great wine experience by the guest, with adding value
to serve a great BTG without having to charge an arm and leg to the guest.
2. Reduced environmental impact and ability to ensure quality and freshness in BTG
program.
3. We want to offer a variety of wine choices, so we have by the glass, by the bottle,
on tap & enomatic.
4. Cost savings and speed of service.
5. Unique, cost-controlling, consistency, convenience.
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6. We are no longer offering wine on tap due to lack of guest interest, no real cost
savings and difficulty in obtaining product.
7. We offer wine on tap that is sourced from wineries in the state of Michigan, as a
means of supporting the wine industry in the Midwest. Draft wine also holds its
quality longer than an open bottle of wine poured by the glass.
8. Zero Waste, top quality wines.
9. Wine on tap is more friendly for the environment, costs less to package so the
consumer gets a better wine for the price, and the packaging is less prone to
corkage issues.
10. We chose wine on tap to dramatically increase the customer experience with our
wine by the glass program.
11. In initial design phase we had storage issues and wanted to go with wine on tap
exclusively. We also understand the benefits of freshness and lack of waste,
therefore getting better margins. Currently we pour approximately 3000-5000
bottle equivalent per month. We have been able to work with great wine
producers such as Kathryn Hall and have them keg some of their wines which we
have bought the entire us allotment and basically have "exclusive" rights to. We
have learned MANY MANY lessons on how to do this successfully, which I'd be
happy to discuss. You can also look for an article in the Dallas morning news
written by Cheryl hall which will give you a better understanding of our entire
program.
12. We are offering wine on tap, because it's fun and new. Also because it is a good
way to preserve wine, maximizing our profits and lowering waste. For example, if
you open a bottle of wine for by the glass pours, you should sell it all that same
day. If we do not sell the wine the staff either pours it out or drinks it, so we are
not able to make the maximum amount of profit off of said bottle.
13. Convenience, speed of service and novelty.
14. AT TAPS SAN FRANCISCO, WE OFFER 45 BEERS ON TAP AND 16 WINE,
BECAUSE THAT MATCHES OUR CONCEPT OF CASUAL DINING AND
GASTROPUB EXPERIENCE.
15. So that the wine stays fresh and we have less waste.
16. Best case scenario for our operation. Zero waste, controlled environment and
better pour cost, without compromising quality.

Please describe the biggest obstacle you had to overcome to implement wine-ontap.
1. The biggest obstacle is always perception to the guest they associate a cheapness
with draft products, so any time the wine is given to them blind they love it and
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are converted easily, when seeing the wine being poured from the tap they are
hesitate or just don't want to try but after explaining all the benefits it does as
whole they are won over, and become the biggest advocates for wine on tap.
2. Logistics. The same network that exists for beer doesn't exist for wine YET.
Kegging should be easier than bottling, but it's not yet as the infrastructure and
distribution networks still have a lot of growth ahead of them. Another very
big obstacle has been getting fun international wines. Most AOP regulations ban
the use of kegs as a packaging vessel, so everything needs to be "declassified"
essentially. Also, fill stations in the US are few and far between.
3. Repair & maintenance on the tap system.
4. We are not implementing it until next spring.
5. Space for equipment.
6. Dedicating a beer tap, price, Inventory availability.
7. Biggest obstacle was and continues to be, convincing our guests that wine-on-tap
is as good as wine out of the bottle.
8. Finding enough selection to offer 12 lines.
9. Guest perception that it is a cheap or inferior product.
10. Conveying the benefits to guest.
11. Two years ago the selections in market were slim. We had to help create demand
so that we could get great quality wines. Now that we have done that the
selections have improved tremendously.
12. The biggest problem is with the distributors. In the beginning (and sometimes
now if they do not have disposable kegs) the distributors did not know how to
take back empty kegs. I would have to constantly call them to come pick up the
empties, which would start accumulating in our basement. Wine distributors
didn't really know what to do with them or the best way to send them back to the
wine makers. Some kegs I would have to ship directly back to the winemakers
and was a hassle for us. Now I think they have gotten a little better with
disposable kegs.
13. PROPER STAFF TRAINING
14. The price does not change too much from the bottle price to the keg cost. It is
difficult to get people to come and clean the lines and when switching wines, not
every vendor brings the proper couplers.
15. Consumers perception of "kegged" wines, ie; lower quality.
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Appendix G

Winery Demographics

Trait
Wine production (in gallons)
10,000 or less
Between 10,001 and 50,000
Between 50,001 and 100,000
Between 100,001 and 500,000
Between 500,001 and 1 Mio.
Over 1 Mio.
Grape crush (in tons)
100 or less
Between 101 and 500
Between 501 and 1,000
Between 1,001 and 5,000
Between 5,000 and 10,000
Between 10,001 and 100,000
Over 100,000
Wine portfolio a
Still wine
Sparkling wine
Dessert wine
Vermouth
Fortified
Other (flavored, carbonated)
Price segments a
super value (less than $3)
basic ($3 - $6.99)
premium ($7 - $9.99)
super premium ($10 - $13.99)
ultra-premium ($14 - $49.99)
icon (more than $50)
Packaging a
Glass bottles with screw caps
Glass bottles with corks
Bag-in-box
Cans
PET

Frequency
N=100
30
33
11
11
3
12
N=100
38
30
6
12
4
7
3
N=127
125
29
45
2
37
3
N=127
3
11
21
44
113
53
N=121
59
121
16
3
7

Percent
30
33
11
11
3
12
38
30
6
12
4
7
3
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TetraPak
Kegs
Years in operation
5 years or less
Between 6 and 10 years
Between 11 and 20 years
Between 21 and 30 years
Between 31 and 40 years
Older than 41 years b
Number of employees
Full-time
5 or less
Between 6 and 15
Between 16 and 30
More than 31
Part-time
5 or less
Between 6 and 15
Between 16 and 30
More than 31
Sources a
Grow grapes c
Buy grapes
Buy grape juice
Buy grape concentrate
Services offered a
Education (e.g. aroma seminar)
Culinary (e.g. cooking demonstration)
Merchandise (e.g. wine and non-wine
related gifts)
Online (e.g. newsletter)
Tourism (e.g. wine tasting, wine trail,
winery tours)
Hospitality (e.g. lodging)
Events (e.g. weddings)
Other
Ownership structure
Sole proprietor
Partnership

5
54
N=103
22
28
21
7
18
7

21.5
27.3
20
6.8
17.6
6.8

46
33
15
21

40
29
13
18

43
27
14
14

43.9
27.5
14.3
14.3

N=115

N=98

N=124
99
93
28
17
N=118
52
28
85
85
98
21
59
11

N=127
25
13

19.7
10.3
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LLC
56
44
Corporation
21
16.5
Publically traded (e.g. Constellation)
7
5.5
Other
5
4
a
b
Note. Question allowed participants to select all that apply. Oldest winery was
established in 1876. c Acreage of own grapes grown varies from 1 acre to 15,000.
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Appendix H

Winery Study Qualitative Responses

Why have you not kegged wine?
1. We are very strong on bag in box. We now have inquiries for the Key Kegs and
anticipate being in production in the first quarter of 2015.
2. I have not taken the time to verse myself in the necessary logistics.
3. We have talked about the possibility, but have not followed through with it to
date. Our production is small, but growing, so kegging may be in our future plans.
4. Because I do not make the volume or type of wine appropriate for kegging. I
would keg wines to be consumed young (whites, roses, very youthful reds), but do
not produce them. I only produce reds to be aged in cask and bottle.
5. Doing research on delivery systems and market penetration.
6. Kegs are not a format that we are interested in exploring.
7. I have not created keg wine due to a handful of logistical and quality concerns, as
well as an uncertainty of how much demand we have. We have a few distributors
who have asked, though, and we are considering it.
8. Working for a large winery within a corporate entity, the bottling facility was not
located on site. Additionally, most of the bottling decisions, including bottling
formats, were determined by marketing and not production/winemaking.
9. Kegged wine is not one of our products and we have not seriously considered it.
Also, we have a lack of equipment to do so.
10. Quality control issues, cost effectiveness, branding.
11. We have kegged wine but not in the past twelve months. We haven't kegged
more wine because it wasn't worth the trouble. We aren't seeing any demand
from restaurants nor interest from consumers.
12. We have experimented in limited markets with kegged wine. A third party
kegged the wine for us. Results from the test in the limited market led us to make
the decision that kegged wines were not something that we wanted to pursue as a
brand at this time.
13. Price point too low.
14. We're in favor of it and might look into kegs for our own tasting room in the
future.
15. No interest. Not a quality or ecologically appropriate package. Better to go with
light weight glass and ROPP closure.
16. High end private & commercial wines, not sold by the glass.
17. Having to add the entire operation - kegging systems, cleaning, etc.
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18. I'm a small producer of wines, 750 cases. I would be interested in trying to
produce wines for kegging.
19. Only reason is lack of demand or customer base for kegged wine. Market is small,
or seems to be. I am very willling to package wine in kegs for on-premise sales.
20. I attended the Wine Expo in Santa Rosa last week to learn how to keg wine and
how to sell it!
21. Worries about spoilage. My brother (also my business partner, and Winemaker),
refuses to offer keg wine because he believes it is too low brow and not
appropriate for a classy Tasting Room (too much like a beer hall).
22. We have not Kegged, however we have provided wine in bulk to some of our
customers who have kegged our wine for selling. We are very interested in
kegging, however, we have not had a commitment of enough volume to justify
setting up a kegging operation.
23. Not sure exactly how it works.
24. We are a barrel storage facility. We bottle and have help customers bag in the
box, but generally do not do wine in kegs for consumption.
25. I am semi-retired from the industry as of 2013. I just recently planted my own
vineyard and will continue making wine and start a new winery venture. I believe
that kegged wine is a very good way to give the consumer a way to experience a
couple of different wines at a restaurant for pairing with 3-4 courses instead of
ordering a bottle.
26. Does not help build our brand, concerns about quality control and ability to keep
the product consistent.
27. We have been doing 18L BIB for 35 years. We have extensive experience with
SS Beer kegs. We have interest for key keg at the Illinois facility.
28. Our trials showed oxidation.
29. Why have you not rubbed your head with your left hand while jumping up and
down?
30. Don't have the systems to accomplish the task.
31. It is seen as a lower-end product we produce a high-end product.
32. Haven't had time to explore the option.
33. I have thought about it but so far our wine has been high quality and small
production and we have not had the need.
34. Not in our specific business plan.
35. We have considered. Our wholesaler is not particularly interested. Being a wine
and spirits wholesaler, they are not set up to deal with kegs.
36. We do not have the on-premise volume to warrant kegging at this time.
37. Primarily the logistics of holding for release the same time as the bottled vintage.
38. There is no demand for our product to be kegged.
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39. It is of great for high volume vendors but not the best way to treat wine.
40. I make mostly private, high-end wines that are not sold to restaurants. The wine
that is sold to restaurants is at high price points and is not offered by the glass.
41. We thought about it but didn't think the monetary benefits were worth it for
production of our size.
42. Large company inertia.
43. It's a bit of a project for the winemaker to get tangled in. The logistics appear to
be time consuming. It may also send mixed marketing messages from our
winery.
44. The company I now work for believes it does not fit with their image. We have a
more classical approach to the product, production, and packaging. In the past I
worked for a company that was 100% kegged wine in Washington State
(Proletariat Wine Co. Their approach was to put the best product in keg and pass
on savings to the consumer - so a $100 bottle of wine was available for $15 a
glass. The same person that owns Proletariat also owns another label and it is
100% in bottle, no kegs. I believe that the direction and perception you want for
your company highly influences the decision to put your wine in keg.
45. The price point of our wines does not fit the perception of wines on tap. We also
feel the quality of the wine may be compromised with possible bacterial
contamination or inadvertent oxidation.
46. It is of interest as a minor part of our overall business.
47. Not at all. There are various and serious problems with kegged wines in my
opinion: 1- distribution; shipping and moving kegs is a pain, they require special
handling, at every step. 2- cleaning tap equipment- as a winemaker I have no
control over the final quality, cleanliness, gas mix, length of time the wine is held,
etc. Variables I have more control over in bottle. 3-flavor scalping; inert gas
changes the aromas, carbonates the wine and generally makes it taste different,
less complex. It particularly changes the high-tone smelling fruit componentsesters, etc. 4-Not green; shipping a stainless steel keg around the country both
ways doesn't make any sense. 5-winery supply. How do I keep keg wine in stock?
Bottle it all at once when I bottle my bottled wines. Hold it? Regardless it is a
GLIIHUHQWZLQHIURPWKHERWWOHDQGFDQ¶WEHFRPSDUHG1RZ,KDYHDQHZZLQH,
have to explain. 6- It makes my wine generic. I go from a Patz & Hall
Chardonnay to Chardonnay. Taps tend to lessen brand impact and add to a general
lack of branding.
48. Small market.
49. Not interested in kegged wine for the brand I currently produce.
50. I think there is a place in the market for kegged wine. The people in my area who
seem to be doing the best with it, in terms of customer acceptance and wine
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quality, are small wineries and negotiants. They generally only crush from 5-10
tons of grapes each year, producing small lots of either well-known varietals or
rarely bottled varietals. They have restaurant clients in the SF Bay area that they
supply as needed. This means they rely on settling and fining barreled wines or
tank wines and do not filter. Some folks have small plate-and-frame filters and do
a rough (no fruit flies or eyelashes) filtration. These products are fresh and
interesting, and usually in smaller kegs than 5 gal. I am currently consulting at a
medium-sized winery. Getting into kegs requires a capital investment that we
cannot justify at this point. I'm glad because the quality issue is also a real
concern. The higher the price, the longer wine sits in a keg, and gets stale and
"tanky". There is no comparison with barrel or bottle-aging. I've always been in
the fine wine business: great vineyards, French oak, bottle aging, and a goal to
make age-able "world class" wines. Sometimes I have succeeded. If we're honest
with ourselves, winemaking can be a very humbling experience.
51. It may be an economical way to dispense wine in bars and others since it
eliminates multiple containers. Also reduces waste by keeping the wine gassed. I
do not know what label requirements would be appropriate. Also filling
equipment would be necessary. The cost of compiling with all that may be
prohibitive for a small winery such as ours.
52. Several years ago we kegged wine for a restaurant account in Atlanta. As far as I
know there are no plans to keg wine in the future?
53. I was approving wine quality and specs before it was going in to the export
container.
54. Small production, not practical.
55. I was never involved in this decision for any of the wineries that I have worked
for since it is generally a Sales/Marketing decision. I would say that the wineries
that I have worked for either did not participate because it had not yet become so
popular in restaurant culture or because it was not aligned with the image that
they wanted to portray to the general public.
56. We just created our 1st brands and are in the process of kegging our next vintage.
57. Not my business.
58. I am qc and qa.
59. This allows for a larger storage of potentially premium wines that can be
delivered to the consumer at a lower cost and can benefit a business owner that
has limited space for the storage of large quantities of wine bottles. I think it
would also allow you to have sub premium wines for house use and expand your
cellar with premium or super premium wines. It also would let you expand the
number of different varietals you could have in your cellar with the use of keg
wine.
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60. Most of our wine sales are on-site at the winery or through local liquor stores, not
so much at restaurants. So, our buyers are usually taking the wine home with
them, rather than drinking it on-site. Also, most of our customer-base is an older
crowd that I would think would be more likely to reject kegged wine. However, I
personally am not against it and think it could provide several benefits.
61. We have kegged wine several years ago for a restaurant account in Atlanta. As
far as I know there are no discussions to once again get into the kegged wine
business.
62. Lack clients asking for it. Tracking and returning of empty kegs seems like too
big of a job where we are in our business. Wines are too expensive for most
BTG programs.
63. Not our market.
64. Would like to understand the pros and cons so that our winery could possibly use
it in the future to save money on wasted bottles of wine poured by the glass and
also to become a greener winery.
65. Not interested.
66. +DVQ¶WEHHQDSULRULW\\HW,SODQRQGRLQJVRLQWKHQH[W- months.
67. Not aware of demand for it.

Why are you kegging wine for wine-on-tap?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Better glass, better margin, better freshness, eco friendly.
Innovative, green, and financially attractive.
Customer and Broker request.
We feel there is a huge market for kegged wine. The growth of craft beer in the
recent years shows that there can be a number of different options at a draft bar,
and wine should be alongside. The lower price associated with the keg versus a
bottle, the environmental benefits and, for us, being one of the first to adopt it, are
all good reasons for us to be involved.
5. Tasting rooms and restaurants.
6. Distributor asked for us to keg wine for accounts in California.
7. Better expand wholesale channel with restaurants, wine bars, etc.
8. Sustainability, and ease of sale.
9. We use it in our restaurants.
10. We started kegging wine in 2008 as part of our wine growler program. We were
the first winery in the northwest to start an aggressive wine growler program.
Since that time, we have seen the overall trend toward on-premise wine on tap
grow, and we are now expanding our wine on tap in response to the demand.
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11. We feel that it is a great way to get our wine into restaurants. If it is in keg the
wine will hopefully taste the same from the first glass to the last, where if it is in a
bottle it can oxidize very rapidly and change within a matter of hours.
12. For our event center.
13. To preserve the wine for by-the-glass programs, reduce our carbon footprint and
packaging expenses.
14. We just kegged our first wine to test the market. There are some
sectors/establishments that only use keg wine and we don't want to miss out on
their business.
15. Wine by the glass programs-keeps wine fresher than open bottles. Private label
projects for restaurants.
16. We kegged wines for a client.
17. We entered the market early, hoping to capitalize on a growing trend. Also
efficiency and green marketing. We save money on the packaging and delivery of
the wine when it is in a keg compared to bottles. And the added benefit of
marketing the sustainability aspects of using reusable kegs.
18. To provide consistent quality pours for customers, savings in packaging material.
19. On premise accounts desired our product in this format. We complied and it took
off in other avenues as well. Currently kegging 200 kegs per month.
20. It provided us an opportunity for a placement. And I have experience with
kegged wines so it's not a new thing.
21. Quicker sales!
22. Economies of scale, no glass and related bottling costs. Primarily for high
volume wines at special events such as wine festivals.
23. Two high end accounts requested wine on tap. So, we have done 2 keg trials to
test the sensory impact of wine in keg to see if and how it taste different from
bottled wine. Being part of a larger corporation, we are now surveying the
salesforce and determining a launch strategy.
24. One of our best Wholesale on-premise accounts requested WOT.
25. To fill market demand and sales orders.
26. Restaurant / on-premise demand.
27. A good environmental strategy.
28. Access into a market which is likely to expand. We are already invested in
similar alternative packaging such as BIB.
29. Defray bottling costs for some of the lower priced wines served in our winery
wine bar.
30. We use it in our tasting room for 2 of our wines. It cuts down on bottles, capsules,
corks and it is fun for the customer. It is great for by the glass and we also let
folks bottle there on or blend from the tap.
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31. High quality wine at attractive prices by the glass. Less impact on the
environment (waste etc.), unique opportunities.
32. We have a few different locations and our "fast food Italian" seemed like the
place to start.
33. It is the future keeps large quantity of wine fresh for long periods. Makes it easy
for on premise distribution.
34. To provide additional sales opportunities at restaurant accounts.
35. Better access to by glass programs, and a low cost packaging solution.
36. To provide wines, which we also sell in bottle format, in a medium which ensures
the same flavor profile from the first glass to the last. Since glass pours are
typically poured out of sight of customer, we're only concerned about the quality
on each glass to ensure our name/wine is remembered positively by the consumer.
37. To take advantage of an emerging market.
38. Seems to be a new market with some cool side benefits such as reduction of
packaging waste and wine preservation in some cases.
39. Our company owns both a winery and a restaurant. Kegged wines provide us the
opportunity to lower our cost of goods while providing single servings.
40. Two distributors told me it was "hot" and that they could get the wine into the
trendiest restaurants only if I kegged it.
41. I can offer quality wines to restaurants at a reduced price from the bottled price
because I don't have to pay for packaging. It is also very flexible for me, I offer a
red blend and a white blend that can be anything I want to use up or put in the
keg, as long as it tastes good. So the keg program allows me to get top dollar for
small left-over bits of wine (wine clarified from settled lees for instance) that I
otherwise would not have a market for.
42. Unoaked Chardonnay and Zinfandel.
43. There is a small but developing market for kegs and it provides a good outlet for
excess fruit (we are an estate property) that would otherwise not sell (as bottled
wine) in our desired sales cycle for any given wine.
44. Requested by several restaurant clients.
45. Adds placement value to target accounts that we would otherwise not be able to
obtain.
46. As a custom crush winery, we have 1 client that kegs wine for local restaurants.
47. A number of reasons, from the quality of the wine from the keg for BTG
consumption, to the carbon footprint of the vessel.
48. Demand is growing, younger wine drinkers are not turned off by the keg, better
understanding by the wine drinking public of the benefits of keg wine.
49. We wanted pursue another avenue to get wine to the consumer. WOT uses less
packaging and less waste associated with the wine drinking experience. We also
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like being innovative and want to explore new ways of getting wine into
restaurants and bars.
50. A custom crush client had a restaurant acct that requested Chard in a keg, so I
decanted it from bottle to kegs.
51. There is a demand LQWRGD\¶VPDUNHWDQGWKHZLQHLVEHWWHUWKDQLQDWUDGLWLRQDO
wine by the glass program.
52. We started kegging about 4 years ago for one specific customer and soon saw the
benefits for BTG.
53. To serve local restaurants.
54. Lower cost, less packaging waste.
55. Customer requested a one-off service. We do not create wine-on-tap on an
ongoing basis.
56. Good marketing opportunity for our company to make more premium wines
available in a quality, more environmentally sensitive manner.
57. To be Competitive, do not want to miss sales opportunities now and in the future.
58. Less packaging, better for the wine, competitive cost of goods vs. cases.
59. Less expensive than bottling. Move more wine out of inventory. There is also a
quality issue. The wine last longer. We also sell keg wine DTC out of the
winery.
60. Much more cost effective than bottling.
61. My distributor asked if we would be interested. We had some additional wine in
barrel (more than we wanted to bottle) and we could save the bottling cost and get
a higher margin than bulking it out.
62. Our custom client desired it. We have been producing 18-Liter bag-in-a-box for
30 to 40 years and this is another product in that class. Kegs are chic at the
moment.
63. To reach customers we haven't been able to sell to, because they only or mostly
use keg wine. Also, to bypass the costs of bottling and increase margins.
64. Provide wine for a predominately brewery! Offer wine to non-beer customers at
tap facility.
65. It was a request from our sales team who was trying to get into some niche
markets.
66. Sales and Marketing request.
67. I am not sure of the companies motivations.
68. We believe it is a cost effective more sustainable way to deliver some wines - it is
also more cost efficient for restaurants and results in less waste.
69. Easier to transport, decreased cost, new restaurants find it interesting, trying to
stand out in a crowd.
70. To be more environmentally friendly. Also as a marketing tool.
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71. Client request.
72. Wine longevity.
Biggest obstacles to overcome in order to implement kegged wine:
1. Restaurant and consumer acceptance.
2. We have yet to implement a formal system. Cost analysis is complex, especially
when dealing with wholesalers. Who pays for maintaining the kegs, gaskets,
seals, gas, delivery, service, hoses, labels, paperwork, taps, handles, training,
lost/damaged kegs etc. Fingers point between retailer, wholesaler and producer.
This, along with high minimum order keg format quantities have been major
barriers for implementation.
3. Employees not wanting change. They fear their jobs will decline.
4. Our work with Free Flow has been very easy. I heard rumblings about difficulties
in distribution at the very beginning, but no issues recently.
5. It was not a big deal. I built our own filler and washer.
6. Having to use an outside source, keg rentals, keg damage by the distributor or
account.
7. Cost and logistics.
8. Logistics of returning the kegs from restaurant to distributor to winery or cleaning
location. The cost of a keg is thought to be less expensive than a equal case cost,
but its not after all of the time and money spent getting the kegs returned.
9. Customer perception.
10. Cost of the keg and market segment. We learned that we cannot compete with
our own bottled wines. The margins are better with bottled wine from a
manufacturers standpoint. So we chose higher end unique wines that have no
direct competition with our bottled products.
11. Once the wine is in Keg I haven't had any contact with the consumer or restaurant
operators. The one thing we think about is how sanitary are the inside of the kegs.
Also once it goes to the restaurant they can spoil the wine if good sanitation
practices are not put in place such as cleaning the kegging lines and taps.
12. Empty kegs returning to the winery.
13. We just kegged our first wine (a red) through free flow kegs. The biggest
obstacle for us is that we had to filter the wine for free-flow to maintain liability.
We do not typically filter our red wines, and thus we believe the wine has
changed structurally due to the kegging and are unsure how it will affect the wine
over time. We are going to tap one of our kegs at the winery and continue to
evaluate it sensorally over the next few months to see how it develops.
14. It is a once a month operation, the volumes are small. It is hard to maintain the
wine in the cellar. The kegging operation is heavily hands on and it takes a
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skilled operator to do the job. Receiving the empty kegs presents a problem. They
have to be stored until there are enough empties to do another kegging. Some of
the kegs come back and are filthy from the restaurants. So the outside of the keg
has to be stripped and scrubbed to make it presentable.
15. By far #1 has been Restaurant operators, convincing them to put in systems has
been very challenging, Even restaurants that understand the benefit have been
slow to adopt because of a.) Cost of systems, impact to existing business (cost and
construction) to put in or convert systems. And lack of space for many restaurants
is an issue. #2 but much less of an issue an #1 is dealing with empty keg pickup
and cleaning. Cost of automated keg cleaning is not economically feasible for
small wineries.
16. Equipment, training.
17. Logistics, managing large filters to prepare small lots for keg runs.
18. It's really about the restaurants having the infrastructure. Getting the wine in the
keg is the easy part.
19. The types of kegging system used is important. Some corny kegs are very hard to
clean or you need special tools to disassemble and reassemble. you must the
environment you are kegging for. Managing the correct volumes for the
customers needs is key.
20. Sensory testing our own wine in keg vs bottle. Then trying to figure out how to
educate our salesforce on how to sell and make sure all the restaurants we sell to
will maintain their equipment. We are still going through this process and have
not implemented wine kegs.
21. Wide restaurant acceptance.
22. Volume logistics as we use a 3rd parry kegging operation.
23. Kegging has to be done at an outside facility, whereas we do all of our own
bottling onsite. Wines made for kegging have to be made differently than wines
intended for bottles, so one lot of wine now has to be broken up into two lots.
24. The prespection from restaurants that they can use the same taps and gas. This
makes it a big barrier to entry.
25. Logistics of filling dispensing kegs to keep wine bar supplied per demand.
Sanitizing dispensing kegs would be an issue if there were not a brewery nearby
that provides this service to us.
26. Educating customers that the if we bottle the wine from the keg it will be the same
as if we did he bottling. The people just need education and seeing it more for
sure at restaurants. What is lost is the ambiance and seeing the label and hearing
the cork pop. Those things do count for allot and it is hard to dupe with a glass
from a tap.
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27. Few establishments have nitrogen or argon. This limits you to a bag in the bubble
system and increases waste.
28. Portion control.
29. Restaurants don't want to buy the right equipment to serve keg wine at the correct
temperature.
30. Logistics of returning used kegs to the kegging source.
31. Restaurant operators not having taps.
32. Consumer perception of kegs - assume it's like boxed wine. Also, restaurant F&B
managers still don't equate kegs with less loss. When buying, they still keep the
same pricing model as bottle/glass pours. Also, premium wines are still not
considered for kegs. A retail $40 bottle of wine could be kegged and sold at a
good point for premium glass pour pricing. Lastly, many people running with
kegs will put just about anything in them, since they are ways to remove volume
quickly from the cellar. Often times, kegs have different blends from one to the
next.
33. Restaurants are reluctant because they do not want to try something news. It is
like switching over to screw caps from cork closures.
34. Washing Kegs. Getting kegs returned to us. The aging (or lack of) of red wines
in Keg. Restaurants without taps or the space to store wine kegs, along with the
strength of the beer market. i.e. "We can't lose a beer tap".
35. We use a company that provides kegging service, storage, and SS kegs. Main
logistics is involved with transport wine to the kegging company and pre-keg
wine prep work (filtering, so2 adjustments, etc.).
36. Cost! It costs as much to keg wine (slightly more actually) as it does to bottle. Yet
distributors and retailers (restaurants) want big price cuts on kegged wine.
37. I first tried KeyKeg one-use kegs and was not happy with them. I now only use 5
gallon stainless kegs. Cleaning them properly WOULD be a problem for most
wineries, but my winery is next door to a brewery who cleans and sterilizes my
kegs for me.
38. Making sure the appropriate gas combination was being used in restaurants and
lines were kept clean.
39. Convincing ownership, logistics such as TTB labeling, quality control at
restaurants, and refilling kegs (we use recyclable kegs now so this is no longer an
issue).
40. Initial Keg costs, Stainless steel is not cheap - and we only have 1 restaurant we
keg for........
41. Myths about key keg in particular which are spread by uneducated, or
misinformed distributor reps.
42. Deposits, returns, inventory, sanitation.
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43. Logistics behind kegging on a monthly basis vs. bottling on an annual basis. I
think restaurant that are working have a hard time fitting in new equipment, but
new restaurants being built or remodeled it's a no brainer. Restaurateurs may not
see the value and may want quicker pay backs for putting in a new system.
44. Get it going at produce a forecast.
45. Unless the restaurant operator is building a new facility or remodeling, nit is
difficult for them to make the investment in the equipment.
46. Once we got enough kegs for have full ones ready for pick up anytime, everything
got a lot easy. We needed enough kegs to empty an entire 60 gallons barrel at a
time.
47. The quick turn-around that is expected between kegging date and release of the
wine. We are used to holding wine in the bottle longer before distribution.
48. Logistics, rotation of kegs in distributor, not doing first in first out. Maintaining
proper inventories. Use of offsite kegging operation and lead times for kegging.
Managing inventories.
49. Sourcing a high-quality kegging service provider.
50. Costs and equipment. Example: an effective keg cleaning system.
51. Collecting the kegs and having them not get stolen by other distributors is a bitch.
It is also very time consuming to clean, sanitize, and refill them. You also have to
trust restaurant staff to keep the lines clean and the air seals tight. Also,
restaurants want this stuff CHEAP, so having a small winery like mine doesn't
allow for much profit.
52. Keg filling equipment procurement. Trading out our customers from 18-Liter
BIB to keg.
53. Equipment cost, learning curve for keeping quality in kegged wine.
54. Keeping up with volume.
55. This is still a very small project for us. For us in production it is cumbersome but
I don't think it would be if we were properly set up to keg. So I would say that the
biggest obstacle would be ensuring the demand for this product will Still exist and
therefore justify the cost into the equipment.
56. Obtaining kegs in our area (AZ).
Why or why not do you treat wines for kegging differently?
1. Degradation of free SO2 is less, so less added at bottling is one difference.
2. Only slight difference is in our bottled CO2 level, which is slightly higher for
kegged wine, as the wine might sit in the keg for a few weeks and lose some CO2
during the tapping and untapping process.
3. .45 filter everything.
4. There are no differences in wines packaged in bottled or keg.
5. just enough SO2 to keep the wine stable for 6 months.
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6. Part of our quality assurance is that the wine we offer in kegs, is the same as our
bottled offerings.
7. We have to filter the wine before it goes to free-flow in order for them to maintain
liability. If we are filling kegs ourselves with Key-Kegs then we would not treat
the wine any differently.
8. Generally, we give them a little more SO2 for freshness, lower CO2 to keep from
foaming in production, and sometime additional fining so that the wine are
approachable post production for immediate consumption.
9. We treat our keg wine the same as the bottle product in order to provide
consistency for the consumer.
10. My experience is that wines in keg tend to go slightly reductive over time so I
treat wines destined for keg slightly differently with respect to oxygen exposure. I
also have seen mainly white wines turn slightly metallic over time so I like to
have just a touch of residual sugar in our white wine in keg to make them a bit
rounder and softer.
11. Free SO2 is usually 5-10 ppm higher due to transport and differences in DO.
12. Wines in keg do not breathe or age as they would in a bottle, so the wines have to
be kegged exactly as they would be ready for drinking. Sulfur additions are lower,
wines are heat and cold stabilized regardless if the bottled version is not, wines
are sterile filtered regardless if the bottled version is not, higher amount of CO2 is
used in kegged wines because of the expected large amounts of headspace when
the kegs get low.
13. Lower PPM of SO2.
14. Lower free sulfur levels due to the more reductive environment than a cork bottle.
15. I have found no need to do anything differently.
16. The Kegs protect the wine better than an open bottle.
17. We keg and bottle at the same time.
18. Any wine we put into a keg is treated as though it's going into bottle. So we do
everything the same. We do avoid adding extra SO2 because we don't feel it
dissipates as easily and readily in keg vs bottle.
19. Well yes and No. For whites it is the same as the bottled wines. With reds I like
the SO2 lower and maybe some O2 exposure before filling. I'm liking the
PubKegs for reds as I think they breath a bit...
20. Both bottled and kegged wine are sterile filtered and charged with CO2 prior to
packaging.
21. Lower sulfur dioxide additions to kegs as the wine will be consumed very soon
and there will be little to no oxidation. Otherwise there is no difference.
22. FSO2 is lower because it does not decrease at the same rate as it does in the
bottle.
23. We only fill kegs in the few days before bottling, so the wine is very similar to
that which is going into bottle. The goal is to get the same wine regardless of
container.
24. We can't have variation from our bottled wines to our keg wines. We make wine,
then bottle some, keg some.
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25. We could probably reduce the amount of free SO2 in the wine at kegging, we
don't see a substantial change in free levels over time, but feel it's best to be safe
and our free levels at bottling are not too high for bottled wine. We do copper
trials on all wines prior to bottling, there could be a potential reduction factor for
kegged wines, but not more than wines going under screw cap. CO2 levels are
the same for Keg and bottled wines.
26. Once the main blend is ready for bottling, we save a few barrels worth to be
kegged later. We release the kegged wine a little earlier than bottles, the extra
time in barrels allows to do this.
27. We are learning to treat keg wine differently. It has a different headspace/wine
interface, which allows for wine to be readier earlier than our experience in
bottled wine.
28. Same filtration levels, slightly lower SO2 levels.
29. I am very diligent about the health of my wine. In the keg or in the bottle.
30. Prolong exposure.
31. We add more SO2 for microbial stability and reduced oxidation from occurring.
32. Wine was completed before decision was made to keg.
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